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ABSTRACT AND INTRODUCTION 

This is the defining document of a programming system, named TORRIX, 

for operations on the objects (vectors, matrices etc.) in rather 

general linear spaces. It is also a detailed report on TORRIX68: the 

implementation of TORRIX, as far as was possible, in ALGOL68 - being 

the only well-defined programming language both available and suit

able for the purpose. We give an account of this choice in chapter 2. 

Our main objective was to find and to design the computational coun

terpart of the modern algebraic approach to linear vector spaces. 

Where subroutine libraries for operations on vectors and matrices, 

in particular for numerical applications, more or less adequately 

followed the progress in electronic computation from its very begin

ning, it is remarkable that almost nothing has been done in follow

ing - not even inadequately - the development of modern algebra in 

this area. It is a somewhat strange fact that the approach to vectors 

and matrices .in the environment of computers remained almost entire

ly on the level of arrays with fixed bounds (usually even to be 

known at compile time) over the real and/or complex field only, 

We were interested in a computational concept in which the scalar 

system underlying a linear space can be in principle any field or 

ring or other relevant algebraic system - commutative or skew, infi

nite or finite, ordered or unordered, Moreover, as a consequence, we 

would then require a particular program sourcetext - whenever it has 

a meaning for different such scalar systems - to be invariant. over 

them. In other words: our intended computational counterpart to a 

mathematical text on abstract. vector spaces is a program that can 

be compiled for different choices of the scalar subsystem. t"urther, 

where vectors and their linear transformations (matrices) can be de

fined as coordinate-free objects, we wanted to have the opt.ion of 

treating them accordingly. Finally, observi.ng that the dimension of 

a linear space and of all its subspaces is a rather subsidiary pa

rameter, we wanted to deal with it as such. These latter two re

quirements imply in fact the removal of all bound restrictions .i.n 

operations on vectors and matrices. 



TORRIX is the outcome of this endeavour. The objective of invariance 

of the program ·over the scalar subsystem appeared to be mainly a 

matter of programming language features. Section 2.2 deals with them; 

in particular 2.2.6 and 2.2.7 may be of interest for future develop

ments. 'l'he principle of independence from coordinates and dimension 

was mainly a matter of data-representation and could be realized by 

the lucky strike of extending each "concrete" array to a "total" one 

by completing it with "virtual. zeroes". Section 1.2 treats the math

ematical justification; section 2.3 deals with the practical realiza

tion of this method. 

V 

Although 'l'ORRIX68, being a particular :i.mplementation of 'I'ORRIX, rests 

entirely on ALGOL68, a reader with even less than a nodding knowledge 

of the parent language can nevertheless be sure that he will have no 

difficulty in grasping the essence of this book (which i.s certainly 

not a text on ALGOL68). TORRIX68 is, to a large extent, a transfor

mation of ALGOL68 into a special purpose language, into which chapter 

3 i.s a complete and rather elementary introduction, Other implemen

tations, for instance as an autonomous language, seem to be qui. te 

feasible and somebody might feel like attempting it after reading this 

report. 

The present volume is on TORRIX-BASIS (Le. the basic operations 

only). A second volume wi.ll follow i.n due time and treat the appl.i.

cati.on of TORRIX-BASIS to complex (Hermi.ti.anJ and sparse matrix sys

tems as also to a few other, more specific areas. 
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For this volume we had roughly three categories of readers in mind: 

those who just want to know what TORRIX is about (perhaps without 

even being a programmer), those who want to use TORRIX68, and those 

who are interested in its implementation. 

For the first category we wrote chapter 1. 

For the potential users chapter 3 may serve as a guide. 

Chapter 2 is a report on the implementation and may also be of inter

est for computer scientists in the fields of programming language 

design and of software engineering. 

Chapter 5 is a concise reference manual for all three categories. 

The more technical chapters 4 and 6 establish the de facto release 

of the programming system TORRIX68, 

Chapters 1, 2 and 3 are qu.ite independent treatises on different 

aspects of the same subject; they have also been written in differ

ent periods of time, Their reading order is immaterial. However, 

readers who wish to get a quick insight into what it is all about, 

are advised to start with the introductions to the chapters and 

their main sections (under headings with one or two digits) in the 

order in which they are presented, and then to decide where, even

tually, to proceed. 
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1. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS 

Finite sequences play an important role in the vast majority 

of computer programs. Depending on the language in use, they 

will be known as "arrays", "rows", "dimensioned values", 

"subscripted values", "multiple values" etc. We shall adopt 

the technical term array to denote objects that are or com

prise finite sequences. Depending on the application area, 

arrays may represent vectors, matrices, polynomials, power 

series, series of measurements or other data, tables or -

quite generally - all different kinds of enumerated sets 

of values on which certain operations have been defined. 

These operations will be the subject matter of this chapter. 

Mathematically, we define an array to be a function with a 

connected domain in the integers and a codomain (range) of 

in principle any kind. Due to limitations imposed on most 

programming systems, domains are then technically restricted 
, 

to intervals [1:n] - i.e. to intervals in the natural num-

bers with lowerbound 1 and upperbound n (often to be known 

"at compile time"). The codomains are usually confined to 

the (integral or real) numbers and maybe a few more possi

bilities (complex numbers and/or logical values). 

We now want to regard an array as an entity on its own, as 

one functional object rather than as a set of numbered ob

jects. Moreover, we do not want any a priori restriction on 

the domain, neither do we want to be needlessly tied down 

to a specific (numerical) codomain. Our first objective is 

the construction of a tool: a useable piece of programming 

equipment for sane (and safe) operations on such rather 

general entities. 

To that purpose we need a firm mathematical foundation. We 

want to avoid arbitrary operations which may (perhaps) be 

nice for certain goals, but. lack generality and quite often 

appear to be traps. An appropriate mathematical guarantee 

for the consist.ency of our approach w:Lll be found in the 



pure algebraic, coordinate-free concepts of a vector space 

over an arbitrary field, of a module over an arbitrary ring 

and of even weaker systems if we need them. These systems 

cover a wide spectrum of applications - from numerical ana

lysis (linear systems, polynomials, function approximations 

etc.) and more abstract algebraic manipulations, via sta

ti.stical computations, various computations in operations 

research, decision making and system theory, until and 

including the area of system simulation. 

However, taking pure mathematics as our guide, we must be 

well aware of at least three essential differences between 

a mathematical and a computational system: 

1) Mathematical functions are static (timeless) relations 

between sets. Computational operations are dynamic -

they always carry along two attributes: before and after. 

They generate, change and destroy information. 

2) Mathematical objects have an inherent uniqueness where-

as there may be several instances of the same mathemat

ical value in a computer memory (in different locations 

and possibly also in different representations). 

3) Mathematics seeks to represent its objects in a way that 

demonstrates best the cogency of its arguments and the 

elegance of its proofs. In a computational environment 

the decisive criteria are less straightforward. 'l'he 

often conflicting economies of memory size, of storage 

allocati.on and of time and money interfere in an often 

rather nasty manner with the more elevated economy and 

elegance of mathematical reasoning. 

We will therefore find in TORRIX object representations of 

which mathematicians would never have dreamt" We will also 

find many operations that have no true counterpart in mathe

matics, endowed as they are with "before" and "after", and 

also because they treat the poss:Lble polypresence of values 

in a memory and/or cater for specific demands of computa

tional economy. 

3 
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1.1 ALGEBRAIC SYSTEMS 

In this section we briefly su=arize the algebraic systems which underlie 

TORRIX. For their mathematical contents, properties, use and significance 

we refer to the litterature (e.g. {17} and {16}). We need them in their ab

stract dressing for the justification of the typical TORRIX representations 

and operations, and also to establish terminology and notation. 

An algebraic system is a set A together with one or more n-ary operations: 

An----.A which have to satisfy specified axioms. For TORRIX we need only to 

consider nullary operations: A 0-->A ( the selection of a specified element, 

e.g. zero), unary operations: A-->A and binary operations: AXA->A. A nullary 

operation will always be denoted by the element selected. Instead of 

"unary" and "binary" we shall write monadic and dyadic, because the tenn 

"binary" may lead to confusion in a computational environment. Fundamental 

and well-known algebraic systems are: 

N the natural numbers {0,1,2, . .,} 

z the integral numbers fo,±1,±2, ... } 

z the integral numbers modulo n {0,1, ... ,n-d 
11 

Q the rational numbers {±!'.!.lm,nEN,n;,fo} 
n 

R the real numbers, i.e. the analytic completion of Q 

C the complex numbers, Le. the complexification of R 

Ll.1 

A semigroup (S, □) is a set S together with a dyadic operation °: SXS->S 

which is associative. A monoid (M, □ ,n) is a semigroup with a neutral element 

YLEM, Le. an element with the property that for all ct EM we have a.□n=n□a.=ct. 

We call a monoid (M,+,O) additive and a monoid (M,x,1) multiplicative. An 

additive monoid is commutative (unless specified otherwise), a multipli

cative monoid may or may not be commutative. 

In mathematical texts the operator symbol "X" is usually omitted {but ne

ver in a programming language). We thus have: 



a+(b+c.)=(a+b)+c. 
O+a=a+O=a 
a+b=b+a 

semigroup 

monoid 

a(bc.) = (able 
1a=a1=a 

n 
monoid we often write Ia .• 

n i 

For a.1x ••• xan in a multiplicative monoid we often write ila. .• 
l. 

n n n 
If all a.=a, we write na. for Ia and a for na. Identities like (m+n)a 

l. + 
ma,t,na., aman=a.m n, m{nd)=(mn)a and (am)n=a.mn are quite obvious. 

A group (G, □ ,n,'l is a monoid together with a monadic operator inverse, 

denoted by 1 • Hence, a group is a monoid in which there exists an inverse 

a.'€G for every lt€G, such that aaa'=a' □a=n. In a (commutative or abelian) 

additive group we write -a for the inverse and a-b for a+-b. In a multi-
-1 b b-1 plicative group we write a for the inverse and a/ for ax , hence 

-1 a =1/a. 
We thus have: 

in an (abelian) additive group: 

in a multiplicative group: 

a-a=O 
aa- 1=a-1a=1=a/a 

(it can be proved that in a non commutative group a left inverse and a 

right inverse are equal and unique). 

5 

A ring is a combination of an abelian group (R,+,0,-) and a multiplicative 

monoid (R,x,1) into one system (R,+,0,-,x,1) in which multiplication is 

distributive over addition: 

a(b+c.)=ab+ac. and (a+b)c.=ac.+bc. 

A commutative ring is a ring in which the multiplication is also commuta

tive, If a,b€R, <J.:;1,0 and b;O, but nevertheless ab=O, we call a and b zero 

divisors. In a ring without zero divisors the cancellation law holds: 

if ax=ab and <J.:;1,0 then 'X.=b 

if 'X.a=ba and 40 then 'X.=b 

A ring has no zero divisors iff the cancellation law holds. 

A field Fis a ring in which the subset F\{0} of non-zero elements is a 

multiplicative group - i.e. in which every 40 has a multiplicative inverse 

1/a. We call a non-commutative field (i.e. a field with a non-commutative 

multiplication) a skew field, but normally assume a field to be commutative. 
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The fundamental systems N, Z, Zn, Q, Rand Call combine a commutative 

additive monoid with a commutative multiplicative monoid in such a manner 

that multiplication is distributive over addition. In N neither of the mo

noids is a group, hence N is not a ring. In Z, Zn,Q ,R and C the additive 

monoids are groups, therefore these systems are rings. Zn has zero-divisors 

unless n happens to be prime - i.e. Z (p prime) has no zero-divisors. In Z p 
the multiplication has no inverse, hence Z is not a field; the same applies 

to Zn (n not prime), but ZP is a (finite) field. Q, Rand Care fields. 

One may, starting from the Peano axioms, construct Z from N, Q from Z, 

R from Q and finally C from R. In these constructions the mother system is 

always isomorphic to a subset of its daughter. Apart from these rather for

mal isomorphisms we thus have: 

Nc:Zc:Qc:Rc:C and also z C: z 
n 

Another and more straightforward way of looking at these inclusions is 

that R can be obtained from C by leaving out the imaginary (parts of) num

bers, Q from R by leaving out the irrational numbers, Z from Q by leaving 

out all fractions and N from Z by leaving out the negative integers. This 

will be the way we shall look at such inclusions. 

1.1.2 

Vector spaces are built on a field F, the elements of which a.re usually 

called scalars. This F may, eventually, be restricted to a ring R, or to an 

even weruter system by leaving out certain operations and/or elements. It 

will then be tacitly assumed that the vector space can (and will) be re

stricted accordingly. In other words: though we shall mostly speak of vec-· 

tor spaces, we may also have weaker systems in our mind. Moreover, we shall 

assume the underlying field to be commutative in order to avoid tedious 

distinctions in left- and right operations. TORRIX, however, is not con

fined to commutative fields. 

The abstract notion of a vector s2ace V over a field F comprises a set 

of elements, called vectors, satisfying the axioms: 



1) Vis a commutative additive (abelian) group. 

2) V admits the scalars of Fas linear operators. 

We shall write u,v,w, ••• for vectors and denote the scalars by small 

Greek letters a,8,y, ..• A,K,µ, .•. u,~,~.w,cr,n ... 

1) 

2) 

We thus have: 

u+(v+w)=(u+v)+w 

u+v v+u 

u+o 

u-u 

a(u+v) 

(a+B)u 

(af3)u 

lU 

u 

0 

au+av 

au+Bu 

a(Bu) 

u 

(associativity) 

(commutativity) 

(existence unique zerovector o) 

(existence unique inverse -u) 

(distributivity over vectors) 

(distributivity over scalars) 

(associativity) 

(scalar unity, identity operator) 

More general linear operators on V are the (left and right)~ 

transformations L: V->V and R: V->V which map every vector VEV into a 

vector LvEV or vReV. The defining property of linear transformations is 

that L(au+f3v) = aLu+BLv and (ua+v8)R = uRa+vRf3. Where the use of left- or 

right linear transformations is merely a matter of notational convention 

(comparable with left or right traffic in different places in the world), 

we shall drive on the left. TORRIX allows both. 

7 

For linear transformations A and Ba sum A+B is defined by (A+B)v = Av+Bv 

and we have a unique ~-transformation o which transforms every veV into 

oEV - i.e. Ov=o. It is easy to recognize that for this addition of linear 

transformations both 1) and 2) hold as they hold for vectors: 

3a) The set of linear transformations Lon a vector space Vis itself a 

vector space over the same field F. 

A product of linear transformations is defined as functional composition 

by (AB)v = A(Bv) and we have a unique identity-transformation I which 

transforms every vEV into itself - i.e. Iv=v. This product is a teaser, ha

ving two not so nice properties: it is not commutative (not even when the 

underlying field is) and it admits zero-divisors. The following rules, how

ever, hold - i.e. L forms a non-commutative ring with zero-divisors: 
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3b) (AB)v=A(Bv) (AB)C=A(BC) 

A(B+C)=AB+AC , (A+B)C=AC+AB 

AO= OA = 0 AI= IA= A 

(associativity) 

(distributivity) 

(zero and identity) 

If the underlying field is confined to a ring R, we may also speak of a 

module instead of a vector space. 

1.1.3 

~ sequences, ~ and dimension 

A finite sequence [1:n]-+A or n-tuple of elements ai in any algebraic 

system A will be denoted by (a1 , ••. ,an) or briefly (ai). Hence ca1 , ..• ,an)= 

(d.)EAn. One should not confuse a finite sequence with a TORRIX array (cf. 
]. 

1.2.2). 

We call a vector vEV a linear combination of the vector sequence (u.) iff 
--- n i 

there exists a scalar sequence {a.) such that v=Ia.u .. A vector sequence 
]. ]. ]. 

with the property that none of its linear combinations yields o unless all 

ai=0 - i.e. unless (ai) is the zero-sequence (o, .•• ,o) - is called a 

linearly independent sequence. An arbitrary, possibly infinite, vector set 

&:::II is linearly independent iff all its finite subsequences have this prop

erty. 

We call &::Va basis in V iff Bis linearly independent and every vector 

vEV is a linear combination of a sequence in B. We call V finite-dimensio

nal iff it has a finite basis. 

The number of elements in any basis in a finite dimensional vector space 

is the same as in any other basis; this number is called the dimension of V. 

The above summary culminates in the following theorem: 

Every finite, n-dimensional vector space V 

over a field Fis isomorphic to Fn 
i 
-1, 

This implies that the sequence (ei) with ei=(0, .•. ,1, ... ,0) fgrms a basis 

in V and that every vector uEV can be written as u=(u1, ••• ,u )=LU.e .. In n i i 

this representation, the vector operations 1) and 2) take the form: 

1') 

2') 

U:!:\T 

au 

101•···• 0 n 1*1•1•···••n1 • 101*•1•···• 0 n±•n) 
a(u1 , ... ,u0 ) = (au1 , ... ,aun) 
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So we are back at where we started: finite sequences can represent vectors. 

In the sequel we shall assume all our vector spaces to be finite dimensio

nal. 

Observe that the concepts of linear independence, basis and dimension 

break down for modules over a ring with zero-divisors as also for weaker 

systems. Therefore, we could take 1') and 2') as the definition of u±v and 

au, rather than derive them from 1) and 2). However, we shall see that we 

have a much better representation for computational purposes (see 1.2.2). 

1.1.4 

Linear transformations and matrices 

A double-subscripted sequence or mn-matrix [1:mlX[1:nl-+F 

noted by a rectangular scheme: 

( 

~11' • · · · · • · · · • · · · · •~1n \ 

. . ) . . . . 

i 1' ........•..... ,l 
m mn 

m rows 

n columns 

or briefly by (a .. ). 
J.J 

can be de-

A linear transformation A: V-+V may be represented by a nn-matrix (n 

being the dimension of V) or square matrix A=(a .. ) . The transformed vector 
--- J.J 

v=Au is then given by: 
n 

3') (~h) = <Iah.u.) 
. J. J. 
J. 

For the more general linear transformations A: Fn-+Fm, the same formula 

holds with a mn-matrix. For the sum A+B and product AB of matrices repre

senting linear transformations, we obtain the following rules: 

3') (ahk) ± (Shk) 

(ahi)x(Bik) 

The obvious constraints on these formulae are. that A _and Bin A+B must be 

both mn-matrices, whereas if A in AB is a mn-matrix then B must be a np

matrix. We shall see that, in a better representation, we can free oursel

ves of such restrictions (see 1.2.3 and 1,2.4). 
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LLS 

Ordered systems and innerproduct ~ 

The fundamental systems N, Z, Q and Rare (linearly) ordered and the same 

may be the case for other algebraic systems: 

For all a,13,yER a less-equal relations exists such that: 

either aSl3 or 13:Sa or both, 

a:Sa, a:si3 and 13:Sa imply a=i3, ass and 13:Sy imply a:Sy, 

a:SB implies a+y:SB+y, ass and osy imply ya:SyB. 

Z, Z, C and many other systems do not admit an ordering in accordance 
P n 

with the above rules. 

A vector space over an ordered field r (or ring) may become an inner

product space by defining - in addition to 1), 2) and 3) - a scalar-valued 

function <,>: 1/XV--F with the following properties: 

4) 

a<u,w>+a<v ,w> 

(commutativity) 

(distributivity) 

(metrizabili ty) 

Specifically when f is the real system R, the innerproduct space is 

called the Euclidean spac~. When we extend R to C, we ma.y again define 

<,>: VXV--N by dropping the commutati.vity and proclaim <u,v>=<V:--U> where 

a is the complex conjugate of a. A thus defined i.nnerproduct space over C 

is called a ~~ space. 

In a finite dimensional vector space the most common realization of<,> 

is by: 
11 

<U,V> = <(U,),(rJ,,):, = LUl.,ll.. 
1 1. 

which explains the name _:i,nne!)?roducL 
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1.2 TORRIX ARRAYS 

By "TORRIX" we denote a computational system for sequences built on some 

(presupposed) other system in which operations +,-,0,x,l, •. etc. provide 

for a suitable arithmetic. There are as many •rORRIX systems T as there are 

underlying systems S. 

Basically, T consists of the scalars from S together with two classes of 

scalar-arrays. Operations, based on the S-arithmetic, have been defined on 

these arrays so that - after certain provisions - T yields a vector space 

when S yields a field.Smay also yield a ring or another use:Eul algebraic 

system, in which case then T yields a module or some other vector·-space

like system. 

This wording has been chosen with some care. 'l'he "arrays" themselves are 

not the vectors or matrices, they rather supply the basic materi.al - the 

"certain provisions" are essential (see 1.2.2 and L2.3). Being computa

tional systems, Sand T rather "yield" than "are" algebraic systems: their 

operations are :Eirmly bound to the representations of their operands and 

these representations, in their turn, are approximations of mathematical 

ideals. The most important point, however, is the relation between Sand 

T: the choice of S indeed determines the properties of T (cf. 1.3). 

In th.is section we mainly go into matters o:E representation. In the :Eol

low.ing section we shall consider the operations .i..n more detail, 

L2. 

Representations scalars 

On most computers we have ava.i..lable two systems z•c:z and R'c:R. Both Z' 

and R' are finite: Z' is a connected interval [rn :m ]cz and R' is a dis-
- + 

crete subset in R (the "floating point" approximation of the real number 

system) . 'rhis subset R' and its properties form an important chapter in 

numerical analysis - we only mention that there may be more approximations 

in different precisions. We shall tacitly assume Z'cR', so that, in partic

ular, the zeroes and ones of Z' and R' coincide (Le. O"'O and 1~1) - be it, 

perhaps, in di:Eferent representations. 
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The other fundamental systems Zn' Q and Care normally not hardware avail

able in any (truncated or approximated) representation. They can, however, 

easily be realized through subroutines: Zn as the interval [o,n-1lcz, Q' 

as z•xz• and C' as R'xR'· The specific operations to be provided for them 

foll.ow quite straightforward from those in Z' and R' respectively. The 

approximation C' of the complex number system will be found in many stan

dard subroutine libraries and normally indeed as an extension R'xR' of R'. 

In our implementation we shall treat C' in this way. 

The realization of possible other systems - (skew) fields, polynomial 

rings etc. - may technically give more problems. However, once they have 

been realized, they determine a TORRIX system in precisely the same way as 

R', Z', Zn, Q' and C' do. With them again, we always assume z•c.S - at least 

in the sense that 0,1EZ' coincide with 0,1ES. 

In the sequel we shall normally not distinguish Z' from Z, R' from R, C' 

from C or Q' from Q. Vector spaces over Rand C will be denoted by V and W 

respectively .. Observe, however, that the precision of V and W depends on 

the precision of the representations R' and C'. Finally, where we realize 

C' through R' xR' , we have R' cc' and consequently also Vcw. 

L2.2 

Arrays and their equivalence classes 

We distinguish in TORRIX two classes of arrays - "arrayls" and "array2s"#, 

arrayl: 

array2: 

[m,n] --> S 

(p,q]X[m:n] ---+ S 

where m,nEZ 

We shall 

be denoted 

where p,q,rn,nEZ 

denote arrayls by [u.J and array2s by . l 

by [ \J.] and [a . .], hence [rn:n u ]cz 
l l] i 

[a .. l. Their domains will 
lJ 

and [p,q]x[m:nl=[a .. lczxz. 
1.J 

# The use of the terms "1-dimensional" and "2-dimensional" arrays - in vo
gue in the programming crowd (including the authors of the ALGOL68 report) 
- is an ill-considerate abuse of language, The number of subscripts in an 
array has nothing to do with the dimension of the object it represents. In 
particular in ths context of TORRIX, such terminology would be very mis
leading. The better terms are "single-subscripted" and "double-subscrip
ted" arrays, which we abbreviate to "array1" and "array2". 
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The extension of the domains from certain intervals in Nor NxN to in 

principle all intervals in Z or zxz respectively, is not the true differ

ence between the concepts of finite sequences and arrays. We shall define 

equivalence classes of arrays to form the objects proper and we shall also 

adhere a meaning to empty arrays. 

Two arrays are equivalent 

iff: 1) they are equal in the intersection of their domains, 

2) they are zero anywhere else. 

In mathematicians cant: 

[ui] E:l [q>i] 

iff: 1) Ui=q>i for all id ui fohi] 

2) Ui=0 for all iE[ui]\hi] 

q>.=0 for 
l. 

all i€[4> i ]\[ ui D 

[a,ij] E:l [f3ij] 

iff: 1) C\j=f3ij for all (i,j)E[aij]n[Sij] 

2) aij=0 for all ( i I j ) € [a • .] \[ f3 . • ] 
l.J l.J 

Bij=0 for all (i,j l €[ 6 . .]\[a . .] 
l.J l.J 

We shall denote the equivalence classes 

and those of [a .. ), [ B . . ], • • by A, B, •• 

of [ U. ], [ q> • ], • • by u, v, 
l. l. - -

l.J l.J - -
One easily recognizes that and 

how operations on:!!_, :y_, •• , ~• _!i, •• can be defined in order to make them 

satisfy the axioms required for a vector space, or a module or some such 

(see also 1.2.4). 

As a direct consequence of the above definitions, we can now extend the 

definition of an array to that of an array over an empty domain - i.e. an 

empty array: 

The empty array1 belongs to the class~ of all array1s 

with zero-elements only. The empty array2 belongs to 

the class O of all array2s with zero-elements only. 

The concept of empty arrays appears to be of great practical value. 
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1.2.3 

Total and concrete arrays 

The idea of taking the equivalence classes~•··•!!.•·· to represent vectors 

and matrices, rather than the arrays themselves, emerged from the following 

consideration: 

In the isomorphism V * Fn it is merely a matter of convention (con

venience) to write a vector uEV as (u1 , .•• ,un)€Fn. For instance, 

[u0 , ••• ,un_1] or [uk+i'"""'uk+n] would have done equally well - even with 

k<-1. In other words: instead of denoting the basis of V by (e1 , ••• ,en)' 

we might also choose [ek+1, ••• ,ek+n] for any kEZ. Now let T be an immense

dimensional vector space spanned by [e_t, ••• ,e0 , ••• ,et] with tEN and t 

very large - the dimension of Tis thus 2t+1. Let V be a proper subspace 

VcF. Any vector u€V can now be conceived as a vector in T: 

u = [i, ..... 'f'uk+l' ••• ,uk+n'f, ••••• •f] 

-t k k+n+1 t 

We shall call such arrays in T ~ arrays: 

I~ arrayl: 

~ array2: 

[-t:t]->S 

[-t:t]X[-t:t]->S} tEN, t very large 

A total array is much too long to be realizable in a computer memory - it 

would also be a waste of space because most of its elements are zero. How

ever, provided that the dimension of V keeps within bounds, there will be 

short enough arrays in its equivalence class. We call the realization of 

such an array a concrete array. 

We thus arrived at the following position: 

in TORRIX we manipulate concrete arrays of two kinds: 

array1s: [u.], •• and array2s: [a .. ], ••• 
1 ---- 1J 

the arrays of T can be partitioned in equivalence 

classes:~•·· and!!_, .• 

in each equivalence class~ or!!_ we define a particular 

total array representing the class uniquely. 

A simpler way of saying this is: 

I all concrete arrays will 

in total arrays. 

be thought of as being embedded 
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In practice, of course, we aim at the shortest possible concrete arrays. 

In particular vectors and matrices belonging to proper subspaces U of our 

concrete VcT can (and always should) be represented by shorter concrete ar

rays than those needed for V. Observe that the shortest concrete array of 

£and£ respectively, are the empty array1 and the empty array2. 

1.2.4 

Concrete representations of vectors ~matrices 

It is an almost trivial exercise to prove that the equivalence classes 

of arrays in T establish a vector space (or module or some such) after de

fining the right operations for them. It would be a mathematical insult to 

spell such out. Suffice it to give the basic operations satisfying the 

axioms 1), 2) and 3) in 1.1.2 and 4) in 1.1.5, and to add just a few re

marks. 

Using the notation of 1.2.2 and writing [a. J 1 for the projection [p:q], 
. l.J 

and [aij] 2 for the projection Cm:nl in [aij] = [p:q]X[m:n], we define: 

1) [wi] = [ui] ± [$il !. = ~:I:~ I 
wi=ui ±tj,i 

wi=Ui 

w.= :l:tj,i 
J. 

w.=O 
J. 

2) [wi] = a[u.] 
J. 

wi=aui 

w.=O 
J. 

3) [$h] = [ahi][ui] 

for iE[Ui ]n[~i] 

idu.]\[<P.] 
J. J. 

for 

iE:[<P. ]\[u.] 
J. J. 

for 

for iHui]u[$i] 

for 

for 

for i€[ahi] 2n[ui] 

and h€ [ o:h) l 

for h~[o:hi]1 

w == au 

El 
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4) 

yhk=a.hk 

yhk= ±Shk 

yhk=O 

for 

for 

for 

[yhk) = [a.hi][Sik] 

yhk=O 

a=< [ u . ] ' [ rp . ] > 
l l. 

for 

and 

for 

for 

(h,k)E[a.hk]n[Shk] 

(h,k)E[a.hk]\[Shk] 

(h,k)E[Shk]\[ahk] 

(h, k) 1 [ a.hk] u[ shk] 

iE[ a.hi] 2n[ S ik] 1 

(h,k)E[a.hi]1x[Sik]2 

(h,k)i[a.hi]1x[Sik]2 

ii::[ui]n[¢i] 

C 

C = AB 

being the complex conjugate of ¢i 

In plain language everything comes down to regarding the operands as ob

jects from their own individual spaces, say X and V. The computation is 

then performed in XUV or xnv, depending on the operation under considera

tion. The justification of the given arithmetic lies in the fact that both 

X and V are proper subspaces of the total space T. 

Observe how we actually freed ourselves from all constraints on the do

mains of the arrays involved. All operations are well-defined for all op

erands, regardless of their domains. 

Where possible we shall avoid the distinction between concrete and total 

arrays, their equivalence classes and the vectors or matrices they repre

sent. Depending on the context we shall denote these "T-objects" by u,v, ... , 

A,B, ... or ],[¢.], ... ,[a .. ],[B .. ], .. etc. and speak freely of "vectors", 
i l.J l.J 

1,,matrices 11 or 0 arrays 11 • 

In the practice of programming, however, we must be well aware of the 

distinction between total- and concrete arrays. The former are mathematical 

idealizations, the latter materialized objects. This distinction plays an 

important role where different computations for t.he same mathematical aper-· 

ation are possible. 
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1.3 TORRIX SYSTEMS 

For the definition of a 'rORRIX system we must become more precise in what 

we mean by the realization of a concrete array in a computer memory. Mathe-

matically, a concrete array is a partial function D->S where or 

D=D2=IxJ with I and J intervals cZ. Our definition of equivalence classes 

of such functions allowed us to extend them to in principle total functions 

Z->S or zxz-➔S by assigning the S-value zero to all i or (i,j) not in D 

(virtual zeroes). For these total arrays we defined certain basic operations 

which made them satisfy the axioms of a vector space.it 

None of these definitions can actually decide how an array D-i,S should be 

realized in a computational environment. It may very well be that a func

tional description is available. A Hilbert matrix H0• [ n .. J for example, might 
J.J 

be given by a functional procedure returning n .. =1/(i+j). Such a procedure 
l.J 

would then represent its matrix in an almost perfect manner. Even the deriva-

tion of pure functional procedures for KH, Hu, H±A etc. is feasible, provided 

that u and A also obey functional descriptions. However, the vast majority 

of our arrays comes from measurements (Le. from input) of which at most 

very global facts may be known in advance. 

Therefore, the rules 1,2,3,4) in l..2.4 not only strongly suggest, but even 

practically imply that the individual assignments i->u or (i,j)->o., of S-val

ues to D-values in fact h av e b e e n m ad e • So we are led to a concrete 

domain D actually present in memory as a neatly arranged set of locations 

wherein we find the instances of S-values assigned to them. Observe that 

one and the same S-value may show up in different locations as also in dif

ferent domains. 

This kind of actual presence of D implies more than the availability of a 

sufficient number of locations for scalars. It also implies all information 

concerning the concrete domain bounds and the physical allocation of the 

scalars. In our functional objects n->S the domain Dis at least as impor

tant as the scalars assigned to it. Several 'l'ORRIX operations even apply to 

D only, ignoring the codomain entirely. 'l'herefore we first discuss D and 

# We confined ourselves to intervals [-t:t] in order to avoid needless 
transfinite reasoning. In the practice of computation there is, of course, 
an upperbound for the subscripts of all concrete domains which may occur in 
a program. Hence, we do not lose anything by this confinement. 
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its locality in a memory. Proceeding from there we arrive quite naturally 

at the concrete operations on arrays, and we shall see how the mathemati

cal operations+,-, x, / etc. split up in "generating" and "assigning" 

versions and how various other operations become important. 

L3.1 

Concrete domains 

A TORRIX memory consists of a finite but (supposedly) always large enough 

set L of locations 1 for scalars. In different locations we may find (an 

instance of) the same scalar, but in one and the same location is place for 

precisely one scalar at a time - Le. at any moment the state of Lis given 

by a function l:, L--->S. Moreover, also at any moment during a computation, 

the relevant part of L will be subdivided in re9ions described by one or 

more domains: l(D) = the region described by D (or the region underlying 

D) • Hence, L -~ { L (D) ID is the concrete domain of an array 1. or array2 in 

memory}. 

'l'he domain of a particular conceivable concrete array1 u or array2 A will 

be denoted by Du or DA respectively. We now consider: 

Vl {D !u concrete arrayl} 
u 

v2 {DAIA concrete array2} 

V V1 uV2 

The structure of Vis far from simple. First of all we have to distin

guish concrete domains which have been realized in memory, and concrete do

mains which can be generally conceived; clearly the former .is a proper sub

set of the latter: 

two independent systems of ordering relations play a role: one with respect 

to t:he underlying regions and one with respect to the subscript bounds. 

A particular vector-domain may describe a row, or a column, or a diagonal 

of a matrix-domain; it may be also a restriction, an extension or a shift 

of another domain; a vector-region may be described by a matrix-domain (a 

vector being considered as a one-row or one··-colum:n matrix) etc. 'rl1i.s may 

then lead to at first sight very confusing statements such as "different 

domains may coincide" (meaning that the same region may be described by 
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different domains) and "equal domains may have an empty intersection" 

(meaning that different regions may be described by the same domain). One 

should be well aware of the realities in a computational environment: that 

different vectors may be defined on the same domain (but then necessarily 

in different regions) and that the same region may underlie different do

mains (so that the same assignment of scalars to a region may define dif

ferent vectors). 

Rather than giving a full analysis of the possible relations in V with 

respect to memory allocation on the one side and to vectors and matrices on 

the other side, and of all the interrelations - though interesting enough-, 

we confine ourselves to the precise definition of inclusion and incidence of 

domains. These are the two concepts that play an important role behind the 

screens in TORRIX: 

The inclusion of domains depends on their bounds and their type (V1 or 

Vi). We shall say that: 

D'SD" iff: 

1) they are of the same type (both EV1 or both EV2> 

2) the lowerbound(s) of D' is (are) greater or equal 

the corresponding lowerbound(s) of D" 

3) the upperbound(s) of D' is (are) less or equal 

the corresponding lowerbound(s) of D" 

D'=D" iff D'SD" and D"SD' 

In regard to the incidence of domains 

we shall say D' is~ subregion of D": 

D'cD" iff L(D')cl(D") 

We say that D' and D" coincide: 

D'~D" iff D'cD" and D"cD' 

For a good understanding one should 

observe that each c on c e iv ab 1 e 

domain (element «VJ has essentially 

three attributes: a type (V1 or V2 ), 

bounds a n d a possible region in L. 

Observe that neither D'cD" implies D'SD", nor D'SD" implies D'cD", and 

that neither D'~D" implies D'=D" (D' and D" may even be incomparible, i.e. 

of different type), nor D'=D" implies D'~D" (they may be even in disjunct 

regions). In inclusion-relations incidence is disregarded, in incidence

relations types and bounds are ignored. 
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Not until recognizing the essential difference between the two "equali

ties" D'=D" (mathematically equal domains) and D'~D" (coinciding domains), 

we arrive at the correct definition of computational equality of doma.ins: 

for two domains D' and D" in V we have: 

D' "' D", D' is the ~ ~~ D" 

iff both D'=D" and D'~D" 

The negative formulation may be more intelligible for our purpose: we 

consider two domains to be different if they a.re not both equal and inci

dent. 

un2 (the set of all concrete domains present in memory at a particu-

lar moment) is a very limited and incomplete set. Many feasible domains 

simply are not there, although the operative subdivision of L might allow 

them. 

The interesting subset of V now is a subset between f,, and V: the set fJ of 

feasible domains, defined by: 

\\ {D1eV1 \n1cn1 for some DiEl\1} ,'11 er:; 1 c!\ 
r:;2 (D2EV2 \D2cD2 for some D2Ei'l 2} i'l 2cV2cV2 
V uv2 , hence !1cVcV 

In plain language: at any moment, L will be subdivided in regions L(Dl 

described by domains DE/1 (the domains realized in memory). These regions 

may also underlie other domains not yet realized, and these together with 

i'l form V (are feasible). Observe that there will be many domains in V not 

(yet) feasible, but for which we may generate a new region in L. 

1. 3. 2 

Concrete operations 

In this section we use the term to mean the state function 

l:: L---+.S, together with the subdivision of Lin regions L(D) at a given 

moment. Accordingly, we shall distinguish two kinds of alterations i.n 

the status quo, due to new assignments in i::, or due to extension of L with 

a new L(D) - i.e. generation of a new L(Dl. 
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From the given classification of concrete domains, based on "being real

ized" (i.e. ll), "being feasible" (i.e. 17) and "being conceivable" (i.e. V) 

as discussed in 1.3.1, we now come to the following classification of con

crete operations: 

ll-operations: 

--they do not alter the status quo, 

- ll and a fortiori 17 remain the same, 

- they compute a truth value, an integer or a scalar. 

17-operations: 

- they do not alter the status quo, 

- ll is being extended with a domain DEil - hence, 17 remains the same, 

- they do not_ compute anything other than the new Din ll. 

array-assignin~ operations: 

- they alter the status quo in that new assignments of scalars to a certain 

domain DEll will be made1 hence, they alter the state function E: L->S, 

- ll and a fortiori 17 remain the same, 

- they compute the assignment and thereby a new array. 

array-generating operations (V-operations): 

- they alter the status quo in that Lis being extended with a new L(D), 

ll is being extended with a (not yet feasiblel domain DI! V\ '\7 , 

V will be extended accordingly, i.e. many domains of V\17 go to '\7, 

- they compute the newly generated domain. 

The array-generating operations are the most drastic because they require 

new storage; moreover, in the nature of things, they will always go together 

with (or at least necessitate) an array-assigning operation (one does not 

reserve storage without doing anything with it). The array-assigning opera

tions are rather drastic in that they alter E, i.e. information will be 

destroyed. Thell- and \?-operations are relatively "innocent" (as compared 

to the other two) because they maintain the status quo. 

Typical ll-operations are lwb, upb and~ (computing the bounds and size 

of a given array-domain) and the predicates~ (x ~ y is the pre

dicate D SD),=,# (they apply to the total arrays!). Another class of 
X y 

ll-operations form the "sum products" {inner-product, convolution-product, 

Horner-product), and the simple subscriptions u., A .. - they all compute a 
l. l.J 

scalar. 
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Typical V-operations are all definitions of new domains in terms of al

ready realized domains. Examples are diag A (the diagonal of A), A•i and 

j•A (the ith row and jth column of A, for the notation see 2.3.5), the pro

jection of a vector on a subspace etc. 

In chapter 5 all the operations in 5.3, 5.4, 5.7, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 

5.17 are~- or V-operations; the operations in 5.5, 5.6, 5.12 and 5.13 are 

array-assigning operations, and those in 5.1, 5.2, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 and 

5.18 are array-generating. 

Characteristic of TORRIX is how it splits the pure mathematical operations 

+, - and also (though less consistent) x and/, up in array-generating and 

array-assigning versions: let "CJ" denote one of+,-, x or/. 

Of the expression xcy one normally expects a new value and no side effect 

on x or y. That is precisely their meaning in TORRIX: the operations "a" 

are array-generating. 

Their (less drastic) array-assigning counterparts will be denoted by "a<" 

or "a>". The meaning of xc<y is mathematically equivalent to xcy but the 

result of the operation is assigned to the domain of x (correspondingly 

xa>y to the domain of y) w it ho u t in t e rm e d i a t e a r r a y - g e n e r a -

ti on. 

The operation x□<y requires, if both x and y denote arrays, that D SD 
y X 

(y ~ x). There is an even more powerful operation x□ :=y which performs 

xa<y if D SD, but generates a new (better fitting) domain for x if not y X 

D SD . y X 

Mathematically there is no sensible difference between operations □,□< 

or □ :=. In a computational system they supply in quite different situations 

the adequate tools and they are very important from the economic point of 

view. 

NB. Equal but partly overlapping domains (i.e. the inclusion situation 

D'=D" together with the incidence situation o•no" * {ll J may give 

problems in the optimization of certain vital operations, specifi

cally of the kind □< (cf. the remarks on 6.0, 6.6.1, 6.6.2, 6.13.5 

and 6.13.6). The main difficulty is that the predicate o•nD"=¢ is 

in many cases time consuming and also far from trivial. 
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2. LANGUAGE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

TORRIX has been, right from the start, a quite serious venture of 

finding and going certain new ways of software engineering, rather 

than the umpteenth academic exercise on the construction of a vec

tor-matrix package. Accordingly, the problems of reliability, safe

ty, consistency, adequacy, completeness, make-up of the users in

terface and of efficiency in time and space, have been scrutinized. 

In a few conflicting situations we let our priorities correspond 

to more or less that order - the highest priority being reliabj_li

ty, the lowest efficiency in space (cf.2.1.Sl. However, there have 

been - surprisingly enough - not many conflicts, and it may be 

that keeping away from them was our intuitive overall guiding prin

ciple. May be also that they will not. really confU.ct, provided 

that you treat them well! For the results of our deliberations the 

reader is referred to the following chapters - the present one is 

focussed on the deliberations rather than on the outcomes. 

We also discuss here, in some detail, the principal (i"e" non-tech

nical) aspects of the implementation and of the choice of the im"" 

plementation language. The two, of course, are related. By their 

very nature, the objects and operations under consideration (see 

chapter 1) require a high level programming language which, never

theless, will delimit the implementation to some extent. At each 

point where a limitation really hurts and the kind and cause of 

the pain could be determined with some precision, we have in fact 

exposed a shortcoming of the language - in many cases an imperfec

tion of its design. Therefore, this chapter can also be read as a 

report on how the programming language in question did or did not 

sustain a rather exacting test. 
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This section is to account for the design objectives and the more general 

implementation criteria. What we are implementing has been described mathe

matically in chapter 1 - a "TORRIX-system" T. Here we discuss where we aim 

at with this implementation and by what means we shall proceed. 

Chapter 1 immediately leads to a kind of exclusion principle, preceding 

the actual design prinaiples: 

- TORRIX should not contain any object or operation which is 

alien to the intrinsic features of linear spaces (1.1.2). 

For an example we consider the operation of ordering (sorting) an array. 

Without any doubt this is an important candidate - nevertheless we did not 

admit it. For one reason, ordering is not a linear operation; but, apart 

from that, it is even impossible to give it an appropriate (be it studied or 

even far-fetched) interpretation in the context of linear spaces - it is 

truly alien. We can sort of prove this: following chapter 1 (see 1.2.2) the 

total-array concept is in full agreement with the axioms of linear spaces -

now, imagine the total-array of say (-1,+1}, sort it in non-decreasing(!) 

order and observe how a simple 2-dimensional subspace explodes into the 

total space of (-1,0,0,0,-------,o,o,o,+1) • 

. This, of course, does not imply that a TOR.RIX-user is not entitled to 

sort an array if he feels like doing so - especially to sort ari index (see 

3.2.2) for which he may have good reasons. He should, however, realize that 

this then is a pure administrative action - very much like counting itera

tions or something - and as such it has nothing to do with T. 

2.1.1 

Design £_bjectives 

From the abstract approach discussed in chapter 1, the following general 

desirabilities emanate for practical application: 

I Free choice of the underlying scalar system S. 
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That means the possibility of applying (the elements of) S without any 

irrelevant specification - i.e. it is expected that the S-operations are 

available without a priori specification of how they work.. Or, to put it 

differently, it is required that we can write complete programs in T (over 

some S) which, as such, are valid for different choices of S - be it R in 

any precision, or Q, or Z, or whatever may be appropriate. In particular 
p 

the possibility of exploring different systems (different precisions) for 

R, may be of great practical value. 

II Vectors and their linear transformations (matrices) act 

as autonomous (i.e. non-derived) objects. 

Hence, our view of a vector space is coordinate-free on principle. This 

implies that,. wherever we can formulate a process without reference to a 

concrete array or its scalar elements, we shall be able to program it that 

way. In other words: although we all know how vectors and matrices are so 

to say cooked in the kitchen - for consumption we definitely prefer the 

menu as it is dished up by the rules 1, 2 and 3 in 1.1.2 and 4 in 1.1.5. 

III Full independence of the dimension of the particular 

vector (sub)space(s) in which we operate. 

For this requ.irement, of course, we invented total-arrays and operations 

on them, obeying and respecting the laws of linear spaces. The very scope 

of this claim in the practice of programming is, that vector spaces of dif

ferent and even at runtime varying dimension can be manipulated without pre

caution. 

The three principles together blueprint TORRIX as a system in which 

scalars (in any realization of the formal concept) and their vectors and 

matrices can be combined in such a manner that they not only fully satisfy 

the practical requirements of applied (numerical) modern mathematics, but 

also do justice to abstraction in both type and dimension. 

A fourth principle is on the implementation itself, expressing that all 

of r., II and III be done with negligible extra costs (if any) as long as 

the user stays within the limitations of the more traditional vector/matrix 

systems - and preferably still. even if he goes (not too far) beyond: 



IV The programmer does not pay for those particular features 

he does not use. 

We applied IV specifically for the critical area of storage-allocation 

and memory-access, for which we refer to section 2.3.2. 

2.L2 

Im~lemerttation language 

There were essentially three options for the implementation of TOR.RIX: 

1) Define it as an independent and autonomous programming 

language; write a compiler for it and an adequate running 

system. 

2) Take a suitable existing programming language and extend 

it for the purpose; extend the compiler and the running 

system accordingly. 

3) Take a suitable existing programming language and write 

a 'I'ORRIX-library within it (without doing something to 

the language itself). 
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The most satisfying of the three, undoubtedly, is the first. It is also 

the only way by which we do not have to compromise. And it would enrich the 

world with one of the next sevenhundredandsomany new programming languages, 

We have considered it, but with a minimum of enthusiasm - in spite of the 

challenge and temptation in being free in a private world without. constraint-

The second alternative has its charms too - a substantial part of the de

finitional work and compilerconstruction has in fact been done. A good ex

ample of how to proceed can be found in {26} which describes a language 

VECTRAN, ext.ending FORTRAN. This language is also on vectors and matrices, 

so it is a good instance. However, this VECTRAN does (and can do) nothing 

about our main objectives I and III - though it does a little bit about II 

(IV is not applicable). Moreover, regrettably but inevitably, it also dis

plays all the well-known shortcomings of its parent language, 

The main problem, of course, is I: the requirement of being enabled to 

program in terms of an abstract data-type S, Clearly, in the third alterna

tive we are also faced with this problem, having even less prospect of find-
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ing a solution. So the question actually is: what language allows for the 

definition of abstract data-types and of operations for them? 

It happens that fo.LGOL68 comes pretty close to that. 'Mode' is just another 

word for "type" and the ALGOL68 'mode-declaration' is in fact a definition 

of a new data-type in terms of already knowns. For new modes we can also 

declare new operations, even using the appropriate symbols such as "+", .,_ .. ,, 

"x" and"/". On top of that, ALGOL68 has also a fairly good set of built-in 

features for manipulating arrays of different sizes, even pretty close to 

what we need for III (we give a survey in 3.L3). 

One of the benefits of a good language is the aid, and even the inspira

tion, it may give in getting ideas and in designing systems. From the be

ginning, ALGOL68 has been our main vehicle for the development of TORRIX -

the traces can be found in { 14}, {23}, {20} and {24L It would not be easy 

to determine what of 'l'ORRIX comes more or less directly from ALC,OL68 and 

what would ha.ve been invented anyhow. 

However, it is a remarkable fact that in 'l'ORRIX, as presented here, our 

three seemingly rather disjunct alternatives become less exclusive: 

-1) 'l'he declarations in chapters 4 and 6 describe clearly and completely the 

data-structures and operations of a system which presents itself apparent

ly as a new programming language. It would become an entirely independent 

and autonomous one, if we added the appropriate control-structures -· this 

can not be done within ALGOL68, from which we now had to borrow them, 

-2) TORRIX is a true extension of (the standard-prelude of) ALGOL68. It dem

onstrates to what degree ALGOL68 is an extensible language: for types and 

operators yes, for control-structures no. 

-3) 'l'ORRIX is, technically, a true 'library-prelude' within ALGOL68 -- Le. 

i.t has been implemented by no other means than ALGOL68 (for a few in this 

context negligible exceptions see 2.1.4, 5.7 and 6.7). 

In the sequel the word TORRIX will be used to denote the vector-matrix 

language as implemented in ALGOL68 plus, occasionally, those dreamt of 

things we did (or could) not express in ALGOL68. If we want to refer specif

ically to the TORRIX/ALGOL68 'library-prelude' proper, we shall use the word 

'I'ORRIX68. 
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2.1. 3 

Pros and cons of ALGOL68 --------

The pros and cons of ALGOL68 for the TORRIX implementation appear in de·

tail from the remainder of this chapter. At this place we discuss a few 

generalities. 

The language has been constructed by the principle of "orthogonal design", 

a somewhat peculiar term meaning that "the number of independent primitive 

concepts has been minimized", and that "these concepts have been applied 

'orthogonally' in order to maximize the expressive power of the language 

while trying to avoid deleterious superfluities" (we quoted the Report, see 

0.1.2 in {36}). Apparently, 'orthogonality' means so much as 'in all possi

ble combinatibns, with a choice of primitive concepts that makes all combi

nations possible' . 'I'he orthogonality of the language is commendable in the 

realization of the mode concept and also in most of its control structures. 

Nevertheless, we ran up against a few imperfections, some of them were a 

nuisance. 

We have been hampered by both insufficient primitives and inadequate com·· 

bination of them. In a sense it is ironic that a language which is quite a 

show of consistent construction, failed precisely in those small corners 

where it was just a tiny little bit not consistenL We can now say that its 

orthogonal design gave ALGOL68 an impressive power - with, orthogonally, 

likewise remarkable weak little spots. 

Our overall conclusion is, accordingly, that ALGOL68 was for our purpose 

certainly not the huge, overdoing language for which some people still seem 

to take it. Qu.ite to the contrary: where it failed, it was in fact under

doing - in its own spirit. 

On the other hand, we did not need all the .independent primitive concepts. 

Significantly, we could not use flex (see 2.3). More to be expected we 

did not need £.0:.r and~- In the present volume we could also do without 

union. We may need it for some of the more demanding data-structures in 

TORRIX-SPARSE. 

We stayed also away from procedural data-structures (i.e. data-structures 

which are given by procs, see {19}) for the obvious reason that ALGOL68 

disallows (by scope-restrictions) pracs defining pr•ocs. This, undoubtedly, 
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was a painful limitation, although we did not deeply examine the possibili

ties we missed, (see, however, 3.2.5 and 5.5). 

As to the many pros, we may refer to the routinetexts in chapter 6. If 

they do not speak for TORRIX, the least they do is speak for ALGOL68. 

A final remark on structured programrr1ing. After all discussions, contro

versies and things "considered harmful" - including sometimes programming it

self-, we do not know anymore what it is. Our approach has been a conscien

tious mathematical analysis of the subject matter (chapter ) , resulting in 

a bottom-up synthesis of the objects and operations needed (chapter 6). 

Here the routinetexts may speak for 'l'ORRIX, the least they do is reveal its 

structure. Chapters 2 to 5 may reveal how we got from 1 until 6. 

2.1.4 

Routinetexts ~.E.£ E.::J?.arate compilation 

All the routinetexts of •roRRIX-BASIS in chapters 4 and 6 1 released by this 

publication, have been carefully tested on the CYBER/ALGOL68 compiler ver

sion 1.1 at the University of Utrecht.. For particularities on this compiler 

we refer to the users manual {03}. The only difference between the declara

tions as presented here, and those in the sourcetext listing from punched 

cards, is their representation. 

In this publication we follow the representation style of {36}, but we 

have used underlining to indicate boldface typefonL In the original 

sourcetexts we adopted the open-and-close-apostrophe stropping convention 

for bold characters ( see { 3 7. 3}) . The t.aboo--mark "t" ( see 2. 2) corresponds 

to a specific combination of punched characters, available on the CYBER/ 

ALGOL68 compiler for the denotation of characters not denotable by the un

priviliged user (see also l.O.L3 Step 2 in {36} on-¥). 

In 6.7 a few routinetexts (marked with a *l have been defined through in

formal statements between open-and-·close··pseudocomment--symbols "f". These 

actions cannot be defined in ALGOL68 proper. However, on each full imple

mentation of the language, it must be possible (and by quite simple means) 

to incorporate these particular actions in the compiled code. The CYBER/ 

ALGOL68 compiler provi.des for such insertions through 'pragmats' in an 
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intermediate code (for 'pragmat' see 9.2 in {36}). Our pseudocomments cor

respond to such pragmats. We leave it to the ALGOL68 exegetes to decide 

wether we remained inside ALGOL68, or made just a few tiny little steps 

outside (see also 3.2.5, 5.7 and 2.3.6). 

All other aberrations from the original sourcetext must be due to typing 

errors which then escaped several scrupulous iterations for correction. 

Any main program written for TORRIX-BASIS can be compiled, being linked 

to a precompiled binary TORRIX-file for each choice of saal (see 2.2). The 

loader will then select precisely those routines which were, directly or 

indirectly, required by the main program so that the final object program 

will not take more memory space than it actually needs. 

These facts refer to the 1.1 version of the compiler. Shortly before we 

were going to press, the CYBER/ALGOL68 compiler version 1.2 became availa

ble. This new version includes many improvements in both compilation and 

generated code (optimized variables, improved descriptors etc.). 

2.1.5 

Optimization 

The routinetexts as such are optimal so far as could be expressed in 

ALGOL68. We respected, however, the intrinsic bottom-up structure of the 

system. The given scalar operations form the basis for the scalar to vector 

and the vector to vector operations (sums, products etc.), these in their 

turn are the primitives for the matrix to vector operations, in terms of 

which then finally the matrix to matrix operations have been declared. 

They all come down to operations on concrete arrays, which is why the ma,x 

and min operators on lower- and upperbounds of arrays play a key role -

they determine the ranges of the do-loops which carry the {optimizing!) 

total-array strategy into effect. This bottom-up structure is quite obvious 

from the order in which we present the routinetexts (see 4, 5 and 6). There

fore, it cannot be difficult to find out, for a specific implementation, 

which routines will be the first candidates for optimization. Most likely, 

the outcome will be quite similar to the situation with the CYBER-system: 
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- The interplay of the standard operatars lwb and '!:Pl:._ with !:7:1.Cl;,_~ and 

They cooperate closely with the concrete-array descriptors, and several 

shortcuts must be possible, specifically in constructions such as 

lwb u !:7!.= lwb v to '!:Pl:._ u min '!:Pl:._ v". Though they are of a purely adminis

trative nature, these operators occur so frequently in the text that they 

deserve optimization not. only for saving CPU time, but also for saving 

generated code (see also 2.3.7 for this matt.er). 

- The operators fitsin, infg_, !E?EJ:L, !!EE!! and in.!!J!!!!l:_ serve almost. everywhere 

in TORRIX-BASIS and, depending on the implementation, various optimiza

tions will be possible and necessary. 

- All hidden operators (marked with "-r", see 6.0) as also the basic opera

tions=:=, x (which is the same as<>) and><, on the concrete array 

leveL 

These optimizations alone will accomplish an expectedly 40% overall im

provement in performance on the CYBER/ALGOL68 system. Important further op

t.imization can be done to the do-loops so as we had to formulate them (this 

is the subject matter of 2.3.7). 

Though they are dispensable in TORRIX-BASIS, obvious optimizations will 

be possible for: 

- The operators ? and // and their "shadow-modes" pm:r and trimmer. It 

must be easy to implement these total counterparts of the standard 

ALGOL68 array selection and slicing actions, in such a manner tha.t they 

have precisely the same performance (see also 2.3.5). 

It may heavily depend on the specific ALGOL68 implementation how to pro-· 

ceed in optimizing TORRIX-BASIS. The best way to attack the problem on the 

CYBER/ALGOL68 compiler, will be to replace - in a well-planned order - one 

routine after the other by "hand coded" 'pragmats 1 ( just as we did to the * 

routines i.n 6. 7) . 

2.L6 

•rransput errormessages 

'l'he ALGOL6B standard transput is, apart from imperfections in its defini

tion, more than enough powerful to cater for all demands in the matter of 

the input and output of concrete arrays. However, the typical TORRTX inter·-
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have a few specific transput-facilities so that also the transput state

ments in a program become invariant over the choice of seal. 
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Apparently we need some kind of format-parameter(s} for seal and a possi

bility to transput the descriptors of concrete arrays together with the 

arrays themselves, and to control how many seals on a line and how many 

matrix rows (or columns) on a page we want to output. Because of a few fur

ther requirements stemming from the more advanced TORRIX-applications, we 

postpone further discussion until the second volume. 

Part of the transput are the errormessages (see 4.2 and 6.0.9). We dis

tinguish two kinds of special events: 

1) Fatal errors. 

They always lead to a program abort. The accompanying message, reporting 

a fatal error is, necessarily, the last piece of output. 

2) Non-fatal errors or -events. 

They do not impede the execution of the programi their only side-effect 

is a "warning" sent to the errorfile, reporting the event. 

Essentially, a warning may report an unintended, but not fatal error or, 

more often, an intended event worth, however, to be explicitly mentioned. A 

fatal error, most likely, will never be intended; anyhow it terminates the 

execution of the program in which it occurs. 

The error file is not necessarily connected to the same channel as the 

standard output file - it is, in all cases, an other file. The physical 

output of the errorfile is suppressible. 

The TORRIX message system, as it has been declared (in 4,21 and applied 

(in 4.3 and 6), is optional. All warnings may be drastically simplified or 

even left out; all fatal error messages may be reduced to a straightforward 

program abort. 

our proposal is a kind of optimal interpretation of the "undefined" in the 

ALGOL68 Report (see 1.1.4.3 in {36}), as applied to TORRIX68. 
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2, 2 THE UNDERLYING ~ SYSTEM 

The ALGOL68 facilities for the fulfilment of objective I are quite reas

onable, though not ideal in every respect. Where ALGOL68 is the only avail

able language with such facilities, one should not complain too much. 

Operators in ALGOL68 can be .declared as generic procedures - Le, it de

pends on the mode of the operand(s), which routine will be selected for a 

given operator symbol. For example, a+b means integer addition if the mode 

of a and b is On 

parsing, the compiler will select from all available routines for"+" pre

cisely that (presumably unique) one declared for the required mode(s) - e.g. 

an 9E..(int~,jnt)int if both a and b are of inp_ mode, an 9£(7:!!!:._;E_eaU.r:eal for 

an :f:nt and a .real, etc. and in TORRIX68 also an 9E..(Scal,!!.E!!J)scal_, an 

9E..{_-q§c,vec)3:'£(!_ or an 9E..(mat,math!1at.. if a and b are seals, or vee_s, or mats. 

It is, however, required that all. the modes and routinetexts be known at 

compile time. Consequently, it is not possible to (pre)compile a TORRIX sys

tem independently of its underlying scalar system. Of course, the scalar 

system can be precompiled before we go into compiling a TORRIX system, but 

there will be as many TORRIXes as there are scalar systems, and they will 

all be differenL As compared to complete independence (Le. one, general, 

precompiled TORRIX can be linked to any scalar system) this is a limitation, 

but not a serious one. We are inconvenienced by a certain practical infl.exi

bi 1.i ty, no more. 

A scalar system constitutes a mode/operator package, usually small.er but 

quite sim.i.lar to the TORRIX system it underlies. In 2.2. 7 we shall come 

back at a certain implication of this observation. 

An ALGOL68 mode/operator package is an entirely unstructured set of dec

larations. 'I'he only possibility of putting it in some order is by writing 

the declarations in some appropriate succession (that is what we tried to do 

in chapter 6) 'I'here are, however, neither adequate tools for distinguishing 

different layers of relevance (not even for the protection of specific priv

ileged information), nor parameters for the package as a whole (or for parts 

of it). We shall come back to this in 2.2.6. 

Of course there are certain ways out. For the protection of routines and 

modes which are dangerous for the user (i.e. for "layering" to some extent) 

we have a rather ugly solution by which we remain with.in l\LGOL68: rede-
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clare their identifiers or indicants after an 'open-symbol' (shoved between 

the package and its next "layer"). We followed a more practical solution 

using a 27th letter "t" (pronounced "taboo"), which we could do by a special 

facility of the CYBER/ALGOL68 compiler (see also 2.1.5). For the simulation 

of package-"parameters" we can, of course, use globals (the almost prehis

toric solution) . 

We shall discuss in this section a. number of small difficulties with the 

set-up of scalar systems. They can all be solved, and the solutions demon

strate where the language missed a point. 

2.2.1 

An essential requirement for our scalar systems is, that they contain the 

integral domain Z as a subsystem: zcS for all S (cf. 1.1.1 and 1.2.1). For 

TORRIX68 this comes down to int c: seal. In a completely puristic implemen

tation we would have a separate mode~ for subscripting the arrays and 

all their derived modes. The set ,index is finite; the set int, essentially, 

is infinite (though usually implemented as a large finite set). Accordingly 

we would then require ~c: int c: seal. 

In ALGOL68 we have index"' int. In TORRIX68 we confined index to the in

terval [-m:m] where m=maxdex (see 3.2.1). Now, for mof!:.~~~al = real (the 

normal case so to say), everything works fine: we have a k:i.nd of automatic 

widen:i.ng from int (index) to real. "Widening" means that in all real (com

plex) operations, an integral. operand will be treated as (widened to) a real 

(complex) operand. 

Unfortunately, there is no automatic widening in ALGOL68 from j,nt to any 

!!.E!!-.l other than real or eompJ.., not even to ].!!!!:fl !'eaZ. This is a shortcoming 

of the language: an index in long real arithmetic must now be treated dif

ferently from an index in real arithmetic. We are allowed to write ixu[i] 

with seal = real, but not with seal == long r1eaZ. Even the jnt_--denotations 

(notably O and 1) cannot be used in combination with any non-real (non

eornp!:_) operand. Observe that our complaint applies to index rather than to 

int (the parity of long int and Zong real seems to be all right, but it was 

a mistake to ignore the distinct position of an index in this matter). 
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The only decent solution for 'I'ORRIX68 is to declare an operator 

which performs, for all choices for _seal, the "widening" from 1'.nt to that 

seaL In order to take the burden away from the programmer, we systematical-

ly defined, next to all operations for seal with vec or a version for 

int with vec or mat. That accounts for quite a number of operation-declara-

t:!.ons in chapter 6. For :3caZ.. 
the remark on TORRIX-REAL. 

real we can simplify the system; see below 

However, ALGOL68 does not allow redeclaration of:= (assignation). Conse-

quently, one trap remains: u[i]:=i is correct only for seal= 

co:!PJ) . For this we have no other remedy than an advice: if you cannot avoid 

it (compare into in 5.5, see also 3.2,5), be wise and write always 

u[i]:= wide.n i in order to keep your program independent of the particular 

choice for seal. 

The proper place for the declaration of~.' naturally, would be the 

mode/operator package for seal (see also volume II). Consequently, some 

small measures should be taken in linking TORRIX to a particular (home-made) 

seal-package. 

It will be cl.ear that the (probably most common) choice for 

is now being saddled with all kinds of provisions for other horses. This is 

why we recommend to maintain a system TORRIX-REAL in which w·iden is declared 

to be a dummy (it may be used in the main program!), though it has no ap

plied occurrences in that system. 

Apa.rt from ~n._ there are also other, rather important, simplifications 

and shortcuts possible in TORRIX-REAL (the multiplication is commutative, 

to take an instance). At this point the reader should be well aware of the 

fact that TORRIX-BASIS, as we present it in chapter 6, is the implementation 

of the most general case. In 'l'ORRIX-REAL, as also in most other versions, 

many details (dependent on the choice for seal) can be simplified or even 

left out. 

Problems precision 

The real system R can only be represented as a noncontinuous and finite 

approximating subset R'c: R (cf. 1.2.1). This can be done in different pre

cisions. To that purpose we have in ALGOL68 a whole procession of 
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lengths: L.real can_be ---- short short real,~ real, real, long real, 

!:E!!:fl long real,----, etc. This may be the only place where ALGOL68 is real

ly overdoing. Anyhow, we think that the TORRIX way of treating precision is 

both more practical and more general. 

our point of departure is that it will very rarely, if ever, occur that 

more than two real precisions are needed in one execution of the same pro

gram. Hence, what we need is at most one long~ in addition to seal -

provided that we can choose different precisions for seal. ALGOL68 should 

have done the same thing, maintaining one extra (double) precision "!:E!!:fl 
real", and playing the precision choice of real over an execution-parameter. 

We cannot syntactically define "long seal" in ALGOL68, so we called it 

"scalon". 
This approach also prepares the way for choosing for saalon something 

different from a real in greater precision. For example: mod.a saalon = 

struct(seal lO/JJer,middle,u:pper) for interval arithmetic as an addition to 

the normal scalar arithmetic. In volume II we shall come back on scalon and 

its possibilities. 

2.2.3 

Natural, integral, rational 

Where TORRIX can be linked (i.e. compiled together) with any scalar sys

tem, not even necessary an algebraic field (cf. 1.1.2), some particular 

choices for seal may be interesting: 

mode seal= natural ----
Here natural is a supposed implementation of N as it should be, i.e. with

out overflow-limits. Ways to implement some such natural are well known, 

anyhow not difficult to invent. For example: 

mod.a natural= sti'Uct(int digits, ref natural overfior.ul 

The digits-field contains a (machine- or implementation-dependent). number 

of (binary or decimal) digits. The overflO/JJ-field refers to the next item 

in the natural chain containing the possible overflow. The natural opera

tions"+" and "x" are easy to implement (and with a reasonable efficiency) 1 
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"£Yer" (integral division) and "!!!_od" (the remainder) may give more difficul

ties in case the divisor has a nori-liil overflow, For the ordering relations 

, we declared an operator 

"-" which is, however, a partial operator in N. Applications for TORRIX

NATURAL may be found in the theory of numbers. 

mode seal=~ 

Here integral extends N to an overflow-free Z. F'or example: 

mode integral = _st=ct(f::nt signtaiZ, ~ natural overfl01.J) 

'fhe signtai l-field contains the least significant digits of the integral. 

The n+u I n....,.n HXU f 

extended into Z. Z (integral) is a true algebraic ring and consequently 

TORRIX-INTEGRAL will be a true algebraic module. Observe that int 

needs a (rather trivial) widen operation for becoming an lntegraL 

mode rational= st=ct(integral nwner, natural denom} 

Of course x•ational will be a true implementation of Q and thus will be an 

unrestricted field containing also and not any more "over" and "mod". 

'fhe rational arithmetic should contain all combinations with integral as a 

left-- or a right operand and also a widening from int to rationaL 

Observe that all computations in rational, and consequently in TORRIX

RATIONAL, work with al,solute precision. 

A simpler, but limited, implementation of Q rests on: 

mode struct(reat val, int num, den) 

for which we refer to volume II. 

Complex scalars 

Quite often the necessity to operate with complex vectors and matrices 

proceeds from the phenomenon of "complexification" in operations on real 

vectors and matrices, which is why we want to maintain the real vectors and 

matrices next to the complex ones" So, instead of declaring a mode = 
compl (which remains possible after some accommodation of TORRIX-BASIS, see 

volume II), we prefer to extend TORRIX-BASIS w.i.th a TORRIX-COMPLEX. There

fore we shall have the mode-declarations: 
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mode coscaZ = struct(scaZ 

mode coscalon = struct(saaZon re,im) 

For their use we refer to volume II. Here we only mention the very nice 

way in which the quite subtle ALGOL68 mode-equivalencing works for us. For 

all choices motle scaZ = !:,_yeaZ we get, automatically (and at compile time), 

~aJ:.. = !:_ !:!E!!!l21 and coscaZon = long_ I:_ CO!!£.~. (provided that saalon "' L real). 

For a less nice aspect of the ALGOL68 ~ we refer to section 2.3.4. 

2.2.5 

~ system2, with parameters 

Algebra is -an inexhaustible source of fields, rings and other systems 

with all kinds of nice and nasty properties, Many of them may, in the proper 

axiomatic frame (cf. 1.1.2), underlie a vector/matrix system. Here we men

tion two such scalar systems for no other reason than the typical problem 

of their implementation in ALGOL68. 

Zn is the finite system of integers modulo n; if pis prime, then Zp is a 

field. Q(\ld) with dE Q non-square, is the quadratic field; its general mem

ber is of the form o=r+s\ld with r, s E Q. The operations in both systems obey 

the operations in the system from which it is derived Z for Zn and Q for 

Q(\ld). However, a system-parameter now plays a key role: in we must re-

duce all operation-results modulo n, and in Q we have to split them into a 

pm::e rational part r and a factor s of 1/d (of course 1/d><l/d comes down to 

dE Q). 

Consequently, we have to face the problem of a "package-parameter". What 

we need is something like: 

mode 

== struct(int m) 

(rational d) = stT'Uat(rational r 3 s) 

The type font indicates what we can do in ALGOL68. Having such a formal 

package-parameter would imply the possibility of actualizing it. This might 

then be done by parametrizing precisely that piece of program (presumedly 

an 'enclosed-clause') in which it should have a particular value, say n"'37, 

d"'3/2. It should then also be possible to specify which parameter is to be 
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set to the required_value because more than one parameter in different pack

ages (depending on different modesl may play a role. So that we would get 

something like: 

(II piece of program using modulo ll)(n of modulo= 37) 

(II piece of program using quadr ll)(d of quadr 3/2) 

possibly even: 

(II piece of program using both modulo and quadr 11) 

(n £f modulo == 37, d of quadr = 3/2) 

Of course, we still can attain our goal by playing the parameter via a 

global variable, simply assigning n:=37 or d:= 3 div 2 (for div see 7.1.3.7). 

This solution, however, has its limitations, both of organizational and of 

practical nature. 

2.2.6 

The previous considerations lead quite naturally to requirements for fu

ture languages, in particular for the equipment of mode/operator packages -

or "modops" for short. 

Modops have been (and still are) considered in various contexts. They are 

known under different names, such as "preludes" (the official ALGOL68 name), 

"classes", "modules", "clusters" etc. For their discussion we refer to the 

litterature, e.g. {08}, {12}, {18}, {27}, {28}, {29}, {30}, {33}, {36} and 

notably {15} and {31} - the list is far from complete. We shall go no fur

ther than briefly summarizing a few wishes arising directly from the TORRIX 

project. The subject on its own is very interesting, 

1) Modops should have good provisions for the definition of different "lay

ers of relevance". In each layer we should be enabled to decide which en

tities (modes, values, routines, operators, identifiers etc.) may be known 

to the upper layer (and finally to the outside world), and which ones will 

be local to the layer. 

Of course, a layer is to some extent a generalization of a "block". The 

problems of scope, however, are considerably less simple in them and, apart 

from that, open for various improvements anyhow (see also {06} and {12}). 
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2) Modops should be separately compilable. 

We mean this in the rather strong sense that, even if different modops 

need each other, as TORRIX needs a modop for its seal, they can be coupled 

after their (separate) compilation. This is a matter of both language design 

and implementation. 

3) Modops should have good provisions for parametE-,rs - not only values, but 

preferably also modes and other entities. 

Hence, modops appear to become something like "large, complicated proce

dures". You have to put information (actual values, modes, operators etc.) 

into them and out of them come new datat.ypes defined in terms of all the 

allowable operations on them (of which many may be founded in deeper layers). 

Observe hot, in the modop named TORRIX (chapters 4 and 6) the mode seal is 

used as a kind of formal mode for which operations "+", "-", "x" etc. are 

supposed to exist with certain properties. A mode-·declaration nio<Y.__ E.Ef!J.. ::::: 

real or !.fl_<!_{!f!:.. 1!!::.al_ rational etc. couples this modop TORRIX to the modop 

for (i.e. part. of the standard-prelude of ALGOL68) or rational (a home-

made modop). In fact. the general modop TORRIX(scal) has been actualized to 

TORRIX(real) or to TORRIX(rational) respectively. 

Correspondingly, we would get. through mode __ seal = quadr (rational_ d) the 

actual modop 'rORRIX (quadr (rational d)) which then i.s a coupling of three 

modops: TORRIX, quad~ and rational. Observe that TORRIX is a modop defining 

more than one mode (vec, mat_, inclex and those discussed in the second vol

mne). 

Potentially all. these things can be done in ALGOL68 - that i.s where this 

book i.s about. However, our instruments are still rather primitive; we need 

better tools. 

2.2.7 

Recursive 

A quite interesting phenomenon shows up in observing that the scalar sys

tem S, underlying T, may be (at least partially) a vector-system. This i.s 

already, in a certain minimal sense, the case if we take for S the complex 
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field C (additively a 2-dim. system), and more so if Sis the Hamiltonian 

skew (non-commutative) quaternion field H which is a 4-dimensional vector 

space over R. 

Without implying anything concerning its mathematical relevance, a perti

nent example is to take the polynomial ring P for S - i.e. to consider the 

vector-module!/ over P - which itself is a vector space over, say, Q. Let 

us first see how we can achieve this in 'L'ORRIX68: 

We first precompile P over Q with mode seal= rational (or mode seal,= rat). 

Now the vecs of this modop for P(Q) represent our polynomials. We do not 

need the mats, so we can leave them out, and we take the convolution product 

(5.18) as the polynomial product, Accordingly we then redeclare: mode PE!::JL:::: 
vec. 

After that· we set mode seal = PE!::JL and we compile TORRIX again, but now 

together with the precompiled P(Q), in order to get V(P(Q)). Now look what 

happened: we compiled TORRIX twice (apart from leaving out something, and a 

minor variation in one operator-definition in the deepest version PJ. That 

is: we got two binary files (which may or may not be in principle identical, 

depending on the implementation). Both came from the same sourcetext. 

Then we start to realize that such things occur qui.te frequently in gener

ic procedures (cf. introduction 2.2) - that for different operand-modes the 

same sourcetext can be used with consistent substitution the modes con--------
~- The authors of the ALGOL68 report were already more or less aware 

of this phenomenon where they introduced, for the case of brevity, the gen

eralizing pseudo-operator symbols I:_, g_, !i._ and E in their modop named "stand

ard-prelude" (cf. section 10.1.3, Step 1 in {36}). 

'rhe crux of the matter, of course, is that we then often go in :recursion 

modes. Consequently, although we do not yet clearly see how to im

plement that kind of recursion (orthogonally, and with all its implications), 

we nevertheless come to the following requirement: 

4) It should be possible for a modop to use itself recursively over its 

mode-parameter ( s) . 

The conceptual organization of modern algebra - specifically visible in 

category theory (cf. {16}) - is a strong indication that recursive modops 

may become quite powerful instruments for abstract type manipulation. Even 

apart from the strict mathematical context, such a feature may become im

portant - one might think, for example, of the relational (algebraic) ap

proach to databases. 
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2.3 THE TOTAL ARRAY --------
The ALGOL68 facilities for the implementation of the total array idea 

(the way by which we realize design objective III) are quite good. At the 

most essential point, namely the facility of manipulating concrete arrays 

of different and possibly also varying size, our technical requirements are 

even met upto the full hundred percent. 

Not until carrying the idea through its farther reaching consequences, we 

begin to encounter difficulties. Some of these are quite unnecessary (e.g. 

2.3.6), others suggest better (future) language features (2.3.4 and 2.3.5). 

The most important of them, undoubtedly, is the (absent) collateral loop

clause, discussed in 2.3.7. For a different expose, less depending on TORRIX, 

we refer to {21} and {22} as also to the litterature given in 2.2.6. 

Surprisingly enough, we could not apply the ALGOL68 basic concept of a 

"flexible name" (i.e. an object of the mode ref flex[ ]amode or 

ref flex[,]amode etc.) which was invented for the purpose (cf, section 

2.1.3.4.f in {36}). The only, but sufficient reason is that a slice of such 

a ref-i1!!!£ible multiple value (see 3 .1. 3 for "slicing") cannot be passed as 

an actual parameter to any routine in which the formal parameter is !:!!1.-flex 

(cf. sections 2.1.3.6.b and c in {36} for the precise formulation of the 

constraint on so-called "transient names"). This prohibition is fatal for 

our purpose in which slicing plays an essential role (see also 1.3.1 and 

2.3.5 below). 

It is still more surprising that nevertheless we can do, all we want, 

without flex. TORRIX demonstrates clearly the superfluity of the entire con

cept. All wishes concerning the flexibility of array size (the provision by 

which arrays may "breathe"), can be accomplished without using i1!!!£. 
The point is that the concrete bounds in an ALGOL68 multiple value become 

"formal" after a ref, i.e. the mode ref arra:y does not depend on the actual 

bounds of the particular arra:y. This implies that a reference to such an ob

ject (i.e. a ref ref arra:y) will accept, in all syntactic positions (nota

bly in the left hand side of an assignment), all bounds of the array in the 

depth. We call such a ref ref arra:y a depth-reference - it can replace the 

ref flex array in every respect and do even more. For a more complete dis

cussion see {21} and {22}. 
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At one point the TORRIX extension of a concrete array to a total one 

breaks with the ALGOL68 view on a "multiple value". The out-of-bounds ele

ments are undefined in ALGOL68 whereas in TORRIX they are specifically de

fined to be zero. Clearly nobody is to blame for that disagreement. We ex

tended a partial function to a total one and we did so for a particular ap

plication area - for other applications one might need other extensions if 

any. A universal programming language should not decide in such matters. 

Consequently we have to define our own selectors and slicers for total 

arrays if we need them. This is where 2.3.5 is about. 

2.3.1 

The two kinds variability 

It follows almost directly from section 1.3.1. that we can ha.vein princi

ple two kinds of variability for vectors and matrices. There is a variabil

ity caused by the supersedure of old values by new ones within the existing 

concrete domain, and there i.s a variability of (the location of) the domain 

itself - not necessarily leading to a different vector or matrix (e.g. same 

vector, different concrete domain) • The first kind is the common a.nd well

known variability due to assignment, the second kind can make the concrete 

arrays breathe (the bounds become variable). The ALGOL68 fundamental con

cept of £_€f.f. amode enables the implementer to make a clear distinction be

tween both kinds of variability. 

In order to maintain them and to keep them apart we shall consistently 

speak of two levels of ~erence: 

- the direct level of vectors and matrices with fixed bounds: 

mode vee = rq []seal 

mode ma-/; =ref[,]~ 

mode 22.3:E!.. = r•ef [Jeoseal 

mode comat = ]coscal 

- the indirect level of vector- and matrix-variables where the bounds become 

flexible; the modes of these variables are: 

~ ~-q_ "" ref ref ( ] :!.!?!!E!:..f. 
!:.f!.i. eomat = ~[_ t'ef[, Jcoseal 
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We call the indirect level (two re[.s) "level2", the direct level (one r•ef) 

"leve11", and the lowest level (no ref) "levelO" - that is the plain con

crete ar!:!!11.. level. A levelO-object can only exist with concrete (known) 

bounds; a leve1.1-object will normally refer to a levelO-object (unless it 

has not been initialized), but it has no preference for any bounds (not 

even for a lower bound 1); a level2-object does not directly refer to an 

a:I'ray and does not even require its existence, it deals exclusively with the 

leveli-object (ref qrrqy_) it refers to. 

In assigning to a levell-object (~, covec, mat or comat) old values in 

the given levelO- (Le. concrete array) domain are superseded by new val

ues; nothing happens to the domains (which remain what and where they are). 

In assigning to a level2-object (!:_~[ ]:'_e...£., ref covec, ref !!!E1. or !E.f. comat) 

the lefthand side will be made to refer to another level.1-object (~, 

2£1?.f!.5:.., mat or comat); the values in the concrete domains involved, have 

nothing to do with the happening. 

For further details on the TORRIX levels and their role in assignations, 

we refer to 3.1.4, 3.1.5 and all of 3.3. 

A very specific kind of variability is caused by "trimming" and/or shift

ing the concrete domain (see 3.1.3 and also 3.2.5). Clearly a new leve11-

object comes about: a shift and/or a projection of the original levell-ob

jecL The excellent ALGOL68 slicing feature makes that we can perform this 

specific kind of domain-variability on the direct level of vectors and ma

trices (Le. on levell). k"or details we refer to 3.2.5. 

Where our basic modes (~, ~' mat and comat) are -~-modes, it is 

syntactically required that concrete 9'.!!_qy_s for use outside a routine-text 

are generated by means of a ~-·generator. A ~-generator reserves stor

age in a memory-region, termed the "heap", in which garbage-collection 

techniques may be used for storage retrieval. Now, as long as we stay at 

levell (Le. at the direct level of vec, covec, mat and E_Omat), there will 

never be any storage to retrieve because tlie information lastly generated 

is also the first to get rid of. The reason is, that neonate arrays will 
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either be "ascribed" (cf. 3.1,5) to a local identifier, or only exist as an 

intermediate result. In other words: at levell the heap works as a last-in

first-out memory and could equally well be implemented on top of the working 

stack. Not until leve12 we may actually need a garbage collector for the 

holes that may then come about in the reserved storage. 

We thus have the following situation: 

- If we confine ourselves strictly to the level1-operations, we do not actu

ally need a garbage collector and our "heap" may be combined with the 

working stack. 

- If we apply level2-operations (see 3.3 for their possibilities), we pre

suppose an efficient garbage collector. 

- For syntactic reasons we have to generate all our concrete arrays by 

means of a Zi:~-generator, even when we confine our TORRIX program to 

levell-operations. 

The question of garbage and, eventually, of how to collect it, thus de

pends on the level on which we operate. The question may be important for 

the efficiency of our program as also for whether we stay within a certain 

subset or not (see next section 2.3.3). This is why we demarcated carefully 

a border between the two levels 1 and 2, indicating precisely in the users 

chapters 3, 4 and 5 what operations are on which level. By doing so we obey 

our design objective IV. 

TORRIX·-BASIS LEVELl is a very large subset of TORRIX-BASIS (compare the 

headings in chapter 5 only 5.0.8, 5.9 and 5.15 are on level2). The essence 

of level2 is a programming strategy rather than a specific facility. Al

though the total array idea does not operate in full swing until level2, we 

yet reap many of its fruits already on levell - where restrictions on the 

sizes of concrete arrays exist for assigning operations only. 

2.3.3 

Generating procedures, relation to ALGOL68S 

We thought .it wise to charge TORRIX with the task of generating the con

crete arrays. Instead of leaving it to the user to apply the proper gem~ra

tors himself, we supply him with procedures doing it for him in the proper 
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way (see 3.2.1). By this we solve two (unrelated} problems at once: 

1. A concrete array may have any lowerbound ~-t, and any upperbound ~t, 

where tis an implementation constant (cf. section 1.2.31. That is to say, 

the practical total array domain extends from -t tot. This tis the maximum 

allowable array-subscript. 

Usually [-t:t] is a far too extensive reach for practical use. This im

plies that there is potential danger for unintended array generation. One 

should not forget that many TORRIX operators (cf. 5.1, 5.2, 5.8, 5,14, 5.16 

and 5.18) may generate an implicit intermediate array. 

In order to enable the user to control array-generation to a certain ex

tent, we give him the possibility of defining that extent. By a procedure

call setgendex(l,n) the actual reach for array-generation will be confined 

to [1:n]. In·every procedure-call or operator application inducing a con

crete array-generation, it will always be verified whether the bounds of 

the neonate concrete array lie in the thus defined interval, or not (which 

is then a fatal error). 

Hence, array generation in TORRIX can be a strictly restrained happening; 

it is all in the users hand (he may even, temporary, disallow each possi

ble generation of an array by genallOIJJa:nae([alse), or even setgendex(0,-1)). 

See also 3.2.1 and 4.3. 

2. The official sublanguage ALGOL68S (cf, {37.2}) does not allow heav-gener

ators - hence, it does not have a garbage-collector, In 2.3.2 we have ex.

plained why TORRIX-BASIS LEVELl does not require a real heap - all it may 

need is a last-in-first-out extension to the working stack. However, for 

the inevitable generation of concrete arrays within routine-texts we had -

by syntactic compulsion - to apply a ~-generator. 

Now the question may arise as to whether TORRIX-BASIS LEVEL1 can be im

plemented through a true ALGOL68S-system. Let us call such an implementa

tion "TORRIX68S". 

Clearly, TORRIX68S will be a proper subset of TORRIX-BASIS LEVEL1. We may 

also infer from the foregoing that in TORRIX68S no ~-generators should 

occur, and that for TORRIX68S a certain LIFO-extension to the working stack 

may be necessary. Apart from that, no TORRIX68S-program should contain a 

call of a generating procedure in any formula. This is one of the official 

sublanguage restrictions. 
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our conclusion is, that an adaptation is quite feasible - though not an 

entirely trivial task. In fact we preluded an activity of that kind by care

fully confining the direct use of a ~-generator to precisely three places 

(to wit 6.1.1,2&3). Everywhere else we call a specific procedure (i.e. 

geninta:t'ra:y, genarra:yl or gena:t'ra:y2) for the purpose. Calls of these proce

dures may best be treated as macro-applications, but the solution is at the 

discretion of the TORRIX68S-implementer (who presumably will link the 'prel

ude' to the ALGOL68S 'standard-prelude', anyhow). 

2.3.4 

Refers 

The treatment of references (ref) in the orthogonal frame forms the very 

basis of the ALGOL68 mode concept. It certainly was a great idea to unify 

the concepts of reference (pointer), address (name), changeability (varia

ble), parameter-passing (identity-declaration), storage-allocation {genera

tor) and identifier-declaration in one basic concept. However, the idea of 

proclaiming non-ref to be the mode of the not-variable (i.e. constant) en

tities was - though at first and second sight quite natural and consistent 

a mishap. It ignores the irrefutable fact that even constant values have a 

memory address and that for various good reasons we may be wanting to know 

that address without having the intention to change its contents. 'l'his is 

closely bound up with the to copy or not to copy problem in parameter-pas

sing. 

The more orthogonal construction would have been to maintain a generalized 

"r•ef" at the end of a c:<:£!-chain: we might call it a (rer). We then 

distinguish the four logically possible ref~-_:3tates, 

an entity to which a value may be assigned, 

but from which no value can be obtained; 

~ an entity from which a value may be obtained, 

but to which no value can be assigned; 

ref an entity to which a value may be assigned, 

and from which a value can be obtained; 

an entity to which no value may be assigned, 

and from which no value can be obtained. 
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This is not the place to analyze the (static and dynamic) possibilities 

of this set-up. Suffice it to state that the ref above conforms to the 

ALGOL68 ref as it stands now; that the refin, being essentially a dynamic 

refer, may be used to denote a not yet defined value (i.e. a ref.in arnode is 

an uninitialized amode entity); and that the refex, in its static quality, 

replaces the present ALGOL68 non-ref; a fer finally can be used for an en

tity th.at may only be transferred. For an analysis of these ideas see {21} 

and {22}. 

The relevance of the subject for TORRIX appears from the observation that 

quite natural and also very efficient modes for complex vectors and matrices 

would become possible: 

mode.~= sty,uct(vec re,im), 

mode comat = stY'Uct(mat re,im) 

Observe that the re- and the im-field (the real and the imaginary part) 

can - in the spirit of the total array - have different domains. These may 

overlap, coincide or even be disjunct, and both may be the zero(-vector or 

-matrix). The economy of this data-structure is obvious. 

Unfortunately enough this very nice construction is irreconcilable with 

the ALGOL68 standard-declaration mode ·!!.E!!!P.!:.. = sti>Uct(Peal re,im). What we 

need is: 

This would perfectly agree with the above declaration for covec and comat, 

provided that the operators for this·aompl would then allow the re- and the 

im-field to be located at quite different addresses. That is precisely what 

the~ might accomplish, but is incompatible with the present definition 

of !!.E!!!P.!:... 

2.3.5 

Selectors 

In 3. L 3 we summarize the ALGOL68 concept of indexing ( "slicing") an array, 

which allows the selection not only of a single element (which is essential

ly what "subscriptors" do) but also of subarrays (which is what "trimmers" 

do). Here we assume the reader to be more or less familiar with the con-
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tents of that section. Almost everything is fine with these features: they 

do most of the selections we would like to be done, and the notation sug

gests nicely what happens. 

'rheir main disadvantage for 'l'ORRIX is that they can not be extended, which 

would have been possible if they were formulated as standard-operators. Sup

pose we had"•" and"//" available for the purpose; an operator notation for 

all of the indexing would then be: 

U•i for U[i] 

i•U for U[ i] 

U• (h//k) for U[h:k at h] 

(h#k)•U for U[h:k at h] 

j •A•i and A•i•j and A• (i•j) for A[i,j] 

(i•j) •A and i•j•A and j•A•i for A[ i, 

A•i for A[ i, 

j•A for A[ ,j] 

A• (hllk) for A[h:k at 

(h//k) •A for A[ ,h:k at h] 

Here the U (U) and A (A) denote units yielding a vec or a mat respectively. 

•rhe "•" and 11//" notation has the same expressive power as the ALGOL68 nota

tion; and we did everything we could to implement it in such a manner that 

it becomes a serious competor (we only had to apply other symbols). The at

feature could have been implemented accordingly, but is of less importance. 

There is no point in overemphasizing notational matters, though they cer

tainly play an important part in scientific publication and discovery. 'l'he 

operator notation above is in good accordance with the various notational 

fashions in mathematics and fysics, 

linear algebra: 

differential geometry: 

(Einstein) 

quantum mechanics 

(Dirac) 

<ul 

lu> 

<j !Al 

j 

(covariant vector) 

(contravariant vector) 

and 

and 

<uli> 

<ilu> 

)Ali> 

covariant 

contravariant 
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Subscripting ("ui''l and superscripting ("ui"l cannot easily be done in a 

programming language, which is why we need something like an operator (math

ematically, indexing is an operation). The"•" would be a natural symbol 

but is not available in ALGOL68 for that purpose. Therefore we chose the 

"?" for the subscriptor, thus writing: 

u?i for u•i 

a?i for a•i 

etc. 

i?u for i•u 

j?a for j•a 

An important TORRIX operation is the trimmer"//", for which we chose the 

double-symbol"//". It effects projection: 

u?(h//k) i.e. u• (hh) 

(h//k)?u i.e. (hllkl•u 

Both formulae project u on the subspace spanned by the unitvectors h upto 

k. This is why u?(h//k} is the extension of the ALGOL68 u[h:k at h] rather 

than of u[h:k], which sets a new lowerbound at 1 (ALGOL68 is slightly lower

bound 1 preferent-by-default). 

Needless to say that both "?" and "//" extend the ALGOL68 concrete array 

indexing to total array indexing, thus yielding also the out of bounds vir

tual zeros. 

·on level2, however, we run into difficulties when we want to allow a to

tal-subscriptor in a 'destination' (i.e. the left-hand side of an assign

ment). We may then be requiring non-reserved storage. Of course we can also 

here generate a well fitting new concrete array replacing the (not large 

enough) old one. But this is dangerous: the old concrete array may still be 

referred to by other veas (or mats), and this would be the beginning of 

chaos. For that reason we defined a separate destination-selector"!", for 

restricted use only. 

For further particularities on selectors and trimmers see 3,1.6, 3.3.3 

and 5.0 (3, 4, 5, 7 and 8). 
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2.3.6 

Descriptors 

The ALGOL68 multiple value (concrete array) is composed of a sequence of 

values (its elements} all of the same mode, controlled by a descriptor which 

contains all necessary information concerning the subscript bounds, the 

physical addresses. of the elements, their distance (stride} in core and 

whatever may be appropriate to administer the set (cf. 3.1.3). The ALGOL68-

report is less specific: it describes a descriptor as a k-tuple of bound

pairs (kEN+) and it requires a 1-1 correspondence between a k-tuple of in

tegers (each in the domain of the corresponding bound-pair) and the set of 

elements (cf. 2.1.3.b&c in {36}). In other words: it is not required that 

the elements are stored following a prescribed order (i.e. row-wise, column

wise or whatever-wise). 

Letting the implementer free to follow his own taste and technical pref

erence in such matters is a good principle but it may interfere with another 

good, namely the possibility of precisely describing certain quite common 

and well-defined selection operations. ALGOL68 has a fine set of subscrip

ting, trimming and shifting operations on multiple values; it totally lacks 

provision for diagonal selection, subscript permutation etc. 

It is highly improbable that any complete implementation, true to the re

port (specifically supporting all slicing features), would not be able to 

implement the other reasonable wishes. Anyhow we need them for TORRIX. The 

basic feature necessary for our application is an at-like operation which 

permutes the subscripts. Something like: 

A[perm 1,2] 

A[perm 2,1] 

A[perm 1,1] 

A[perm 2,2] 

is the same as A as it stands, 

interchanges the first and the second subscript, 

selects the main diagonal, following 

the row-indexing, 

selects the main diagonal, following 

the column-indexing. 

and correspondingly for arrays with more subscripts. 

We helped ourselves by declaring through pragmats (cf. 2.1.4, remark on*), 

what we needed for TORRIX. In terms of the absent perm-feature they could 

have been declared roughly as follows: 
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9£.. tmsp = (mat a)mat_: a[perm 2,1 J; 
9£.. di0£. (int k, mat a)vec: a[ 

9£.. diag = (ma!:_ a)~: 0 diag a 

See 6.7 for the pragmats through which we did it. It is our conviction 

that we did not actually leave the orthogonal path - quite on the contrary. 

For further discussion see {21} and {22}. 

2.3.7 

Collateral ~-clauses 

Pointwise operations on arrays play the key role in the definition of all 

operations with seal, :ve1:., and mat. By "pointwise" we mean operations that 

are performed on the individual elements of the arrays involved, and for 

which the order of action is immaterial. All additive operations with vecs 

and mats and all sumproducts are pointwise in the above sense. 

The ALGOL68 loop-clause now prescribes precisely the order in which the 

operations must be done. It gives us no means of expressing that the order 

of action is immaterial, and precisely that may be a piece of information 

of crucial importance for all kinds of (compiled or hand-coded) optimiza

tions in algebraic operations. Moreover, the ALGOL68 loop-clause does not 

return a value. From practically all TORRIX-operations we expect some vec 

or to be returned, and that is then in most cases precisely the~ or 

mat on which we operate (Le. the logical candidate for a return value). 

In a sense ALGOL68 is not orthogonal in this matter. It has a collateral

clause returning a compound value as the complement of a serial-clause; it 

lacks a collateral-loop~clause completing the serial-loop-clause. A syntac-

tic form might be, 

subscript list thy,u REFETY ROWS unit do serial clause od 

The yield of the whole construct should be the yield of the REFETY ROWS 

thru part. Observe that the collaterality applies to the multiple elabora

tions of the entire do part and not to what has to be done between do and 

od. 
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As an example, compare the declaration of a Hilbert matrix as it has to 

be now in TORRIX68: 

proc Mlbert = (int n)ma!:__: 

(mat dave=gensquare(n}; 

ff!.!:.. i _!.£ n 

); 

do for j ton 

do dave[i,j]:=1/(i+j) od 

!?.Ei dave 

with the considerably more appropriate construction: 

proc hilbert = (int n)mat: 

~ -i,j ~ mat dave=gensquare 

do dave[i,j]:=1/(i+j) od; 

dave 

The availability of precisely this kind of collateral-loop-clause would 

have greatly influenced the appearance of the entire TORRIX system, which 

would have been both more transparant and more open for various optimization 

techniques. We cannot change the former within the frame given by ALGOL68 -

the optimization can and should be done anyway, and it may have a dramatic 

effect compared to the (otherwise quite reasonable) objectcode compiled by 

th.e present tools. 

For an example compare the routine-text 6.18.1, for the linear transform 

of a vector, with the following collateral loop-clause version. Observe the 

various optimizations possible; because the elaboration order of the do

part is now at the discretion of the implementer: 

212. x ::::: (mat a, vec u}E!!..E._: 

:f:.f.. mat aa :::: (lwb_ u//upb u) ?a; zero aa 

then zerovec 

else vec v == 

with 

genarray1(lwb aa., ul2b aa); 

thru aa 

do v[i]+:=a[i,j]xu[j] v 

ti 
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3. USERS GUIDE 

The purpose of this tutorial is to illustrate the use of 

TORRIX as a programming tool. More detailed and systematic 

information on the features discussed can be found in chap

ters 4 and 5 - cross references are placed in the headings 

of the subsections. If, after consulting the text referred 

to, a doubt persists, you should go to the actual source

texts which occur in the corresponding sections in chapter 

6. These texts, in the last resort, decide all remaining 

matters of doubt. 

Apart from the contents of 3.1 and the given sequence of 

3.2 -preceding 3.3, the order of reading is largely imma

terial. The general subdivision follows the technical or

der of the subjects, rather than some strong didactic 

principle. Only 3.1 has been set up as a survey of rele

vant ALGOL68 features. 

The user of this guide is supposed to have some knowledge 

of ALGOL68, though he does not need to be an expert - not 

even an experienced ALGOL68-programmer (he might become 

one by using TORRIX). For an introduction to ALGOL68 we 

refer to {07}, {13}, {14}, {23}, {25} and {32}. 

Unless otherwise stated, all identifiers and other applied

indicators occurring outside the direct context of their 

declaration, will identify those in always the last version 

of the declarations D1, D2, D3 •.• in the present chapter 3, 

or those in the chapters 4 and 6 (as discussed in 5), or 

else they have the meaning as indicated in 4.1 (notational 

conventions). We shall occasionally deviate from this rule 

in pictures. It will then always be apparent from some such 

picture that and how we deviated. 
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3.1 TORRIX68 

Apart from a few operators (they are always marked with*), the entire 

TORRIX set of declarations can be formulated in ALGOL68 proper without con

tradicting any of its standard-declarations; i.e. we can make TORRIX a 

'library-prelude' in the strict sense of the Report (cf. 10.1. in {36}). 

We shall denote the ALGOL68 implementation of TORRIX by "TORRIX68", but 

without being pedantic in this matter (we shall often simply speak of 

"'l'ORRIX" where "TORRIX68" might be more at its place). On the rare occa

sions that we want to distinguish TORRIX68 from the implementation without 

the *-operations, we may use the denotation "TORRIX---*". 

Having TORRIX68 at his disposal - preferably of course as a precompiled 

(and where possible optimized) library - a programmer will normally not use 

more than a rather limited subset of the full language, simply because 

TORRIX68 will provide most of what he may need for his purpose. 'I'herefore, 

"TORRIX68" (or "TORRIX" for short) and in the slightly more restricted 

sense "'l'ORRIX68"-*", in fact stands for an ALGOL68-"dialect": a large 'li

brary-prelude' extension together with a certain subset of ALGOL68. There 

is no point in precisely delimiting this subset which may also depend on 

the particular application area. 

In this section we outline those features of ALGOL68 which are indis

pensable. Sections 3.1.3 to 3.1.6 discuss the ALGOL68 features (and the 

specific TORRIX68-form of some of them) which are of particular interest 

to all who want to try the system. One should certainly read these sections 

before going to the subject matter proper in 3.2 and 3.3. 

3.1.1 

The TORRIX·-ALGOL68 subset 

The control-constructs with 

, then , else , eU,f and [i , 

~ , in , out , ouse and !!f!E:!2 , 

fEI:__ , from , !!Ji , to , uJhile , do and od 

14.3 .1/4.3.51 

and their nestings, together with the concept of a serial-clause as a con

struct yielding a value (possibly an instance of f!.'!!12.!:Ji of mode EE.Le!:) , ena

ble users to formulate the vast majority of their programs without 
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Consequently, we leave labels and jumps for what they are in this language: 

practically negligible. Even in the TORRIX routine-texts they never occur. 

Where TORRIX is a system designed to regulate the use of multiple values 

for the operations of vectors and matrices in the broadest sense, it is not 

surprising that the programmer need not explicitly write the generators for 

them. TORRIX68 provides specific procedures for that purpose. 

Instead of declarations such as: 

1' [1:n]real u [1:m,1:n]real a 

one should always write: 

vea u = genvea(n) mat a= genmat(m,n} etc. 

Certain protections built in the system make.!_ safer than 1' (see 5.1), 

but more impbrtant is the greater generality of.!_ as compared to.!_' (see 

3.2.1 and 3.2.2). The declarations.!_ express, moreover, the TORRIX facts of 

life: that~ and mat (and also~, aomat and a few others) are stan

dard modes and that genvea and genmat generate them in all dimensions re

quired. 

There is, of course, absolutely nothing against applying multiple value 

generators for objects other than veas and mats. 

For example: 

2 [0:k]bool flag or etc. 

For the particular application of multiples such as representing vectors 

and matrices and related objects, the user is strongly advised to adhere 

consistently to the TORRIX style of doing things. The same applies to never 

writing the declarers "real" and "!!2!!!J21" directly - see next section. 

We also never write a so-called row-display for vector- or matrix-values; 

we do not need them - we have all kinds of operators for setting vectors or 

matrices (of even arbitrary sizes) to specific values (see 3.2.4 and 3.2.5). 

As to the many independent ("orthogonal") other features of the language 

- such as the manipulation of routines (in particular via procedure- and 

also operation-declarations), structured~,~~• parallel

clauses, bits, bytes etc. - if you feel you need them, then by all means 

use them as far as the implementation allows. 
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However: be aware of the way things are done (or not done) in the TORRIX

system. This applies, in particular, to the total absence of the flexible 

feature in TORRIX68, althov.gh this is a context where one certainly would 

expect iL A better way of treating multiple values of unequal, varying 

and even v-anishing size is via a higher level of reference (i.e. modes be

ginning with ref ref). This is precisely one of the innovations of TORRIX 

(see also 2.3). 

To the standard-prelude of the language we add a few operators the authors 

seem to have forgotten - they may be of much wider use than just for TORRIX 

and they are obvious candidates for machine-coded optimization: 

4.3.1 the operators min and ~ 

defined for ints and returning an int, 

3 min 7 = 3 3 m= 7 =? 

4.3. 5 the exchange-operator=:= 

defined for ints returning a ref it±:~-' 
and re[ returning a re[ seal, 

and ~l :!.f!_?cals returning a ref coscal: 

let i and j be re[ lnts such that 1'.::::3 and 

then we have i::::7 and after the operation 

which returns its left operand (a re[ lnt). 

for and coscal see next section. 

3.L2 

use 

The plain modes bool and char and their derivatives string and 

do not play any special role. The same applies in a sense to the int 

values which are thus used for counting (in loop-clauses), indexing (in 

trimmers and subscripts) and choosing (in case-clauses) 'rhe values are 

moreover assumed to be available as special. elements belonging to the "wi

der" mode seal_, i.e. int c: seal (see also the operator w·iden in 4.3.3). 

The declarers "re12,;.!_" and "£.<?!!!Pl", however, should never show up .i.n any 

TORRIX-program, not even i.n one of the numerous "daily life" applications 
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of real vector-spaces. The underlying field of TORRIX is always given by 

the more neutral declarers "seal" ("scalar") and "coscal" ("complex 

scalar"). 

One then selects the actual scalar-field by the choice of the correspon

ding TORRIX version. If any, a. TORRIX wherein 

mode seal= real ---- --
will naturally be available. One of the reasons why we have seal is that 

one and the same TORRIX programtext can also be compiled under other libra

.ry-versions in which, for example: 

2 

or 

3 mode coscal 

or whatever sizes may be available. 

Therefore, even if you are exclusively interested in real computations: 

never use "Peal" - use always "seal" instead (and "coscal" for "co,!!]2_l"). 

Why deprive your programtext from the possibility of being easily compiled 

for various precisions? 

There is, however, much more in this general seal-approach. You might, 

for instance, wish to confine the underlying field to that of the rational 

numbers: 

4 mode seal= y,ational ----
and a "rational" version of TORRIX might be available. As a matter of fact: 

a "rational TORRIX" is nothing more than a precompiled version of TORRIX68 

under an operation-library for a mode rational (see 2,2.3). 

You might also consider finite fields, for example: 

where p.rimod i.s some prime field. Various other fields may likewise be of 

interest. 

Further possibilities may arise from certain restrictions of TORRIX. In 

a subset in which we leave out all divisions, we open the possibility of 

considering it as defining a module over certain rings. F'or example: 

where integy,al is a mode preferably containing "in principle all integral 
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values" - otherwise a long-enough size of the mode ·int might do ( see 2. 2. 3 J • 

The moral of this exposition is that 'I'ORRIX defines, in a very general 

way, vector spaces or modules over arbitrary fields or rings. Each parti

cular choice of a precompiled TORRIX-version implies the choice of a spe

cific field or ring for seal. That is the very reason why we express the 

entire underlying arithmetic in a neutral. mode seal 

door open as long and as far as possible. 

Summing up, the standard TORRIX68 modes are: 

·int with index (see 3. 2. 2) , 

seal with vec and 

the 

and 

we want to leave the 

declarers 

"_comp l" are banned 

coseal with eovec and comat. [ 
from TORRIX. 

There is particular with the modes: 

bool and bits 

ch= and !!l.!::!::!:JL and !!Jites 

which are free for any application. 

3.1.3 

Multiple yalues, descriptors and 

Vectors and matrices - though represented by their abstract.ions index, 

~• etc. - are eventually realized as objects of the modes []int (or 

intarray), [ (or ~), L ]~0.J.:. (or q.rray2), []coscaZ (or COC/X'rayl), 

[, ]~seal (or ~_qyJ!) and a few other more baroque constructs for special 

purposes (see volume II) . The row-of-modes (or GX'raiLs for short) are there

fore important for those who want to use the library. 

An array (or "multiple value") consists of a linearly ordered set of 

tion concerning the subscript. bounds, the physical addresses of the ele

ments, their distance (or "st.ride") in core and whatever else may be appro

priate to administer the set. 

In TORRIX we never work with the _a.:._rrays proper, we always use ent.i ties 

referring to them (see 3.2) or even references to such entities (the subject 

matter of 3. 3) . In the sequel, let U refer - directly or indirectly - to an 
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array1, coarrayl or intarray and let A likewise refer to an array2 or 

coarrau2. 

V and A can be sliced: V[i], U[h:k], A[i, ] , A[ ,j], AU,j], A[i,h:k], 

A[h:, :k] etc. A slicer consists of an indexer between square brackets. 

It can best be conceived as an operator acting on U and A and always retur

ning a reference to an individual element or to a newly created descriptor 

of an on occasion empty sub-array of its argument. Compare 3. 1. 6 for a 

more general (but usually less efficient) operator for the selection of 

elements and other slices. It is essential. that a slicer never makes a copy 

of, or even touches, an element of the arrau it acts upon. We now summarize 

the facts which ought to be known to all TORRIX-users: 

- an indexer may consist of~ (i in [i,h:k]) and trimmers (h:k in 

U,h:k], bµt also h: in h: ], :kin [i, :k], : in [i, : ] and even 

emJ;>t;t in (1;, ] ) ; 

- an indexer with subscrip~ only (such as [i] and [i,j]), selects one 

single element and does not create a new descriptor; 

- an indexer with one or more trimmers creates a new descriptor for the 

sub-array selected, it does not copy any element; 

- each subscript in an indexer decreases so to say the number of indices 

in the resulting new descriptor by 1 until the descriptor vanishes 

the default values for~ bounds in a trimmer are the corresponding 

bounds in the mother-descriptor; 

- all lowerbounds in a new dewcriptor are set to 1, except where tlie 

trimmer was~• or where a new-lowerbound (at h in [i,h:k at h]) re

quired a specific other value. 

Since they occupy a rather central role in TORRIX68, we give a few exam

ples of slicing operations: 

1 Uh'.] 

returns a re[. to the ith element of U; 

2 A[i,,j] 

returns a I:_q_ to the Jth element in the ith row of A 

Le. a r•e[ to the i,dth element of A; 
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3 U[h:k] 

returns a ref. to (a newly created descriptor of) the sub-a:rr•ay in

dicated by the trimmer h:k; Zwp_ U[h:k] = 1 , !!:EE_ U[h:k] = k-h+l ; 

4 A[i, ] 

returns a !:El to the ith row of A, 

Zwb A [ ,i, ] :::: 2 lwb A , upb A [ i, ] = 2 !!:EE_ A 

5 A[ ,j] 

returns a ref to the jth column of A, 

lwb A[ = 1 lwb A, upb A[ ,j] = 1 upb A 

6 A[i.,h: 

returns a ref to the slice [h: ] of the ith row of A, 

lv;b A [ i, h: ] = 1 , Y£ll_ A [ i, h: ] :::: 2 upb A - h + 1 ; 

7 A[i,h:k] 

returns a ref to the slice [h:k] of the 'ith row of A, 

Zwb A[i,h:k] = 1 , YEJ?.. A[i,h:k] = k-h+l 

8 A[i.,h:k at 

returns the same as but now: 

lulb A[i,h:k a~ h] = h, upb A[i,h:k at h] - k 

9 A[i,at O] 

returns a ref to the ith row of A, but: 

!:!!!..!!... A[i,at O] ::: 0 , upb A [i,ai; O] = 2 Y£ll_ A - 2 _fwb. A 

Further facts of importance for a sound understanding of TORRIX, are: 

- for all subscripts i in an indexer it is required that: 

LwbsisUpb , where Lwb (Upb) indicates the corresponding lowerbound 

(upperbound) in the mother-descriptor; 

- for all lowerbounds h, in a trimmer h:k, it is required that: 

Lwbsh 

for all upperbounds k, in a trimmer h:k, it is required that: 

ksUpb ; 

- if, in any trimmer h:k, we have h>k, then the descriptor created by this 

trimmer is 

an array without 

11 The Report speaks of a "ghost-element" for sake of precise definition, 
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A particular application of a flat descriptor is: 

10 U[maxdex:mindex], in which mindex < 0 <maxdex (see 3.2.1) returns 

a ref to a flat descriptor, the set of elements of U[maxdex:mindex] 

is empty. 

Empty arr•ays of the kind lQ_ play the very special role of "~-vector" 

("~-matrix") in TORRIX (see 3.2.2). 

Observe that U[h:h] refers to an arrayl with precisely one element, but 

U[h] refers to that very element, i.e. the mode of U[h: h] is ref arrayl, 

but the mode of U[h] is ref scaZ. 

3.L4 

The three TORRIX-levels ----- --- ----

Here and in all following sections we shall often use the term "array1", 

to imply also "coarray1" (and sometimes even "in·tarray") and "ar•ray2" to im

ply also "aoarray2". By writing "array" we mean, as before, "qprq;]{};_" or 

"array2". 

We shall depict array1s by figures as: 

lwb 

upb :::> 

ar1°ay2s by figures: 

2 

lwb 

lwb2 
{I, 

lwb1 ⇒ 

upb1 ⇒ 

ft 
upb 

upb/,) 

upb2 

:u. 
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and a,rrayls as a row (or a column or a diagonal) of an a,rray2 by: 

3 

row column 1.iagonal 

These "concrete" a,rrays must be conceived of being embedded in much more 

extensive "total"-arrays. A total-array consists of a concrete part - its 

constituent concrete a,rray - together with a virtual part - consisting of a 

(for all pur?oses sufficient) number of virtual~- Hence, the virtual 

zeroes do not exist in the memory - they are assumed by TORRIX-operators 

and should, therefore, always be taken into account by TORRIX-users. Vir

tual zeroes thus are, in a sense, very real objects although we shall never 

meet them in a computer memory. 

When we wish to emphasize the virtual presence of a total-array, we shall 

bring it in the picture as follows: 

4 

ai>ray1 

an empty arrayl 
(zero-vector) 

' / 

' / 

' / 

' 
, 

/ ' / ' / ' / ' 
an empty d:l'ray2 

(zero-matrix) 

' ' 

·a:nayl 

array2 

Two total-arrays with different concrete bounds in one figure will often 

be depicted as follows: 



upb1a::::) ,-, ,, 

V 

,, , I ' ' ' I -. -, ,,. , I I -, ' I 

' ' I 

' ' ' ' I 

upbu upbv 
. i I 

i I 

b ! ! 
upb1b :::.> I ' -----~ ,,,1t ft 11', ~ 

I ' I 
cEl lfJ .Q '~ N N 

ii j ,a it' ~ ~ ::J ::J 

In TORRIX all a:l'l'ayls as all a:l'l'ay2s are "compatible" ("conformable") re

gardless of their bounds. That is to say: total a:z,rays have always the same 

(virtual) bounds - only the bounds of their concrete parts may differ. 

We call the arrays ~-objects. They form the raw material of the sys

tem in which they never show up as such - they always go in (and go out) 

behind their references. These references (or "names" as they are called 

unfortunately in the Report) are the leveli-objects. The relationship be

tween level1- and levelO-objects will be depicted as follows: 

6 

ref a:r'i'ayl 

_:J~======:_~~ 
- - - - - - 1-----------1 - - - - -
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It is essential in this language that the bounds of the a:rrays do not en

ter the mode of their references. A ref a:rrayl is a ref[]saaZ. and it can 

refer to concrete arrayls of (in principle) all sizes. The same applies to 

the mode ref array2 (that is ref[,]saaZ.). 

We are therefore entitled to say that ref arrays refer to the total 

arrays, even where they will be implemented as something pretty close to 

the core-addresses of concrete-array descriptors. 

It is this slightly idealized concept of a ref array that makes a vector 

or matrix in TORRIX68: 

7 

mode ~ == ref arrayl 

mode mat= ref array2 

mode ~ = rq:_ aoarrayl 

mode aomat = ref aoarray2 

So we arrive at the following TORRIX-picture of vectors and matrices: 

vea vea 

One should, from now on and in all contexts, conceive a vea or a mat as 

an entity consisting of: 

I a reference (a "name"), i.e. the vea or mat proper, 

together with 

I a total array, often called "the array" of the~ or mat, 

I or "its array", or even "its value" or "its contents". 

Whenever we can do so in this chapter without confusing the issues, we 

shall take veas (aoveas) and mats (aomats) together and speak of "torrixes" 

and "their arrays", depicted as follows: 
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8 t6i>i>ix 

9 ' 
/ 

" 
/ 

) 
/ 

I 
' / ~ ' / 

" 
A particular kind of information about torrixes is given by the values of 

their concrete bounds. These bounds are fixed at the generation of the 

array. A torrix can, in principle, refer to arrays of all sizes (expressed 

by saying that a torrix refers to a total :!:!'ray_). When we actually wish to 

use a concrete array of another size, then we have to generate a new one 

and our torrix must now be able to refer to that new location. 

Here we are faced with two kinds of variability: 

the level1-variability of the sub-values and the individual concrete 

elements in the array, 

the ~-variability of the concrete bounds, i.e. the possibility of 

turning virtual zeroes into concrete (non-zero) elements (the concrete 

grray becomes "longer") and the possibility of turning concrete zeroes 

into out of bounds virtual zeroes (the concrete array becomes "shorter"). 

The variability of sub-values and individual elements can be realized en-

tirely on level1 because the scene can then be laid at the concrete ::!l'ray". 

The variability of the array-bounds must be realized on one level in refe-

rence higher (we want to shift the scene, i.e. to alter the ___ _ 

For the manipulation of levelO-objects (the ~sand their sub-values), 

we needed levell-objects ("!:!!f.. ar.ray such as ~ and mat). In order to make 

them refer to "longer" or "shorter" concrete arrays, we must be enabled to 

manipulate }!__ecs and ma-ts (levell-objects) . To that purpose we need level2-

objects (ref-~' ref mat etc.). 

The relationship between level2- and levell-objects will be depicted as 

follows: 
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9 i'ef ·vea 

tp 
re tori'ix 

9 K J 
in general: 

not distinguishing 

G) G veas and mats 
• I 

vea 1 mat 1 
tOi'i'ux: I 

-. w -w ---"' 
Observe how in a level2-level1 relation the object referred to is a 

torI'ix but in a level1-level0 relation the torr-ix is the referring object. 

Sometimes the three TORRIX-levels show up together in one and the same 

compound action. This occurs when level2-assignations play a role (see 

3.3.2). In our pictures we then meet schemes such as: 

10 

LEVEL 2: 

LEVEL 1: 

LEVEL 0: 
array 

We call the reference from a ref torrix, via a torrix to an a:t'ray a 

depth-reference. Depth-references lead to seemingly complicated configura

tions, which nevertheless reflect precisely the existing relations between 

objects on all the three distinct levels. As an example consider a typical 

TORRIX-assignation (for details see next section): 
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] 

LEVEL 2: ref~ K 
>.c...-J---' 

), r•ef mat 
'---J.--J 

LEVEL 1: 1Jec vee mat 

/ 
' / ' / 

',----------.' 

LEVEL 0: 
1------------1- - - -

array1 
I 
I 
I 

In this picture it is shown how, as a result of the assignation Vee :-= 

mat[ 1'., ] , the vec of vec ceases to refer to the leftmost array] and is made 

to refer to the ith row of mat. 

In the sequel we shall often make use of these semantic pictures for 

their self-explanatory quality. 

3,L5 

The reader who is not (yet) familiar with operations on 

different ref-levels, is advised to skip all specific 

level2-considerations while reading the sequel and chap

ter 3,2 (which is entirely on levell). Thereafter he 

should return to this point. 

Ascription, assignation and generation are fundamental concepts in TORRI.X 

as they are in ALGOL68. Let S be a unit yielding an amode value (possibly 

"a posteriori" after one or more coercions such as dereferencing or widen

ing). Now Smay occur in the syntactic position of a~' this means 

that its value will be preserved for later use. There are two ways of a·

chieving this: 



- by ascribing the value of S to an identifier, 

by assigning the value of Stoa variable, 

An ascri)?tion takes always place in an identifier-declaration and is 

quite conspicuous in an identity-declaration (a sub-class of the former): 

amode '-f-1 
I 
I 
I 

,it 
dlnode 
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Here the lefthand side requires an amode value to be ascribed to the iden

tifier 1:d, Le. to be held in a place adhered to id in such a way that this 

value becomes the "a priori" yield of id. The action "to be held in acer

tain place" will be depicted through a bowed arrow pointing into that 

place. This arrow may be interpreted as "making a copy of" or "transport of 

information". An implementer can, however, often do better. 

2 

An important example of an identity-declaration in TORRIX is: 

vec 

vec 

,-------------... ✓ 

/ 
/ 

Observe that we did not depict the object yielded by mat itself, Regard

less of its level (ma-t may be a ref mat-identifier as also a mat-identi-

fier), when sliced it always yields a level1-object (a mat or a , '.£'his 

phenomenon is known to the ALGOL68-connoisseurs as "weak dereferencing". 
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The important fact of the above identity-declaration, however, is that 

the arrayl of mat[i, has not been copied, Its reference ("address") has 

been ascribed to rowi, so that from now on it is also the array] of rowi. 

For all concrete elements of rowi and mat[i, ] we thus have: 

r•oz,Ji [j] is madi,j] 

This implies, for instance, that rowi[j] and mat[i,j] are identical (are 

the same) and that any assignation to the former is that same assignation 

to the latter and vice versa. 

An assignation al.ways alters the contents (the "value") of a variable 

(unless, by chance, the new value happens to be equal to the old one). In 

an assignation the lefthand side - the destination - must be a ret to the 

value to be altered: 

3 

C/JtiOde 

I 
I 
I 
I 

6 C/Jtiode 

Observe that the a priori yield of var (its ret amode) remains the same 

- it is the object referred-to that becomes a copy of the righthand value. 

An example of an assignation in TORRIX is: 

4 



Here r(Jt,)i is a Vee (a ref a:Pra;yl) and therefore r•owi[j] is a subscripted 

variable of the mod~ ref seal. After the identity-declaration vec rowi = 

mat[i, ], the above assignation achieves the same as 

mat [ i, j] : = S 

but by simpler and more efficient means (one subscript instead of two). 

We now consider a particular kind of a source, namely a generator G. A 

generator reserves new space for an object of a given mode and it yields 

its reference (the address of the new location). As a rather general exam

ple we depict the generation of an a:Pray, yielding a 

5 

torrix 

' ' '------'------i 

generation 

' ' ' For the sake of the generality pursued in TORRIX, the generating source 
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for an a:Pray will always be performed through a routine, the effect of whi.ch 

is depicted in the above figure. Hence, the generating levell-declaration 

of a vec or a mat will always be of the form: 

6 

forrix 

Observe how the torrix generated is being ascribed to the identifier x. 

'l'he resulting relation is: 
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7 

' / 

:J--1 ___ (~ 

,/ a:rrq:y_ ' , 
/ ' 

newly 
created 

On level2 we can apply the common ALGOL68-generators because there are no 

bounds and there are no scope-problems either. So we can declare: 

f3 

] ~ torrix 
"---I---" 

We shall always use the optional lac-symbol, in order to make a clear 

distinction between: 

9 a leve11 declaration (picture _§_) 

and 

10 loe torrix z a 1eve12 declaration (picture .§._) 

Observe that in both declarations we meet ascription and generation: 

in 9 the object generated is an a:P!:!!Ji and its torrix is being ascribed 

to X; 

in 10 the object generated .i..s a torrix and its E!!.[ 

cribed to z. 

is being as-

On 1evel2 we often want to generate a location for a. new ___ _ together 

with an <3:r>ray to which this tor•rix has to refer initially. This can be a

chieved simply, in one initializing declaration: 



LEVEL 2: 

LEVEL 1: 

LEVEL 0: 

It may be instructive to examine how in 11 two generati.ons, one assig

nation and one ascription work together on three levels in order to esta

blish the typical full-TORRIX relation: 

LEVEL 2: 

LEVEL 1: 

LEVEL 0: 

/ 

), r•e f _torr•ix ---J 
torrix ~ newly 

generated 

newly 
~ generated J----------

Of course, . .11. depicts the result of the generation happening in 

We now have to consider the two ki.nds of assignation in 'I'ORRIX: namely, 

those on .1.eveU and those on .1.eve.1.2. Let x be a torrix-identifier (Le. a 

leveU ~9:1L-variabl.e) and let S be any source yielding a.n array, 
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torrix I 

' ~l 
/ 

' / 

' ,I 

J ( " ' 
/ ' / ' / !IE!!Ji ' 

CU'X'Elf.. ' / ' / ' / 

This is a typical levell-assignation. The destination, being a 

torrix (ref CU'ray), requires an CU'l'ay. The source, by assumption, yields 

an CU'ray. It is now required that all the bounds in the source match the 

corresponding bounds in the destination. Under this condition, the lefthand 

CU'ray becomes a copy of the righthand CU'ray__. 

For a leve12-assignation we must remember that assignment, in ALGOL6B, 

takes always place on the highest level possible. That is to say, even when 

g,rnode in l is a ref bmode (and bmode in its turn possibly a cmode, and 

so on), we still have the assignment as depicted in 3: 

3' 

I 
"- I 

~ I 
I 

' I , torrix 

Now you should not have any difficulty in understanding the typical 

leve12-assignation -· z being a r~ torrix-identifier: 



tonix 

' ' 
'1,_1 --

I 
/ 

/ 

\.-f-1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The important point here, of course, is that the bounds of the arrays at 

the left and at the right do not play any role. Even when the righthand 

arraii is much "longer" than the lefthand one, the action can take place as 

depicted. The torrix of z loses all interest in its original (lefthand) 

arra1:f_, because it is now set to refer to the righthand one. And if there is 

no other 

prey to the garbage-collector and disappear entirely from the memory. 

It might happen that you wish to do a leve.11-a.ssignation on a l.eve12-

variable. The standard way to achieve such in ALGOL68 is by means of a so

called cast: 

}, r-e f to-Prix 
"-----4-..., 

In TORRIX6.8 we have an even simpler way of achieving the same effect and 

ways returns the vec (covec) or mat (comat) value of its operand (weak de

referencing). Therefore we can write: 
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16a z[] .- S when the torri:x; was a vee (covec) 

or 

16b z[,] := S when the to:rrix was a mat (comat) 

We shall always use this technique because it follows the general style 

of expressing things in •roRRIX. Observe that l2_, 16a and l§_b are levell

assignations and, therefore, all the arr>ay-bounds have to match. 

F'or their central importance we finally summarize the general constructs 

discussed in this section. They form so to say the "main frame" of the 

TORRIX-system. 

➔ LEVEL1 DECLARATION: 

torrix x = s ---
-➔ LEVEL2 DECLARATION: 

Zoe tor•rix z ------
➔ LEVEL1 ASSIGNATION: -

X .- s 

the arr 

have to match I 
--0 LEVEL2. ASSIGNATION: 

z .- s 

3.L6 

Selectors 

w INITIALIZING LEVEL2 DECLARATION: 

Zoe tor:rix z .- s ------

I torrix(z) s .-
a copy will z[] .- s 
be made zLJ .- s 

no condition on no copy 

the array-bounds of an array 

Slices in ALGOL68 are syntactically built-in language features. Their ex-

pressive power became apparent in 3.1.3. Their only - but essential limi-

tation is, that they cannot be extended beyond the concrete 



Selection of an out-of-bounds element through a slice is undefined (i.e. 

leads, hopefully, to a program abort with a proper error-message), and 

rightly so because in the general case the element simply does not exist. 
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In TORRIX, however, a concrete array is thought of as being embedded in a 

well-defined total-array, and thus it has some reality beyond its concrete 

bounds. Even though the virtual (out-of-bounds) elements are nowhere in the 

memory, their value is zero. 

Therefore - and in particular for applications in volume II - one would 

like in certain situations to circumvent the irrevokable boundconditions of 

the built-i.n slice. The most obvious way around is to declare operators 

which return the concrete element(s) in case of a concrete selection, and 

also respond adequately to any selection beyond the concrete bounds (in

ste,'9.d of calling out). We shall call such operators selectors. 

We have to distinguish ~-selectors which do no more than return zero 

at virtual selection, and destination-selectors which actually concretize 

virtual elements by extending the concrete arrCl]j_ as to comprise them. 

Source-·selectors are fairly simple. Destination-selectors, however, are 

rather drastic operations and we postpone their treatment until 3.3.3 where 

we can better understand their possible implications. 

The source-selector for is either i?u or u?i. The essential di.fferen-

ce. between u [ i] and 1: ?u or u?i is that the former is undefined for 

i < lwb u and upb u < i, whereas the latter two return O for such values of 

i. Hence, i?u and u?'Z are well-defined for all ,[. For example: 

zer•ovea?i 0 for all 1'. 

(zerovec[ i] is undefined for all 1:) • 

For a tril!llller we have a mode: 

and a dyadic operator returning the trimmer defined by operands. 

We can now extend the slice u[h:k at h] to u?(h//k) or which 

are both defined beyond lwb u and upb u. Observe that (h//k) comes in the 

pl.ace of [h:k at h] (and not of [h:k]). The reason for this will be dis

cussed in 3.2.5 (see also 2.3.5). 

Let, for a tr1:mmer example, 1 <h<m but m<k (i.e. lwb u < h < ¥:Ek u < k) , 

we then have, 
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2 u?(h//k) returns u[h:m _at h] 

whereas u[h:k at h] would be undefined because k>m. 

The result of selection with a trimmer can also be shifted if you feel 

like needing such (which will not often be the case in TORRIX, see 3.2.5): 

3a (u?(h//k)) [at p] returns u[h:m at p] 

In particular: 

3b (u?(h//7<)) [g_! 1] returns u[h:m] 

Observe also, 

4 zerovec? (h//k) for all h and k. 

So far for the selectors? and// as they have been defined for vecs. 

They truly generalize slices, i.e. without loss of expressive power. 

The application of? to a mat reduces the number of subscripts by 1. 

Hence, a?i and j?a both return a vee, 

Sa a?i returns a[ i, ' .if .7 Zwb a s i s 1 upb a 

is zerovec 
' 

for all other i. 

returns a[ , 
' if 2 Zwb a :,; j s 2 ¥:Pl?.. a 

is zer•ovec 
' for all other j. 

.The selection a?i thus returns the vec of the ith row of the total-

cwray2, and the selection j?a the column. As a direct consequence of 

the definition of? for vecs, we now have: 

6 (a?i)?j = i?(j?a) returns a[i,j] , if 1 Zwb a :,; 1: :,; .1 upb a 

a:nd 2 Zwb a:,; j:,; 2 yP!!._ a 

returns 0 , for all other i and j. 

Of course we may want to leave out (or put in) brackets: a?i?j, ?a, 

a? etc. They should all return the same seal. To that purpose we have 

a mode: 

mode :::: structf-1'.nt rowsub,coZsub) 

We now define ? for two inf:_ operands to return such a pai:x•, and then a.lso 

for a vec and a pair to select the .'!caJ._ from the total-array. Observe that 

"(i?j)" comes in the pl.ace of "[i,j]". The result of this little game with 

? is, that we actually achieved: 



7 (a?i)?j = a?(i?j) = a?i?j 

(j?a)?i = j?(a?i) = j?a?i 

(i?j)?a = i?(j?a) = i?j?a a[i,j] for concrete selection 

0 otherwise 
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Finally, and quite naturally, we can define? as to trim also mats (rows 

or columns) from an array2: 

8 a?(h1//k1) returns the total equivalent of a[h1:k1 at hl, ] 

(h2//k2)?a returns the total equivalent of a[ ,h2:k2 at h2] 

Consequently: 

9 (h2//k2J?a?(h1//k1) returns the total equivalent of 

a[h1:k1 at hl, h2:k2 at h2] 

For a further justification of notational matters, the reader should 

(re)turn to section 2.3. For destination-selection see 3.3.3. 
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3.2 LEVELl 

TORRIX-BASIS LEVEL1. consists of the operations listed as LEVELl in chap

ter 5 (Le. all of 5, minus 5.0.8, 5.9 and 5.15). It can be regarded as the 

foundation of the entire system, being its smallest, still useful (and even 

powerful) subset. BASIS LEVEL1 is also the kernel of TORRIX because no 

'rORRIX-combination can do without. 

However, the underlying scaZ-field may be unordered, in which case all 

operations presupposing order lose their meaning and become undefined. 

The underlying scaZ system may also be restricted, for example to an order

ed or unordered ring in which case all operations based on division lose 

their meaning. On the other hand, we do not presuppose the scaZ system to 

be commutative: hence, we doubled all multiplicative operations where ne

cessary - they can all be left out for the usual scaZ-fields (rings) based 

on R, Q, Z and Z. 
p 

The essentials of playing the game not higher than the level of vees and 

mats, are: 

- in all assignations the arrat1 bounds have to match precisely (leveli

assignation, see also 3.2,4), 

- the only manner of holding a newly generated a,rratl is by ascribing its vec 

or mat to an identifier, Le. via an identity-declaration (see 3.2.2), 

the only way of getting rid of an ax•rall is by leaving the range in which 

it was ascribed to its identifier, i.e, in which it occurred in an iden

tity-declaration. 

The main topic of this chapter, however, is the method of realizing the 

idea which, specifically, is the subject matter of the sections 

3.2.5 to 3.2.10. 

3.2.l 

Generation bounds, 14.3.2/5.0.11 

The ultimate bounds of all _arY'atfs - their virtual !?..?:::mds - are given by 

the system constants mindex and m=dex. Their absolute values are equal and 

as large as possible: 

mlndex <,;; 0 <,;; ma.tcdex 



No concrete lowerbound can ever be smaller than mindex and no concrete 

upperbound greater than maxdex. 

The concrete a:rray bounds have also to obey the often more restrictive 

condition: 

mindex<=mingendex<=Lwb 

Upb<=maxgendex<=maxdex 

We call mingendex and maxgendex the generation~ because a concrete 

~Ell can not be generated beyond them. They are (hidden) system-variables 

which can be set and reset by calling the procedure setgendex. 
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For example, when you know beforehand that the concrete ar•rays of all your 

vecs and mats will stay within the domain 1 ton, then - to ensure optimal 

safety - you should call: 

1 setgendex(l,n) 

Now any (unintentional) attempt to generate an array outside the thus de

fined frame, leads to a program abort. You should be aware that arrays may 

al.so be generated impl.i.c.i..tly .i..n applying the .~JL generat.i..ng operators +, 

-, x etc. (see next sect.i..on). 

For linear algebraic applications the lower generat.i..on bound will nor

mally be 1, in which case the upper generat.i..on bound can be .i..nterpreted as 

the dimension of the vector space under considerat.i..on, 

It may be that, during a certain phase of the elaboration of your program, 

no <Zrl'ay at all should be generated - neither expl.i..c.i..tly, nor implicitly, 

Then you can disallow array generat.i..on (for vecs or by: 

2a genallowanee(false) 

A call: 

genallowa:nee(true) 

resets the generat.i..on-bounds to their default···values mindex and m=dex, A 

new call of setgendex is a.nother way of defining a new non-empty frame for 

m0ray generat.i..on. 

The mode-declarations: 
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mode intarrp:Y = [mindex:maxdex]int; 

mode a.-rrayl = [mindex:maxdex].seal; 

= [mindex:maxdex, 

mindex:maxdex]scal 

define the modes of the total-arrays: []int, []seal and L ]_q_q9i_. Any attempt 

to apply them as actual declarers - e.g. loc arrayl monstrosity - would 

lead to an abortion, caused by the absolute impossible size of this 

monstrosity. 

3.2.2 

The declaration of levell_-objects_ 

The only way on leve.11 to get hold of a levell-object (E§E_, !!1E..£ or _?'.ndex) 

i.s by ascribing it to an identifier, i.e. via an identity-declaration. Ge

neral pattern: 

1 torrix x = S 

in which the source Swill often be a generator. Two particular and impor

tant standard identity-declarations, however, are: 

vec zerovec = ~[maxdex:mindex]scal; 

mat zeromat = he<!J2Jmaxdex:mindex, 

maxdex:mindex]scal 

hence, both sources generate an empty arrau. The empty vector is ascribed 

to zerovec, the empty matrix to zeromat: 

2 zerovec zeromat 

Vee mat 

ai'ray2 .,~ 
' ' ' 

The values of zerovec and zeromat consist of virtual zeroes only (compare 



'rhe generation of non-empty arrays takes place: 

- explicitly through the procedures with identifiers beginning with "gen" 

(see 5.1), 

- explicitly through the operators !:!2PJi. (or beginning with "copy"), span, 

meet, inapan, subaar and a few more special ones, 

- implicitly through the operators+, - x (depending on the mode of the 

operands), xx and a few others (see 5 .16 and 5. l8). 

We shall oft.en assume the following sample-declarations: 

(Dl) 

(D2) 

£§:£ u ::::: genvec(m), 

vec vec = genarrayl(h,k); 

mat a ::::: genmat(m,n), 

mat mat= genarray2(hl, 

.mat squ ... gensquare(n) 

vec v =· genvec(n), 

mat b = genmat(n, 

h2, k2), 
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All the gen-procedures return the index, E.§:_£ or mat of the .array gener

ated. You must be aware of the non-ini tial.izi.ng character of these gen-pro

cedures. 'l'hey reserve space but do not define a value (see, however, the 

better version of D1 and D2 in section 3.2.5). For index see D3 below. 

Ultimately, all generations take place through these gen-procedures. They 

refuse to generate any f!:Y':l'ay beyond the bounds defined by mingendex and 

maxgendex. 

'!'he operators span and meet initialize their arrays to a zerovector or a 

zeroma.trix. '!'he arrays generated through the operators !:!212.Y..' 

suhs2!:._, +, - x etc. are all well-defined by their operands. Example: 

copi 

Vee 

---------------------------
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The arrayl of .££121La[i,] is a copy (new location, same value) of the 

~ayl of a[i,]. You should ascertain how 

lE_ vea rowi = a[i,] 

differs from~ and also why both constructions are of great practical in

terest: 3a because we may wish to alter the (elements of the) arrayl of 

copi without even touching the array 1 of a [ i, ] , 3b because we can now access 

the elements of the ith row of a with one subscript instead of two. Compare 

also the pictures of 3a and 3.1.5.2. 

The purpose of span and~ is to generate arrays which can contain both 

their operands or can be contained in them respectively. 

4 

vea vea 

" :: a:I'T'!!Ji.1 

" ,, 
" " 

vea 

II 
II 
II 

:: a:I'T'ay 1 II 
" II 
~ + 

- - - - - 0 ,-_-_ 

- - - -- ... lo==================-__.-
" a:I'T'<!-JiJ_ A 1rlwbu upbv·1r 

u meet v 

vea vea vea 

a:I'Payl 

-----..---------. 
----------------' :, :: a:I'T'ay 1 

H II 

- --- --- -ra 0T- --------
-------- ----------

lwbv 1} tupbu 

The operator span plays its central role in the array-generating addi

tions. The same applies to u inspan v which sets the value of u span v to 

(the value of) u, supplemented with concrete zeroes where necessary. We 

shall return to them in later sections (3.2.8). 

The function of subscr is to generate and initialize an appropriate index 

for a given~: 

(D3) index p = subsar u 

This identity-declaration generates an intar,ray with the same concrete 

bounds as u and its elements are set to p[i]=i for all i within these 

bounds. 
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The dyadic suhscr does the same for matr.ixrows (1 subscr a) or matrix

columns (2 subscr a). The function of an index, of course, is to keep track 

of permutations of elements in a~' or of rows and/or columns in a mat 

(cf. 3. 2. 3 and 3. 2. 5) • 

Observe that this specific function of an index implies that the total

g,rra"H.. concept has no useful interpretation for them. We shall, therefore, 

never speak of "virtual zeroes of an index" - only its concrete elements 

have a proper meaning. 

3.2.3 

Interrogations 

According to the two kinds of variability (see 3.1.4), we distinguish 

bound-interrogations and value-interrogations. 

Among the bound-interrogations the operators Zwb and "1:!-.PE. are nothing new, 

they are ALGOL68 standard operators. We listed them in 5.3 for sake of com

pleteness only. Observe that Zwb zeroveo == maxdex and "!!£!?.. zerovec -= mindex. 

Apart from such anomalous cases, the only useable interpretation of the 

values returned by and ueb is that they are the concrete bounds of the 

arTay in question. You may sometimes need them for technical reasons (set

ting up a loop-clause, for instance). 

'.rhe operator size returns the number of concrete elements in an a:rray1. 

When used dyadic, its left operand specifies whether the row-size or the 

column-size is required from its right operand; 

preted as dimension. 

can normally be inter-

The operator square finally finds out whether its operand is a square ma-

trb:. Observe that, from a TORRIX point of view, 1 mat = 2 size mat 

is not enough for mat to be square. The matrix must also be centered around 

the main diagonal, hence 1 Zwb mat and 2 Zwb mat must be equal. You will 

not often need this operator, if ever. Nevertheless its judgement is worth 

to be known - we want to be very orthodox in these matters. 

Pay some at.tent.ion to the following examples: 
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1 Lw!!._(u s:e__an v) (lwb u min Lwb vJ ----
upb(u span v) {!!£E. u ~ upb v) 

lwb(u meet v) (lwb u max lwb v) --·--
up_b(u meet v) ( 'i:!!2£ u min !!PE_ v) 

(correspondingly for mats) 

2 size u m size v n size vec k-h+.1 

1 size a m 2 size a n 

3 size zerovec 0 (!) 

1 zeromat 0 2 zeromat = 0 ( ! ) 

More important for the practice of TORRIX-progra.mming is the operator 

~ returning true when its left operand (Vee or mat) can be added into 

its right operand without generating a new array. More precisely: 

x fitsin y returns true iff all the bounds of X !!I!!!!!,, y coincide with the 

bounds of y. For on the left. an index and on the right a vec we have: 

,1 u fitsin v iff msn 

vee fitsin v iff 1:;, h and ks n 

The ~~interrogations go into the values of the elements of the ~ra-y, 

and some of the.m stand for rather non-trivial questions. 

Of particular importance is the operator~ which decides whether its 

(a~ or a mat) i.s zerovec or zeromat. These two specific zero

array_s have an ultra-flat descriptor (see 3.2.2) in order to achieve that 

for every vec (irrespective of its bounds) zerovec span vec and vec have 

the same concrete bounds. Correspondingly for zeromat span mat and mat. 

The importance of this requirement fol.lows readi.ly from the observation 

that. zerovec is the only vector belonging to all vect.orspaces. 'fhe span of 

ze:r.•ovec and an arbitrary other vec must therefore correspond to precis.ely 

the space of this vec and to nothing more. 

TORRIX achieved this goal by setting the concrete bounds of zerm>ec so 

as to :make: 

5 lwb zerovec min Zwb vec = lwb vec ---- { 
for all concrete array1s 

referred to by vec. 

It will be clear that the only concrete bounds for zerovec satisfying 

this condition are maxdex for the Loweroouna and mindex for the 

The convention for ze.r•omat follows this measure. 
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As a direct consequence, the value returned by any array-generating rou

tine will be zerovec or ze1•omat whenever one of the required upperbounds is 

less than its corresponding lowerbound (Le. whenever a flat descriptor 

shows up, cf. 5. 1) . 

The operator~ now provides the right answer in the matter of zeroness 

of '!:?.!!:!:!_Sand mats. In the TOAAIX-belief there is only one of each and these 

two have to be every inch a zerothing. '.!'his is a much stronger requirement 

than just having zero-sizes or zero-elements. 

A related operator raising questions about •rorrnrx-orthodoxy is ".-::" When 

are two vectors equal? In the sense of numerical analysis (Le. the under

lying field is supposed to be R), one will usually define one or more 

suitable norms and try the possible equality of vectors and matrices accord

ing to this norm. The choice of the norm(s) depends on the application area 

and does not fall under TOR.RIX. 

There is, however, a more pure mathematical standpoint which may be of in

terest, in particular when the underlying field is not R (but say Q or Zp). 

•.rwo vectors are equal iff all their elements are equal. That is - translated 

into TOflRIX - the ~-elements must be equal where the CD'ray_s meet and 

all other (concrete or virtual) elements have to be O. For a more funda

mental discussion of this matter, see chapter 1 on the total-array equiva

lence class of a.:i.>1•ays. Precisely this is what u=v finds out about u and V. 

Observe that u=zerovec returns tx'Ue when all concrete elements of u (if 

any) are 0, and that~ u implies u=ze11ovec but not the other way around. 

'!'here are many ~s arithmetically equivalent to zerovec, but there is only 

one proper zerovector. 

'J:'he operator equ :i.n p eq_u q (p and q being indexes) requires the bounds 

of p and q to match and all the elements of p to be equal to the correspon

ding elements of q. 

More interesting are p cor'!l?a:!;'_ u, which fi.nds out whether all the elements 

of p can serve as a subscript for u, and k search p which returns the small·· 

est subscript of p where we find the value k. Both ~ and eea1°ch may be 

of help in algorithms in which vector-elements, matrix-rows and matrix

columns are interchanged and indexes keep track of the permutations. 

Observe that, immediately after D3 inde:r: p = subscr u, we have p '!..<!!!!EE.!. u 

- a condition that should hold duri.ng the entire computation. But for 

lwb u s k s '!!PE. u we have only initially k aeca'ch p = k. That situation 

will alter at each permutation of which the index had to keep track (see 
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also 3.2.5). 

3.2.4 

Levell ascription and assignation 

The fundamentals of these actions have been treated in 3.1. We recall the 

main facts: 

-· in ascribing a ~.£ or a mat to an identifier, we do not copy the source

ru•ray (unless the source does specify a copy) - we make the identifier 

yield a reference to that array; 

- in assigning the value of a Vee or a mat to a (vector- or matrix··) varia

ble, the source-~£Y_ will be copied into the array of the destination 

provided that the bounds match precisely. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Typical levell-ascriptions in the context of D1 and D2 are: 

vec copi = gopy a[i,] 

vec rouri -· a[ i,] 

mat copa ::c::l2EJj__a 

Vee w = u span v 

?~ diaga - diafl_ a 

the source specifies a copy 

(:l2EJj__ generates a new ~Ji). 

the source does not specify a copy 

(no new array) . 

the source specifies a copy. 

the source does not specify any copy, 

but generates a new arr:ElL the vec of 

which is ascribed to W. 

diaga refers to the main diagonal of a 

(see next section), (no copy). 

We now have the following typical leveli-assignations, which we consider 

in the context of the above declarations: 

6 copi 

7 rowi 

8 

9 u . -· 

.- 1) 

-- 1) 

.- V 

j] 

does not alter anything in a. 

assigns V to the ith row of a. 

achieves in all respects the same as 7 

rowi ::::: v 

assigns a copy of the Jth column of 

a to u, 
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11 

12 

u • - 1) 

a .- b 

w[:h] .- u[:h] 

correct only when m=n . 

correct only when m::::n=k 

assuming hsm 

Amusing is the situation with zerovec and zeromat. Because their modes 

are ref array, they are both allowable at the left of an assignation. So, 

at first sight, you might think that you could change them. However, the 

ALGOL68 rule that in a multiple-value-assignation all the bounds have to 

match precisely, takes away this threat: the only !!Frays assignable to 

zeroveo (zer•omat) are the values of zerovec (ze:r•omat) themselves: 

zerovec := zeroveo zeromat : ::::: zeromat 

These are effectively the only assignations possible to a zero-thing. 

3.2.5 
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~ values, ~ 3escriptors, new torrixes 1s.s1s.6/s.11s.sl 

'l'here are essentially two ways of obtaining a new i;orr1:x from an existing 

one: 

by assig inc;: .a.:.~ value to (a subset of) its array, 

- by specifXing ~~~ descriptor for (a subset of) its o;rray. 

!''or the former we have assignation (3. 2. 4), for the latter slices and 

selectors(see 3.1.3 and 3.1.6). For both we also have specific operators 

covering cases where assignation and selection fail or are less appropriate. 

'l'he operator into_ provides for a variety of assignments of 'ints and seals 

to ~s and mats, thus enabling the user to initialize newly generated (or 

to reset already existing) arrays. In dislike of non-initialized locations 

we should improve on D1 and D2 and (in principle) always write declarations 

such as: 

Dl vea u - 0 into genvec(m) vea v = 0 into genvea(n), 

vec vea = 1 into genarrayl(h, k) ; 

D2 mat a .. 0 J:.!::1!2 genmat(m,n) , mat b -· 0 into genmat(n,k) ., 

mat mat -- 1 1:nto genarray2(h1,k1,h2,k2) ; 
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Observe that the widening from int to seal becomes "automatic" (Le. is 

taken care of) through the operator into. 

Useful possibilities may arise from the into version with 011 its left a 

er•oc returning seal. The following examples may speak for themselves. 

2 

Let be declared: 

proc count 

proc faa 

.. ( :f!Yl. k) int: k ., 

-· (int k)scaZ: -- ---
case k+l 

in 1, 1, 2, 6, 24,120,720, 5040, 40320, 

362880,3628800,39916800,479001600 

out if. k<0 

then torrix(fatal, "fae(negative) 11); 

skip 

else kxfac(k-1) 

ti 
esac # automatic widening assumed#; 

3 [?I'Oa faadenom - (int k) aaal: 1/faa(k) ; 

4 t:iro~ hilbert = (i'.nt h,k)seal: 1/u:n:den(h+k-1) ; 

In the context of the above declarations we now consider: 

5 Vea expowser ::::: facdenom into genar1°a;yl (0,n) 

The vector expowser• has thus been defined to represent a polynomial of 

degree n; its elements coincide with the first n+1 coefficients of the 

powerseries for the exponential. function, 

6 mat testmat = MZ.bert jnto gensquare(n) 

The square matrix testmat is initiaUzed to the values tewtmat[i,j] 

1./ (:i.+j-1)' 

D3 index p::::: subscr u 

The operator subs<!.£. generates and initializes a companion-index to the 

vector u. For its use see further in this section. An index can be reset to 

its original value by: 

7 count into p 

Observe that in all these assignments the opera.tor into finds by itself 

the bounds of the qraH it operates upon, 
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The exchange-operator ::::= permutes the ~!!Jis of its operands; the bounds 

have to match. Usually you may wish to keep track of the entire permutation 

history. To that purpose we have indexes, 

D4 index oZd = 1 subscr mat 

A complete row exchange-operation now consists of two actions: 

8 mat[ i, -.- mat[.j, ]; exchanging two rows of mat; 

old[ i] -~. - oZd[j] exchanging the corresponding ints of oZd 

(see 3.Ll and 4. 3.5). 

After an arbitrary number of such exchange-operations, the new arrange

ment of the rows is given by mat[i, J , i running from hl to k1 (compare 

D2). The original arrangement of these rows is preserved in oZd, so that 

mat[oZd[i], ] reflects the original order. Observe how subscr in D4 sets 

the bounds of oZd according to mat. 

The operators into and=:= affect the arrays of their operands. We may, 

however, obtain new torrixes from existing ones without. even touching the 

elements. This is exactly what a slicer does (compare 3.1.3) and, in a more 

general sense, the selector// (compare 3.1.6). 

For an example of this important pr.inciple we assume, for the concrete 

case, 1<hsk<n and we consider the concrete slice v[h:k at and the total 

slice v? (h//k), From the TORRIX point of view it is wron!t. to conceive 

v[h:k at h] or v?(h//k) 

9 v[h:k at h] 

v? (h//k) 

to be Ha 

{ 

part of V"~ 

define the 

spanned by 

It is another 

12rojection of V on the space 

the unit vectors h up to k. 

For a clear apprehension of this essential TORRIX relation you should 

carefully verify the following (compare 3.1.6): 

- the concrete elements of v?(1//h-1) and v?(k+1//n) may 

or may not. be zero; 

- the virtual elements of v?(h//k), .in particular also the 

elements v? ?(1//h-1) and v?(h//k)?(k+1//n), are all 

zero. 
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Now consider the following declaration: 

D5 vec unitvec = 1 into genvec(l) 

Apparently, the a::r>rayl of unitvec consists of precisely one concrete ele

ment witll subscript 1 and value 1, namely unitvec[l]. All its other ele

ments are virtual, hence zeroes. 

By declaring one such unitvector we have declared in fact all possible 

uni tvectors. '.I'he slicer produces them at demand for all mindex ,; 

i s maxdex. Hence, the kth unitvector will be returned by: 

10 unitvec 7d 

We can now also say that the vector v[h:k h] or ·o?(h//k) is the pro-

jection of v on the vectorspace of unitvedat h] '!12!!!!:_ unitvec[at k]. 

The reason why we did not declare D5 in TORRIX68 is that this one, quite 

contrary to zerovec, is not absolutely safe, Its (only) concrete element 

can always be superseded by a value ,p 1. There is, unfortunately, no defense 

against assignations like um:tvec[l] :=s which could obviously contaminate 

the very quality of being a unitvector. Of course you are perfectly free to 

declare and use D5 in your own programs, taking then your own responsibil

Hy. 

Important and interesting are the operators trnsp, diag, col and~

Being ,;3.,J?ecific selectors, they are all of the non-generating new-descriptor·· 

only type. They return a reference (Le. a vec or mat) to that new descrip

tor. 

A stain on them, however, is that they can not be expressed ALGOL68 

proper, which is why they have been marked with an*. Fortunately, it is an 

easy job to provide these routines on every ALGOL68 system that rightly 

implemented all the "official" slicing operations (without which TORRIX 

would substantially loose its flavour, anyhow). 

With these operators, in particular, you must be well aware of the posi

tion of the main diagonal in total-array2s. A total-arra}/)Z, extending from 

minde:x; to ma;x;dex in its row- and column-index, is always square. The main 

diagonal of a 

--~- consisting of those virtual- and concrete elements of the 

which have equal subscripts: ,: ] . 
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Observe that the concrete array2 of an arbitrary mat may very well be in 

an excentric position with respect to its main diagonal. Observe also how 

we numbered the adjacent diagonals - counting positive for "right above" 

and negative for "left below": 

11 

i -~ - ----------

l~ ~ ~ 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

mat 

--, 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

i ~' ~ 
l _________________ ~ -: 

Now you should have no difficulty in understanding what t:r-nsp does. It 

returns the mat referring to a new descriptor which describes the array2 

elements of its operand in such a way that the row- and column-indices are 

interchanged. Seemingly, t:r-nsp turns the array2 over its main diagonal. In 

fact, of course, the elements remain where they are. They get a second des

criptor which looks at them in the main diagonal mirror: 
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12 t:rnsp mat 

mat 

mat trnspmat = trnsE. mat 

After this declaration we have trnspmat[i,.j] is madj,i], Le. trnspmat[i,j] 

and mat[j,i] are one and the same element. The array2 has got two descrip

tors: one referred to by mat and a second one referred to by trnspmat. 

'l'he diag operator returns the diagonal vector required - the left operand 

decides which one and the right operand yields the~ from which the 

diagonal has to be taken: 

14 

vec 7<diamat far diag mat 

vec 

vec 
mat 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
' 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
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Observe how far diag mat return:;, zerovec when all mat-elements with sub

scripts [i,i+far] a:r.e virtual, i.e. when the diagonal is too far away. Con

sequently, all diagonals for mindex 5 far 5 maxde.--c exist, though most of them 

are zerovecs. 

There is no natural numbering for the diagonal elements. We have chosen 

for the row-index of the matrix: 

15 1 234 56 

The monadic diag returns the main diagonal: 

16 vec main= ~iag mat 

achieves the same as vec main= 0 diag mat. Observe that 

main[i] is madi,·i]. 

Wj.th the aid of diag we can now easily construct., for example, an iden

tity-matrix of arbitrary size (say n): 

17 mat iden = 0 gensquare (n); 

1 :0,to_ diag iden 

For we have an operator which does it directly: 

D6a iden = identy gensquare(n) 

If you prefer another diagonal to be the one with ones (say number k), 

then you write: 

D6b mat idenk = k identy gensquare(n) 

In TORRIX a vector is not a matrix-with-one-row (sometimes called a row

~~), nor a matrix-with-one-column (or collllnn-~). A vector can be 

both and even more. A vector has no specific orientation - though it may 

get one by its position in certain formulas (see 3.2.10). 

?Jee ro1J-i ::::: mat this vec represents a. row 

of a but it is a vec, 
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19 

20 

vec co7,j == mat[ ,j] 

vea main== diag mat 

this E.f!!!_ represents a column 

of a mat, but it is a vea, 

this vea represents a diagonal 

of a mat, but it is a vec. 

There are, however, situations in which you may wish to conceive a vector 

specifically as a~ or as a~ (for applications see 3.2.8 and 3.3.5). 

For that purpose we have the operators~ and aol: 

D7a mat rowu. == row u; 

mat aolu == col u 

These declarations achieve that the arrayl of u gets, in addition to its 

original arrayl-descriptor [l:m], two array2-descriptors: ~ u refers to 

a [1:1,1:m] descriptor and col u to a [l:m,l:l] descriptor. 

As the result of D7a, both rowu. and colu are mats - the former a matrix

with-one-row, the latter a matrix-with-one-column. The monadic version of 

row and aol sets the new subscript to 1. For another subscript-value we 

have a dyadic version: 

D7b mat h:Powu. == h row u; 

mat kcolu == k col u 

which achieves the same as: 

D7b' mat h:Powu. = (row u)[at h, ]; 
mat kaolu = (col u)[ ,at k] 

We want to emphasize again that none of the operators tmsp, diaa, col 

and row makes a copy of any array. They confine themselves to the making of 

a new descriptor. Of course you can make a copy with the aid of the opera

tor !!!!f21L, if you need one. In that case it is recommended to use the opera

tors 5.8, because these can be expressed in ALGOL68. 

3.2.6 

!5.1o;s.11I 

Though they are closely related, there is an important and even fundamen

tal distinction between the operations listed in 5.10 (Summation and total 

extrema) and those listed in 5.11 (Concrete extrema). In 5.10 the operands 



are truly conceived as total-arrays and their virtual zeroes take their 

(virtual) part in the computations. In 5.11 we confine ourselves to the 

concrete arrays. Observe that the 5.10 operators are all monadic, those in 

5.11 are dyadic. 
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'rhe operators s1:gma and sigmabs do not occur in 5 .11. They return the sum 

of the (absolute) values of the array-elements. In the nature of things vir

tual zeroes do not add anything to these sums. Therefore, though the accu

mulation is (of course) confined to the concrete array, the result applies 

also for the total-_poray. This is why we have listed them under 5.10. A 

typical concrete application is: 

1 saal mean= sigma u I size u 

A typical algebraic application may be: 

2 ~ rownorm == gen-vec(m); 

fE1:._ i to m do rownorm[ i] := sigmabs a[ i_, ] od 

In the matter of finding extrema, it makes an essential difference wheth

er we take v:i.:r.tual zeroes into account or not. This becomes strikingly 

clear in finding the minimum of the absolute values of array-elements. We 

have to examine them all if we confine ourselves to the concrete a1°x•ay: at 

least one of the elements has the minimal absolute value and one of them is 

the left-most (if there is more than one) . 

3 lac int lej'l77iost; 

seal least = leftmost minabs u 

This dyadic 5.11 minabs operator returns the absolute value of the abso

lute smallest element in the concrete part of u. Observe that least?.O. It 

assigns its subscript to leftmost. Hence we know where to find the abs

minimal element. 

The scene changes drastically when we want to know the minabs of a total-

1!:!:!:.:!Ji.· Here is absolutely nothing to examine: it can only be zero and the 

left-most is found at the (virtual) posit.ion mindex. You get a warning when 

you apply this monadic minabs: why ask for a value that can only be zero? 
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3.2.7 

Is .121s.131 

A levell-assigning operator-symbol consists of the token"+", "-", "x" 

or"/" defining the kind of operation, immediately foll.owed by"<" or">" 

pointing at the "into-operand" - the other operand will be called the "from

operand". The operations +< (plus from) , -< (!!!_inus _from) , x< (times 

/< (divided from), x> (~into), /> (divided into), add, subtract, mul

tiply or divide their from-operand into their into-operand (which is always 

a vea or a mat; or, for + and - , may also be an lnde.r) . They return, in 

a.11 cases, their into-operand as modified by the operation - the from

operand remains unchanged. 

When both the into-operand and the from-operand are torrlxes (always of 

the same kind), then it depends on the kind of operation whether a certain 

condition must be fulfilled or not. 

In the additive operations x+<y and x-<y, the from-operand must fit in 

is then performed elementwise. 

The elementwise vector-multipli.cat:i.on ux>v is unconditional. The operands 

are the total-_<2:l'.'rays and the result of the multiplication from an eventual

ly concrete non-.z,ero into a virtual zero will clearly be a virtual zero 

again. The elementwise di.visi.on from a vector into a vector must be treated 

with more care in order to prevent the undefined division by a virtual zero. 

In u/>v it is the vector v that must fit in u. 

Observe that in x+<y, x-<y and x/>y always the operand has to 

in the left operand. The penalty in all cases is a fatal-error program 

abort. 

Typical examples of the use of levell-assigning operations are: 

1 Zoa 

u /< (here maxabs u) 

which normalizes u according to the maxabs-norm; here keeps the index in u 

where we now find the value 1. 

2 squ /< (here maxabs di_E.g 

which does something the like to a square matrix (see 3.2.2.D2). 
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3 u -< (sigma u I size u) 

which subtracts from all (concrete) elements of u the arithmetic mean of u 

( compare 3 . 2 . 6 • l) . Let.: 

4a vec w = genvec{m) 

be a vector of weighting factors for u. We can now modify u, accounting for 

the weighting factors: 

4b wx>u; 

u -< (si,zma u I size u) 

Sa a[ i, x< (a[j, 1]/a[i, 1]); 

a[j, -< a[ i., ] 

which multiplies the ith row of a with a·certain factor and then subtracts 

this 'ith row from the jth row - hence, a[j,1]=0 after the completion of Sa. 

Sb a[ i, 

a[j, 

x< (a[j,1]/aU,1]); 

+< ne,z aU, ] 

which does the same to a[j_, ], but also turns a[i, ] into its negative. 

'l'hough we are not particularly fond of "one-liners", we mention that Sa and 

Sb can be formulated as follows: 

Sa' 

Sb' 

a[j, 

a[j, 

-< (a[i, ]x<(a[j,1]/a[i,1])) 

+< ~(a[i, ]x<(a[j,1]/a[i,.1])), or even betteL 

As has been said before, the under lying ~]_-field need not be commutative. 

This is why we have the seal-into-~ assigning multiplication x>, next to 

the ~-from-seal multiplication x<. An example is: 

6a (a[j.,1]/a[i,1]) x> aCi, ]; 

a[j, J -< ali, l 

6a' a[j, -< ((a[j,1]/a[i,1])x>ali, ]) 

The result of 6a is the same as by Sa when the seal-field is commutative. 

If not, however, then again a[j,1]=0 after the operation, but all other 

elements of a[j, } may have other values as compared to the result of Sa. 

For improved versions of 5 and§_ compare 3.2.10.1 and 3.2.10.2 which 

leave a [ 1:, ] unchanged. 
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3.2.8 

Array generating additions 

changed. 'l'he array generating operations are in this respect their contrary. 

From the earliest times in mathematical. notation, one expects the operands 

to remain as they are in expressions of the form X+Y, X-Y, XxY and X/Y. 

This is al.so why_ we used symbol. compositions less committed to tradition, 

such as"+<" and •"x>", for the array-assigning operations. 

Now, when the operands are not to be changed, the result of the operation 

must be stored elsewhere. For that purpose we have to generate a new cu0ray. 

By that we get, moreover, a degree of freedom we were lacking in the array

assigning torrix-to-torrix operations where the from-operand had to fit in 

the to-operand. In the array-generating operations all ~sand mats will 

be compatible ("conformable") in the sense that they can be combined in 

additions, subtractions and multiplications, irrespective of their bounds. 

In this section we shall confine ourselves to the array-generating addi

tions, i.e. to operations of the form x+y and x-y where x or y are both 

Vecs or mats. For the array-generating multiplications see section 3.2.10, 

It will be clear without further discussion that - in order to make both 

operands fit in - we have to generate their span (see 3.2.2). Leaving 

aside technical. details we can therefore say: 

X + y 

X y 

is semantically equivalent to 

is semantically equivalent to 

(x inspa!!:. 

(x inspa:n 

+< y 

-< y 

'.l'he operation x 1:nsp_an y generates the span required and initializes it 

to the value of x - i.e. its element outside the concrete bounds of .'.C are 

set to 0. Thereafter, y is added i.nto or subtracted from that neonate 

a.rra'JL ( compare 5. 2 and 5 . 12) . 

:For vecs we thus arrive at the 1.evelO-pictures: 



0 

0 

You should observe the following points: 

- de facto addition will be performed on the meet of the two ax>rays only 

(shaded in the picture), 

- concrete zeroes may show up when the meet is empty (right picture), 
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- if one of the operands is zerovec, a copy (or the opposite) of the other 

operand will be returned as the result value, 

- for zer•o1Jec-veo we may also write the monadic -vee (5.14.3), 

- the operatfons + and are defined for all possible ~s; one should, 

however, be aware of the size of the span generated. 

Muta.tis mutandis the same applies to the array-generating additi.ons with 

. LevelO-pictures for them are: 

2 

'• / 

' / ., / 
/ 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 G 0 0 0 
' ,, ' ' '· ' / 
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Examples of usage are: 

3 vec w = u+v 

in which the a:r>ray1 generated by u+v is being ascribed tow. 

4 mat c = a-b 

in which the a:r>ray2 generated by a-bis being ascribed toe. 

In using a level1-assignation you should be well aware of the size of the 

a:r>ray resulting from x+y or x-y, 

5 1::££ upZusv = u span v; 

mat apZusb - a span b 

and now you can assign: 

6 upZusv .- u+v; 

apZusb .- a+b 

On level1, however, it is better to ascribe the result of x+y or x-y to a 

new identifier than to use an assignation. In an ascription you do not have 

to worry about sizes and bounds. Moreover, and this is more important, in 

an ascription there is no copy involved. In the implementation of a level1-

assignation the making of a copy is practically unavoidable. Hence, as com

pared to land_!,.§. is inferior on two essential points: it takes more time 

and it requires more temporary space. 

An interesting specific application of x+y is its use to concatenate vecs, 

7 vec m,i = u + v[at m+l] (compare D1) 

which ascribes a sum-vector of length m+n to uv, so that (after 

uv[l:m]=u and uv[m+l:mm]=v. 

we have 

With the aid of the operators _qo 7.-_ and row ( see 3. 2. 5) we can also con-

struct, from a matrix a, new augmented matrices au (extension with a column) 

and av (extension with a row): 

8 mat au - a + (n+l)coZ u; { a, u and v remain what they are 

mat av ,_ a + (m+l)rouJ v au and av are new mats 

Observe that we now have au[ ,n+l]=u and av[m+l, Or, to put it dif-

ferently, u has been copied into the n+lth column of au and V into the 

m+.1th row of av. 
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It is even so that the operations mat + h EE;£ vec and mat + k co( vec 

are well defined for arbitrary bounds of mat and vec and for all possible 

hand k. You should verify this statement by drawing a few appropriate pic

tures. 

Where the operator col is a *operator (see 3.1, introduction), it may be 

that, on some implementations, one must write a+ k copycol u instead of 

the more straightforward a 1- k col u. The former (with cop_u.col) achieves 

externally exactiy the same as the latter, but at the price of a !!2JlJ:!.. oper

ation which can be saved in case col is available. Observe that a 1- h row u 

is pure, TORRIX.68. 

Although the array-generating additions are, by the modes of their oper

ands, true level1-operations (Le. they do not require any operand beyond 

leve11), they will exert their full power not below level2. We shall come 

back on them in 3.3. 

3.2.9 

S,!llllproducts 

Under this title we combine four operations with the common property that 

they accumulate a seal result from a sequence of products of seals. Sum

products occur in a wide range of applications, such as: 

- the computation of transforms ( matrix x ~, row 

- the composition of ~ transformations ( mat.E.,iX x matrix) 

- the product of polynomials (convolution-product or Cauchy-product) 

- the~ of a polynomial in a given point (Horner-product) 

- the _£Ompositi.on of polynomials. 

Let, here and in the sequel, the index i in L notations run from mindex 

to maxdex (implying that -i runs from maxdex to mindex). In this context it 

becomes essential that mindex ~ -ma.Tdex. 
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Let ¢i be the complex conjugate of ¢i. Observe that $i~¢i when the under

lying field is not complex. This is tacitly assumed for in principle all 

TORRIX-BASIS systems. For complexification you have to use TORRIX-COMPLEX. 

It will be clear that in all sumproducts Iu.¢., Iu.¢., LD etc. -
J.J. J.J. 

where the multiplicands are (concrete or virtual) elements of vectors u and 

V - de facto multiplication takes place only with concrete elements from 

the meet of u and V. If their meet is empty, then all sumproducts of u and 

V return O without performing even one multiplication. Sumproducts are not 

only in full accordance with the total-aYTay concept, they are also effi

cient in their computation. 

The sumproduct uxv returns the value of Iu.¢ .. In TORRIX-BASIS the opera-
J. 1 

tor x can be used as an alternative notation for the inner product. Strictly 

speaking, however, the operation xis the primitive for the definition of 

matrix-vector, vector-matrix and matrix-matrix multiplications. 

The true innerproduct u<>v returns the value of Iui(/,i. In TORRIX-COMPLEX 

we thus have u<>i, :::: u x con;] V. A nicer notation, of course, would have 

been "<u,v>" or "u•V", but neither of them dan be defined in ALGOL68 -

"u<>v" is a reasonable compromise. 

When the underlying field is R or C, then you can define a Euclidean vec

tor norm as fol.lows, 

(vec 1 u)soal: sqrt(u<>u) 

The Frobenius-norm of a matrix can be defined as: 

2.£ £norm "" (ma-t: a)soal: 

sqrt ( (Zoo seal_ frob : ::::. widen O; 

) 

[Er i f.'rom 1 Zwb a to 1 upb a 

do f1•ob+:=a[i, ]<>a[i,] od; 

frob) 

912.. fnoPm = (comat a)saal: 

sqrt((Zoa seal frob :== widen O; 

) 

f. or i from 1 lwb a to 1 !!:P.b a 

frob+:=re(a[i, ]<>a[i, ]) '2.0:.l 
frob) 
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An example of concrete-array application is given by 2.: Let w be a vector 

of weighting factors and u a vector of corresponding measurements (compare 

3.2.7.4a). We now have: 

3 seal mean= (w<>u) I !E:fl!!!E_ w 

The reverse sumproduct u><v returns the value of lV,$ . - i.e. the sum-
J. -J. 

product of all elements of u and v with opposite indices. The operation>< 

is the primitive for the definition of the Cauchy-product of polynomials. 

Observe that u[at k]><v = u><v[at k] and that both return the sumproduct 

LV.$. with i+j=k. Compare 3.2.10 on the cauchy-product of polynomials. 
]. J 

In the Hornerproduct u £ s, wheres is a seal (or a coseal in TORRIX

COMPLEX), the left operand is now definitely conceived to represent a poly

nomial (implying lwb u ~ 0) or a rational function (in which case lwb u may 

be <0). Observe that !:fl?,£ u is the (highest) degree of the polynomial (ra

tional function) and that the set of polynomials is, naturally, a subset 

of the "rational functions". 

The formula u o B returns the value of the polynomial (rational function) 

for s ("in the point B"). Observe that: 

4 

5 

6 

u o 0 is defined only when u represents a polynomial (lwb u ~ 0) 

and then returns the value u0 , which is O when 7,wb u > 0 

and u[O] otherwise; uoO u?O. 

u o 1 = s~a~u for all u 

for all u u o r-1; = I(-1iiu. - ]. 

Of course we did not write these equalities to suggest that they are e

qually good for practical use. You should certainly write !!iJl!EE. u and not 

u O 1 and program the appropriate loop-clause instead of writing u o (-1). 

3.2.10 

Array generating scal-~-mat multiplications 1s.16/s.1BI 

As we have seen in 3.2.8, the vee and mat, operands in array generating 

operations are always compatible, irrespective of their bounds. The result 

of the operation will be stored in the newly generated array with bounds as 

required by the operands. In this section we shall consider the multiplica

tive operations which generate an array. 
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The multiplications ~ ~ ~ sxx, :x:xs and :x:/s return a toPri:x with 

the same bounds as :x:. We thus have sxx equivalent to sx>(~:x) and :xxs 

to(~ :x:)x<s and also :x/s equivalent to (~:x:)/<s. Of course we have 

BXX = :xxs for commutative fields. 

We can now improve on 3.2.7.Sa and leave a[i3 ] unchanged. Moreover we 

can do it in one formula: 

1 a[j, ] -< a[i, ]x(a[j,1]/a[i,1]) 

The improvement of 3.2.7.6a is: 

2 a[j, ] -< (a[j,1]/a[i,l])xa[i, 

Compare also: 

3 u /< sqpt(u<>u) 

which replaces u with its normalization, and 

4 ~ normu = u/sqPt(u<>u) 

which leaves u unchanged, but ascribes its normalized value to normu. 

We now come to the ~-vector multiplications matxvea and veaxmat. In 

the former the~ right-operand will be conceived as a column and matxvea 

returns a "column"; in the latter the Vea left-operand will be conceived 

as a row and veaxmat returns a "row". These are the only cases in which 

veas will be understood to have a particular orientation (compare 3.2.5 on 

the operators-aoZ and~). We thus arrive at the following level0-pictures: 

5 

I I I I ' I ,, I I I I \ I 
/ \ 

,,, ..... ______ _ 
/ 

~ 
~ 

X X 

. 1 I --~ ' I I 
I I --
I I ~ 

\ !£!. I \ I I I \ I I I I I I 
I I I I lll! 'II' 
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You can be sure that lwb(matxvec) = 1 lwb mat and upb(matxveo) = 
1 upb mat and, correspondingly, lwb (vecxma·t) = 2 lwb mat and up__b(vecxmat) = 

2 upb mat, a.s it should be. Now it is worth your while to assure yourself 

that the total-array concept again functions correctly and that :i.t does so 

because of the way the sumproducts mat[i., ]xvec and vecxmat[ ,j] come to 

their results. 

Observe that, in the context of the declarations (Dl) and (D2), the fol

lowing assignmen:ts are correct: 

6 U .- a X V 

7 u . - 1> x trnsp_ a 

"Correctness" here, of course, refers specifically to the assignation. 

Formulas such as ax V and v x trnsp_ a are always correct, irrespective of 

the concrete bounds of their operands. The bounds of the source-result, 

however, must be equal to the corresponding bounds of the destination -- as 

in all 

The operation mat1xmat2 links up smoothly with the above operations 

through the same principles, matl and mat2 being !!!E1_s with arbitrary con

crete bmmds. Observe how and why the shaded parts :i.n the picture below are 

the only components actually involved in multiplications "" irrespective of 

the concrete values 2 l:wb maf;.1 and .7 upb mat2. 

8 

h k 

' i ,lJ. / ' / / 

' ' ' / ' ' / 

' h =-;, 

l 1 
m X m 

l l 
/ --n-' 

/ ' k⇒ 
+----n--➔ 
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Consequently, we also have: 

9 (matx(k col vec))[ , k] is equal to matxvec for all k 

10 {(h row vec)xmat)[h, is equal to vecxmat .for all h 

(1'01;) u x col v)[1, 1] is equal to uxv 

12 fool u x ~ v)[h,k] is equal to u[h]xv[k] for all h and k 

These equalities are of little or no practical significance (with the 

possible exceptio,n of 

the TORRIX system. 

. They demonstrate, however, the consistency of 

The monadic operators trnsprrrul and multrnsp serve to optimi.ze two parti

cular matrix-multiplications in TORRIX68'-* (where trns12.. is not available): 

13 

14 

trnspmul mat 

multrnsp mat 

optimizes 

optimizes 

( trn_!!E, mat) x mat 

mat x (trnsp mat) 

Finally we have the operations xx, 12._ and deriv which suppose their~

operands to represent polynomials (lwb20) or rational functions (lwb<O). 

Let be declared: 

15 mode P.E1!J_;;;; vec 

This mode-declaration defines "P.El!J.." to be just another word for 

'l'he modes P.E1!J.. and veo are identical, but for polynomial applications it 

may be nice to name them "P.El!J..11 - both are ref arraul._. For convenience sake 

we shall not distinguish polynomials and rational functions in their mode 

indication, but reserve the identifiers p and q for polynomials (lwb p 2 0 

and lwb q 2: 0) and r (rl and r2) for rational functions (allowing lwb r 

to be <OJ. 

The operation pxxq (or rlxxr2) returns the l22.!:Ji. (rational function) re

presenting the product-polynomial of p and q (rl and r2). The product pxxq 

is known as the Cauchy:-product of p and q. We thus have for alls of mode 

soal: 

o s (p £ s)x(q £ s) 

The operation pxxn (or rxxn) returns p (or r) to the power n, i.e. for 

alls of mode soal we have: 

17 0 B (p £ s)xxn 
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Observe that, apart from trivial cases, n must be 20. In both 16 and _!2, 

if p or q (or both) represents a rational function, then Bis supposed to 

be /0 (fatal error, if not). 

The functional composition £ of two polynomials p £ q (or p .1::. r) returns. 

the f!.2JJd.. (rational function) representing the result of the substitution of 

q (or r) in p, so that, for all B of mode Baal we have: 

18 (p E_ q) £ B p £ (q £ s) 

Apart from triv_ial cases, at least p must represent a polynomiaL 

Equations 1..§_, 17 and~ express equality on the strong assumption that 

the underlying- field-arithmetic is exact. If, in particular, the underlying 

field is R, as approximated by (some length of the mode) real, then there 

is no doubt that (pxxq) £ B, (pxxn) £ B and (p £ q) £ s will accumulate 

considerably more round-off errors than their practical equivalents 

(p £ s)x(q £ s), (p £ s)xxn and p £ (q £ s) respectively. Moreover, the 

latter will always crushingly defeat the former in efficiency. 

Therefore, equations..!.§_, _!2 and_!_§_ should be conceived as fixing these

mantics of xx and£· Nevertheless, if the representation of the underlying 

Baal-field can be exact (e.g. Zn or Q), then the operations pxxq, pxxn, and 

p £_ q may become important, and even for mo<J.!!.. !!EE:._~ ::::: D .Y'eaZ there may be 

valuable applications. 

The operation deriv returns the derivative of its lZE.]-Ji_-operand, wh.i.ch can 

algebraically be defined for polynomials as well as for rational functions. 

A direct, but clumsy, way of obtaining the derivative of a poly_, say r, 

would be: 

19 = (:i::!I£ k)scal: 1,;iden k; 

Pfi!::1{ deriv r -· 

((count i_nto genarrayl(l1,Jb r, upb r))x>(:!.EJ?JL r))[at l1,Jb r -1] 

The operator deriv does it more straightforward, thus showing a much 

better runtime-performance. The result, of course, is: 

20a 

20b deriv p 

For a rat.tonal function r we get accordingly: 
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21a 

21b de.r>iv I' -----

p 
-m 

(-mxp ,(1-m)xp 1 ,---,-p 1 , 0 ,p 1 ,2xp 2,---
-m -m - , 

The dyadic form of deriv, for example k de.!'iV I', returns the kth deriva

tive of its P2lJi.. - i.e. the kth iteration of deriv r. You can be sure that 

the algorithm of the dyadic deriv returns zerovec without any iteration if 

k~ degree of the P2lJi.. (and the 'f2ElJi. actually represents a polynomial). 

AJ.so in many other cases deriv gives a better performance than iteration 

could ever do. 
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3.3 LEVEL2 

TORRIX EA.SIS (chapter 5) consists of the LEVELl operations together with 

those labelled as LEVEL2 (5.0.8, 5.9 and 5.15). Although they are interes-:: 

ting and useful in many practical situations, the essence of level2 is a 

programming strate2Y rather than a specific facility. 

By declaring !?.!f2_- and mat-variables (i.e. ref P.f!.E...- and~ mat-identi

fiers), we free ourselves from irrelevant worries concerning the array

bounds. It is worth recognizing that this, in fact, means that we free our·

sel ves from the typical level1-compulsion of having to distinguish the 

concrete+ from the total-9Tl"ays. Another way of saying this is that both 

kinds of ~rrix variability discussed in 3.1.4, can be managed on level2. 

We shall see, moreover, that the making of copies can often be better con--· 

trolled on level2. 

There is nothing against the mixed use of torrix- and .ref !9.rrix_-identi

fiers in one program - one might wish, for example, to play off their pros 

and cons against each other. Normally, however, and certainly in the be

ginning, it is advisable to stick to one level - which one may then depend 

on the application-area. We shall, in this section, assume that all vector

and matrix-identifiers are of re[ t_orrix mode only, and you should compare 

their use here with the correspondi.ng examples in 3.2. Compare also the 

following points with those at the beginning of section 3.2. 

When progra!llll1ing TORRIX entirely on level2, all identifiers being of mode 

ref~• ref!!!~! or ref index, the essentials of the game are: 

- in all assignations to a !ti tol"ri:x; destination, the array-bounds play no 

role and no ~ will be copied unless explicitly specified in the sour

ce (through the use of the operator E!!E]i), 

the standard way of holding a newly generated r;g:_!_C!:Jl, is by assigning its 

~, index_ or mat to a ( level2-·) identifier, 

-· ar'!:.E:);LS which are not any more referred to will (thereby, and automatical

ly) be wiped out from the memory (become a willing prey for garbage

collect.ion) . 
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All actions on level2 presuppose the availability of a built-in garbage 

collector of some quality. Poor garbage collection would imply that many 

of the nice features of TORRIX LEVEL2 loose their point. At this point we 

can say that the availability of a garbage collector is an almost formal 

matter for level1-operations. on level1 it was for syntactic reasons only 

that we had to generate all czr,rays on the heap, and (if we stick to level1) 

the heap will function as a kind of stack-on-top-of-the-stack (i.e. that 

heap can be imp~emented on the stack). Precisely this becomes different on 

level2 (see also,2.3.2). 

Finally we remark that all levell operators - though requiring toY'l.'ix 

parameters - accept, without any difficulty ref~ actual-parameters. 

These will then be dereferenced once - a timeless operation which we can 

ignore. 

3.3.1 

The declaration of level2-objects 

The general form of a level2-declaration is: 

Zoe toY'l.'ix z 

As we have seen in 3.1.5, we shall always write the redundant symbol 

"Zoa" in order to make a clear distinction with the level1-declarations. In 

other programming languages one would write perhaps something like "torrix 

var z" as opposed to "torrix const z", or "vczr,iabZ.e torrix z", or still 

better (if the language existed): "vczr,size torrix z". In ALGOL68 the symbol 

"Zoe" serves that purpose, though it can be omitted. 

At this point it becomes interesting to know that in the ALGOL68-ortho

doxy "Loa torrix z" is equivalent to: 

which, more explicitly, states that the identifier z is of ref torrix mode 

and that a memory-location for a new torrix is being generated: 



z 

1°e [ t2rrix & 
'---+-J 

:::: Zoe torrix 

generation 
of a tor-f'ix 
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The important feature of 1eve12-declarations, of course, is that they do 

not generate an a:rray: 

2 

Zoe vec vec 

vee 

lvec 
I 

\JI 
? 

Zoe mat mat 

mat 

lmat ,-
-.!,, 
? 

'l'he newly generated Vee and mat have not yet been initialized - they do 

not yet refer to any array. This has been indicated by the question mark 

in figure 'I'he "value" of the question mark is implementation dependent. 

The formal. way of saying is, that it is undefined to which array the newly 

generated yeq_ or mat will. refer. 

In the next section we shall see how such new torri.r:es can be initialized 

(Le. made to refer to a well-shaped array). 

Now consider the following sample declarations, which come in the place 

of those in 3.2.2 and 3.2.5: 

Di vee u, V, W, vec,vec1,vec2 ; 

D2 mat a,b,c, mat,mat1,mat2 ; 

D3 loc index p,q ; 
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In 3.2 (where we stayed at level1) the sizes of u, v, ... a, b, ... p etc. 

were fixed at their declaration - their =rays were generated as a consti

tuent action of that declaration. Levell-declarations were rather drastic, 

space-reserving actions. 

Level2-declarations, to the contrary, are quite harmless. They represent 

small, purely administrative and not really space-reserving actions. D1, 

D2 and D3 above define the meaning of the identifiers u,v,w,vec,,vecl and 

vec2 to refer to_ vecs, of a,b,c,mat,matl and mat2 ro refer to mats, and of 

p and q to refer ·to indexes - and nothing more. In particular, they do not 

fix anything concerning the bounds of these 

As to their storage allocation, the variable-declarations Dl, D2 and D3 

above are very well comparable to declarations such as Joe int n, 

Zoe real r, Zoe eonrpZ z. These also leave the values of n, rand z undefined 

until initialization. 'l'hey will never require sudden vast amounts of stora

ge - their memory claim is always mod.est: just a tiny little vec or mat as 

a reference to an a::f'ray, and never more. 

On level2 we have complete separation 

of declaration and array-generation. 

'l'he schemes below depict the situation before and after a leve12 assig

nation: 

X 

torrix 

torrix 

' , 
'- / 

']-1 ~-( 
/r arr~ay ',, a.rrm; 
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We now assign: 

2 y := X 

By this assignation the value copied ("transported") from "the right to 

the left" is the torrix and not its a,rray. Hence, after the assignation, 

we have: 

!.§1. torrix K ---J 
torrix 

/ ' 
/ 

[ 
' ' ' 

' ' ' 
/ 

/ , 

i;o.rrix 

arra:y 

/ 

/ 
/ 

The to1'rix of y ceases to refer to the left a,rray because it is made to 

refer to the right one. Observe that we got a situation in which both x and 

y have a depth-reference to the same arraii. The essential point in leve12 

assignations is that such references can easily be set and reset. There is 

no array-transport involved. All arrays stay what and where they are. 

Level2 assignations turn the references and nothing more. 

As to what happens to the original array_ of y depends on whether some 

other torrix is still interested in it.. If not, then that f:Ll"X'ay ceases to 

exist, waiting for the garbage collector. Observe that, by the assignation: 

3 X := Z 

the tor:r>ix of x is made to refer to the a:r•ray_ of z; i.e. by 3, x ceases to 

refer to its original ~-· Here then, we have a situation in which the 

left array wi.11 not disappear from the memory: if 3 comes after~' then we 

still have y which is interested in that former a,rray of x. 

We now compare 

4a veal := a[i, 

with 3.2.2.3b. In neither of the two we have ~.Ell-transport. 
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The difference be1'.ween them, of course, is that after 3.2.2.3b-LEVEL1 the 

identifier rowi is made to refer to a[i, ] - a relation which is permanent, 

and assignment to rowi means assignment to a[i, ]. After 4a, however, the 

depth-reference of veal to a[i, J is temporary and can easily be altered by 

assigning another Vee to vecl, in which case then a[i, ] remains untouched. 

Suppose we also have: 

4b vec2 := a[j, ] 

We now consider the effect of: 

5 w:=vecl; vec1:=vec2; vec2:=w 

It will be immediately clear that, through ~' ·1Jec] got a depth-reference 

to a[j, ], and vec2 to a[i, ]. Nothing happened to a. 

For actually exchanging the rows of a we have the exchange··operator -. -

and we write: a[i, ]=:=a[j, ]. Observe that the same effect is achieved by: 

6 vec1=:=vec2 

because=:=, being a level1-operator, dereferences vecl and vec2, and now 

their fil'rays will actually be touched. 

It should be clear without further discussion that the level2 exchange

operation -~- is considerably less drastic (and less time-consuming) than 

the levell operation -=:=. 

Where Di, D2 and D3 in this section do not reserve any space for fil'ray_s, 

we have to use the generating gen-procedures for that purpose. For example: 

7 u .- genvec(m); v := genvec(n); 

vec := gena:t'ray1(h,k) 

8 a := genmat (m, n); b := genmat (n, k); 

mat := genar-:my2(h-1,kl,h2,k2) 

By 7_ and §. we generated 3 a:t'rayzs and 3 fil'ray2s. 'l'he depth-references 

established by these assignations, however, will last no longer than until 

another assignation will rea.rrange them. 

Of course it is possible (even recommendable) to initialize vecs and 

mats at their declaration. For example: 

9 IEE~ vecl .- genvec(n) , vec2 .- zerovec; 

foe 1!!':'t mat] . - gensquare (n), mat2 . - zeromat 
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The net-effect of 

10 u ::::: V 

is nothing more than that u got the same depth-reference as v. You may, 

however, wish to get a copy of v and make u refer to that copy. '.l:'he way to 

achieve such is: 

You should carefully compare the essential difference in the result of 10 

and 11: 

1.0 u .- V u is made to refer 

to the array of V 

11 u := E!!EJl V u is made to refer 

to a new £'2Ei'.. of the array of V 

Interesting is the effect of assignations such as: 

12 u .- u[h:k] or u :== u[h:k ':fl;_ h] or u .- u? 

After u will not anymore be referring to the "entire" ca•ray, but to 

a new descriptor - made by [h:k], [h:k at h] or (h//k) respectively -- des

cribing the required subvalue of that original ':E2:.!!:1i· What happens to the 

dead ends u[l:h-1] and u[k+l:m] depends on whether somevec else is still 

i.nterested. If not, then these remainders will be swept away (assuming you 

have got a good garbage-collector) . Compare also 3. 2. 5 

Here is an anthology of leve12 expressions: 

D4 loc: vec: row.,row1,row2,e::oZ.,eoll_,col2,diag 

DS Zoe mat au, av ., 

1.,) .- u-v no constraints on the bounds; 

e .- a+b no constraints on the bounds; 

eol .- CXZ,l no constrai.nts on the bounds. 

16 col .- (a+b)x(u-v) is equivalent. to: 

; ; 

apart from automatic removal of 

intermediate results. 
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17 

18 

19 

20 

I'OW ,- WXC 

row ,- (u-v}x(a+b} 

diag .- qiag a 

diag ,- vec 

no constraints on the bounds. 

is equivalent to: 

13;.!.!;.!1_ 

apart from automatic removal of 

intermediate results. 

diag gets a depth-reference to 

the main diagonal of a. 

diag gets a depth-reference to 

the avray of vec and looses its 

interest in diag a. 

If, after~' you want to assign new values to the main diagonal of a, 

you have to use a levell-assignation on diag: 

21 diag[ J := vec 

22 rowl ,- a[{, 

row2 ,- a[j, 

r•owl .- vow1-sxvow2 

this is a levell-assignation, 

it is equivalent, after ~' to: 

9:ia[L a:= vec 

the bounds of diag a and vec 

have to match. 

no copy of a[i, ]; 

no copy of a[j, ]. 

is, after~ and equivalent to: 

vow.I := a[i, ]-sxa[j, L 

Observe that 24 does not alter a[ i, ] . We can even say that ~' 23 and 

do not change anything in a - two of its rows have been referred to. If 

you want to change a[i, ], you can write the levell-assignation: 

rowl[] := row1-sxrow2 

26 w U + 7) m+1] 

au . - a + (n+l)col u 

is, after 1?. and .?_l_, equivalent to: 

a[i, ] := a[i, ]-sxa[j, L 

the source generates the concatenat.i.on 

of u and V (assuming upb u = m) and 

makes w refer to that new _grrau, 

au is made to refer to a new avray2 

which contains a together with an 

extra column u 

(assuming 2 upb a= n). 



28 av .- a + (m+l)r•ow v av is made to refer to a new array2 

which contains a together with an 

extra row V 

(assuming 1 upb a= m). 
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Level2 operations, and in particular level2 assignations, play their key 

role in the manipulation of sparse matrices such as, for example, triangu

lar matrices. For particulars, see TORRIX II. Here is an example: 

which declares (and generates) a row o.:f: n vecs. 

You should verify that the mode of triang is ]Ve_£ and, consequently, 

the (a priori) mode of triang[i] is ref~. Hence, if used as the desti

nation in a level2 assignation, triang[i] requires from its source a vec. 

This is why we can construct a triangular matrix through the loop-clause: 

n do triang[i]:=genvec(i) od 

Finally a few examples of the leve.12 use of vecs which represent P!l.!:Ji..s 

{ compare 3 • 2 • 10) : 

31 Zoe P!l.!:JL p, q, r 

32 Y' := p p_ q 

Y' := pxxq 

xx(p-q) 

p, q and rare ref ref array~s 

representing polynomials or rational 

functions. 

r gets a depth-reference to the 

(newly generated) polynomial compo

sition of p and q (compare 3,2.10 

r gets a depth-reference to the 

polynomial (Cauchy-)product of 

p and q ( compare also 3 . 2 • JO. 1:.,§_) • 

is, ideally and only if the underlying 

field or ring .i.s commutative, equi

valent to: 

r := pxx2-qxx2 

In all these examples we meet a more or less compound formula in the 

source of a 1eve12 assignation. Intermediate results showing up at the ela

boration of these formulae exist no longer than they are needed. 

For example in 

col := (a+b)x(u-v) 
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the intermediate matrixsum a+b and vectordifference u-v will be passed to 

the operation x and they will cease to exist as soon as the product-compu

tation (a+b)x(u-v) has been completed. The final result survives for no 

other reason than that by 

Pe[ ~ identifier co Z. 

we made a depth-reference to it through the 

Sizes and aI'2'ay-bounds are no concern of ours - the operators and assign-

ments will take care of everything. Moreover, as we have seen, the lifetime 

of all objects g~nerated during any computation is automatically taken care 

of by the operations and is further controlled by our own assignations. 

3.3.3 

Destination-selectors 

In 3.1.6 we have seen how the selections i?u and u?i extend the meaning 

of u[i] beyond its concrete bounds by returning O instead of an error-

message. Accordingly we have u?(h//k) and (h//k)?u extending u[h:k h], 

a?i extending a[i, ], j?a extending a[ ,j] and a?(i?j), (i?j)?a, i?a?j etc., 

all extending a[i,j]. 

These ~-selectors, however, do not actually concretize the virtual 

elements required. They return the value O or a descriptor of a (subvalue 

of a) concrete ay,ray. 'l'hey do not do anything to the concrete-array its elf. 

We can wr.ite, for instance, s:==u?i or s:=j?a?i, but never u?i:=s nor 

j?a?i:=s. The source-selector? returns a seal and not a seal (a vir-

tual zero has no address). With a -tr-irroneY' we may indeed write, for instan

ce, u?(h//k)::::::somevec - provided that Zwb somevec = h !!I=. Zwb u and 

upb somevec = k min !:!Pl?.,_ u. However, although u? (h//k) returns a ·iJec (Le. 

a --~-- , we remained within the concrete bounds given by the 

of u. 

For some applications - in particular in volume II - we may want to actu

ally extend the given concrete P'..£EJL as to comprise the element ( s) selected. 

To that purpose we have the so-called destination-selector!. 

The important (but often also nasty) side-effect of! is, that it imme

diately generates another concrete-array to replace the given one in case 

it was not "long" enough. As a consequence, ! must act on a ref ___ _ 
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'I'he essence of a destination-selector is, that it validates its corres

ponding slice, which might have been undefined before the application of 

the destination-selector: 

1 u!i validates u[i] for all i 

2 u! (h//k) validates u[h:k at h] for all h and k 

3 i!u validates u[i] for all i 

4 (h//k} !u validates u[h:k at for all h and k 

a! (i!j) validates a[i,j] for all 1: and j 

etc. 

Observe that a?i returns :::e1'01Jec if i is out-of-bounds, but a!i has not 

been defined (difficulties with a!i if a is zeromat). 

In order to avoid strange mixes of! and? we defined 

the same pair as (-i?j) so that we can write: 

Sb a!(i!j) instead of a!(i?j) 

to return 

The nasty property of! is that it can not know which references exist 

to (subvalues of) its original concrete-aI'Pay. Consequently, i.f ! generates 

a new concrete-ax>Pay, :!.ts !'.ti torrix operand gets a depth-reference to that 

neonate one, but all the possibly existing other refs continue to refer to 

the obsolete one. The exclamation mark is also a warning. 

The reader is i.n fact mildly advised against!, unless he is very sure 

of his ground - especially of all his underground ?:tis. 

An example of an absolute safe, but even so silly, application is: 

7 loo_ E!!2,_ new := zerovec; new! (h//k) 

For valuable applications of ! we refer to volume II. For a few occa.sion

al applications see 6.15.1, 6.15.2 and 6.18.5. 
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3.3.4 

Trimming operations 

The operators trim and trims both require a ref v~ for their right ope-

rand and return a !:f!.i vec. These trimming operations serve to delimit the 

shortest possible concrete a.rra.Ji equivalent (in some sense) to the given 

one. Through the monadic operator trim the equivalence is the strict 

TORRIX-equivale~ce, according to the operator= (see 3.2.3 and 5.4.2). 

The dyadic operator trims deals with equivalence in a more numerical sense. 

Suppose, for example after an assignation such as u:=v-w, we have reason 

to suspect u to contain several "almost zeroes", in particular at the ends 

of its concrete array. We consider a Baal value B to be "almost zero" with 

respect to a norm eps?.0, when ahs s:,; eps. 

Now the result of: 

eps trims u 

can be described in three steps: 

- a.J.l concrete elements of u for which .<z:P.s u[ i]:,;epB will be set to O, 

- a new descriptor [h:k h] will be made such that u?i=O for all i<h and 

i>k but u[h]yfO and u[k]#, 

- the sub-array with this new descriptor will, through a dept:h-·reference, 

be assigned to the ref~ right: operand u. 

It is important to observe that the "dead ends" will disappear by gar

bage collection, unless another reference still implies these cut off parts. 

These parts, however, consist then of concrete zeroes only. 

In a sense trim and trims are the contract:.i.ng counterparts of ' 'rhe fun

damental difference in practical use, however, is that: trim and do 

_i:iot: generate a new concrete-a.rray. Consequently they are absolutely safe 

with respect to !'!!.ls which poss.i.bly refer to dead ends. 

You should now carefully study the following examples, 

2 }oc [ 1 : m] ~ 1°ows ; 

i to m do rouJB [ i ] : =a [ i, ] od ; 

fo.Y' i m do eps .!r.£ms rows [ i] od 

We assigned, with a depth-reference, the rows of a matrix a to the 

!:.f!1.~ elements of rows (cf. 3.3.2.29/12_). Thereafter we eps-trimmed these 
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1'0W8 [ i] one after the other. 'rhe result is that rows now holds the shortest 

possible concrete arrayls which are epa-equivalent to the rows of a. The 

matrix a has also been fashioned - all its almost zeroes have been turned 

into concrete zeroes. The matrix a survives including, of course, its dead 

ends. 

However, when we now assign for example: 

3 a:= zeromat 

then the matrix a, survives only in its trilllllled version rows. For further 

manipulations of this kind compare volume II. 

'rhe operator is the purist version of trims. The operation trim u is 

equivalent in its result to (widen O)trims u, although it does it with much 

more efficiency. 

In a more mathematical manner we can define the function of trim as fol

lows: 

For all 

4 

u we have, that after 

trim u 

it is al.ways t1'Ue that 

u[upb u]f-0) 

A certain care in the use of trimming operations is recommendable. Obser

ve that 

5 eps trims w 

is another operation than: 

6 w · - ( eps _tr1:ms u) - ( eps trims v) 

'l'he trimming festival: 

7 tr-ims u) - (eps trims v); eps trims w 

is almost certainly overdoing i.t. 

In general, one should beware of trimming too much. 

A built-in trim after each grray generating operation would, of course, 

be fine from a storage-management point of view. The CPU time price, how·· 

ever, may be high. 
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3.3.5 

In 3. 2. 7 we discussed the level1-assigning operations +<, -<, /> and /<, i<< 

x>. The latter three are defined for all feasible ~ and mat_ operands. In 

the former three, however, the right operand had to f.it in the left ope

rand. On level2 we find ourselves relieved of such constraints. 

Expressions such as u:=u-v, a:=a+b, u:=--u+v[at m+l] etc. occur frequent

ly in programs. They are all of the form: 

x .- x t something 

and, therefore, they are obvious candidates for optimization. 

In the level2 spirit we do not like bound confinements on one of the 

operands. This was inevitable on leve.1.1 - on level2 we can afford unre-.. 

stricted operations. 

The operations+:= and .- fulfill these requirements: 

x-1-:=y } 

x-:=y 
is equivalent to 

What happens can be described as: 

{ 
x:=x+y 

x:=x-y 

x-1·:=y is equivalent to it y f!.2.t!!.i.!2 x phen .x+<y else x:=x+y 

x-:=y is equivalent to it y fitsin x _t}y::3n x-<y els~ x:=x-·y 

It will be clear that, in principle, you should always write x+:=y in

stead of x:=--x+y and x-:=y for x:=x-y. The administrative overhroad in case 

y does not fit in x, is neglectable as compared to the addition/subtraction 

itself and the gain is considerable when y fitsin x. 

2 

3 

Pay some attention to the following examples: 

eps 

u-:=-trim v 

no constraints on the bounds, 

equivalent to u:-=u-v. 

as_!_; a fashioning operation 

on u, however, follows. 

which, under circumstances, 

might be a good idea. 
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4 u is extended with V 

(compare 3.2.8.7 and 3.3.2.26). 

The application _! of +:::::: is not better (even a tiny little bit slower) 

than the formulation with:= and+. It is, however, cleaner. For example: 

5 for i to n do u+:=triang[i][at '!!Ji!?.. u +1] pd 

You should know {or discover) why tricmg[i at u +1] would be false 

in the above example (even syntactically). This example is meant to demon

strate a nice formulation rather than to recommend it. In most implementa

tions it will be more efficient, first to generate the a:l'rayl which can 

contain all the triang[i] and then to assign these to the proper slices. 

6 

7 

8 

We can also augment matrices with a column or a row: 

a+:= (2 upb a +l)co!:_ u 

a +:= (1 upb a +1)~ v 

augmentation with a column 

augmentation with a row 

Finally, you should verify the following statement: 

a+:= i row v is equivalent to a[ i, ]+<v 

in case V fitsin a[i, ]. However,_§_ works also when ] ) . 
It is even so, that the overhead of the level2 operation.§_, compared to its 

levell half-equivalent, ts neglectable. So that, provided the operators 

.row and col have been implemented (see 5, 7) in your system, we can even re

commend: 

9 a+:= i row v 

and 

a+:= j col u 

for the purpose. 'I'hey are safer than their level1 equivalents. 

Of course, tt is senseless to prefer a+:= i ~ a[j, ]. This one wi.11 

always result in ]+<a[j., ]. 
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4.1 

Notation and terminology 

In the short descriptions of chapters 4 and .5 we use certain technical 

terms and notations in a more or less fixed meaning - aberrations will al

ways be clear from context. Moreover, for several identifiers we reserved a 

specific mode - of course, this applies to the description only: in routine 

texts any identifier may get a different meaning (although we have tried to 

avoid this). 

In the following we list the fixed meaning of notation and terminology .in 

the descriptive (right-lpages: 

"total-array" 

"total-arrayl" 

"total-array2" 

"array" 

"!E.'J:!3]{1_" 
"arr~" 

"intarr>ay" 

"lwb", "upb" 

are the "total-arrays" as defined and discussed in chap

ter 1, expectably containing a specific (may be empty) 

concrete ay,ray. The ("virtual") bounds of a total-ar>ray 

are mindex and maxde:x; and it always consists of a huge 

number of not-stored "virtual zeroes", together with a 

relatively small number of potential non-zeroes in its 

concrete sub-arr>mJ. 

are the concrete (sub-)arrays stored in the computer mem

ory and generated by calls of genaY'Y'ayl or genar2°ay2; the 

concrete bounds of an arrau_ are yielded by the operators 

lwb and ueb, their sizes by the operator size. 

is a concrete []int used to store indexes of ar>rays, in 

order to keep track of permutations o:E arra1i_-elements, 

-rows and -columns. 

are ints or int-variables 

(int or r>e[ int). 

is an int, an int-variable, a eair or a pm'.r-variable 

(int or re[ int or pair or !:!!.[_ pair) . 

are ints or i_nt--variables (int or re[ ir1:!.:_), denoting the 

lowerbound or upperbound of a vec, covec or index. 

are scais or scal--variables 

(Beal or ~ Beal) . 



and "q" 

are coscals or doscal-variables 

(coscal or ref coscal). 

are indexes, i.e. ref[]intarrays. 

HUH f ~1v 1i and uwn are either vectors or vector-variables 

or covectors or covector-variables 

(Vee or ref vec, ~ or ref eovec) . 

matr,ixes or matr,ix-variables 

or comat!'ixes or domat!'ix-variables 

or mat, comat or 

":x:", "y" and "z" denote torrixes, i.e.: 

are either vectors or 

or matrixes or 

vector-variables 

matrix-variables 

or covectors or covector-variables 

or comatrixes or comat!'ix-variables 

vec or ref ve~ 

or"!:!!.[ 

mat or ref mat, 

comat or ££1 
is a procedure (proc). 
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1. !!:EEE_ f._ile ermPfile; 

-int length erroPfile =£.an i_nt denoting the maximal line length of the 

book of eproPfile 

estahUsh(eprorfile, "errors", sta:ndback channel_, 1,1, length errorfiZe 

); 

Zoe bool er•r•orfUe is open := .t.!5!-!!_; 

2. bool warning = false, fatal = true; 

loc 1:nt tnumberwarnfrigs . -· 0; 

proc number of Wai""fl-ings = int: tnwriberwan1ings; 

pro~ reset number of warnings= void: 

(tnumbe.rwarnings :=O_; reset( errorfile)); 

3. proc copyerrorfile = void: 

:ft errorfile ·is open 

then putbI.n ( error file, -maxint); reset ( err•orfi le); 

Zoe i.'!-!:. line length; 

print((newpage, "torrix errorfile:", newline:, newline)); 

-whUe getbin ( erro1°file, Une length); 

Zine Zength j,-.: -max1:nt 

do :ft line length< 1 

then print(newUne) 

else Zoe [1 : line length]_~ Zine; 

getbin(errorfile, line); 

ti 
<2,_4_; 

print({" 11, line, newUne)) 

print( (newline_, newline, "end torr•ix errorj'iZe. ", 

newUne, newline, newZine)); 

r•ese·t numbe1° of -warnings 
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4.2 

1. The mode of errorfile is re[ [ile_. The book of errorfile will contain 

all warnings, putbin writes them down. 

'l'he user may close, lock or scratch errorfile himself, but then he should 

not forget to assign to erro1•file is open. No message will then be 

sent to ex•ro1°fil_e and a call of copyerrorfile will have no effect. 

2. The booZ-identifiers warning and fatal serve the readability of the 

calls of torrix in this prelude as also in a users program. 

The number of warnings in the book of err•orfile will be counted by 

nwnberwa:rnings. The user can find its value through the procedure number 

warnings and, moreover, he can reset its value to O through the proce-

dure .reset nwriber• warnings. 

A call of copyerrorfile performs a call of reset nwnbeP of 1,1nrn7,r1ms 

3. A call of copyerrorfile copies the book of er•rorfile to standout (pro

vided that errorfile is open ::::: true_; if not, nothing happens). 'I'his proce

dure expects a special form of errorfile: its book has to consist of a num

ber of lines, where each line contains an integer n followed by n charac

ters, Each line (except this integer) will be put to a new line of sta:ndou1;. 

A blank line can be put by sending a non-positive integer (not -mazint) to 

In the exceptional case that the book of errorfile becomes full, the user 

has to call oopyer•ror•fi le, not forgetting that aopyePPorfile expects enough 

space for writing -max,int to the book of er.ror•fi le. 
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4. proc torrix = (bool fatalerror, Uchar message)void: 

:!::.t fatale=or 

then copyerrorfile; scratch(errorfile); 

eY'Y'orfiZe is open:= false; 

print((newpage, "fatal ey,por: 11, newline, message, 

newline, newline, "trace back:", newline)); 

# where possible a trace back# 

goto stop 

elif errorfile is open 

then nwnberwarnings +:= 1; 

fi:..; 

:!::.t upb message max O + 65 > length errorfiZe -

char number(errorfile) 

then copyerrorfile # assuming an int or char requires each# 

fi:_; # 1 position of errorfile # 

putbin (errorfile, 

) 

(62, "warning! position of standout: page" + 

who le ( page number (standout), -4) + 11, line " + 

whole(Zine nwnber(standout), -J) + "and char" + 

whole(char nwnber(standout), -4) + 11• 11, 

upb message, message, OJ 

5. p_roc stringparam2 = (int n,m)[Jchar: 

whole(n, 0) + 11 and 11 + whole (m, 0); 

proc stringparam4 = (int k, l,m,n) []char: 

whole(k,O) + 11, 11 + whole(l,O) + ", "+ stringparam2(m,n); 

proc stringindexbounds = ( index p J []char: 

"[" + whole(Zwb p,O) + ":" + whole(upb p,O) + "]"; 

proc stringvecbounds = (vec u)[]char: 

"[" + whole(Zwb u,O) + ":" + whoZe(upb u,OJ + "]"; 

proc stringmatbounds = (mat a)[Jchar: 

"[" + whole(l lwb a, 0) + 11 : 11 + whole(l upb a, OJ + ", " + 

whoZe(2 lwb a, 0) + 11 : 11 + whole(2 upb a, OJ + "] "; 

6. # TORRIX68-postlude # 

£. stop: copyerrorfile; scratch(errorfile}; skip~ 



4, The procedure torrix handles errormessages which may be warnings or 

fatal-errors. In the former case the actual-parameter is warming, in the 

latter case it is fatal. 
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In case of a fatal-error, copyery,orf1:le will be called. It will then 

scratch errorfile, except when errorfile has already been scratched, closed 

or locked. The actual parameter message of torrix will be sent to standout. 

A traceback will be given (where possible). "rhe program will be terminated. 

When a traceba,ck feature has not been implemented, thi.ngs may happen in 

a different order. 

A call of torr•ix with actual-parameter warming and with is open 

= true counts this event in number'uJa:mings. 'l'he current position of 

standout will be sent to the book of erf'orfi le. 'rhe actual parameter of 

message will be sent to the book of errorfile. The integer O will be sent 

to the book of errorfile. 

When there is not enough space for a warning in the book of en•orfile, it 

will be cleared by a call of copyerrorfile. 

5. A call of the procedures stringparam2 and stringparam4 turns the actual 

parameters into a string, similar actions are performed by 

stringindexbov:nds, stringveabounds and st:r•ingmatbounds. 

These five procedures and the messages textl, text2, ... , tex-t23 (see 

6,0) have been declared to shorten the actual. parameters in calls of 

torrix. 

After completion or termination (in case of a fatal-error) of the pro

gram, the TORRIX68-postlude prlnts the errorfile and scratches iL 
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4.3 

PreparatoEX_ declarations 

EE.. !!!E'£. = (int m,n)int: 

i:.i. m>n then m e Zse n t!:; 

EE.. min = (int m,n)int: 

i:.i. m<n then m else n t!:; 

2. int maxdex =Can int aonstant suah that -- --
0 < maxdex :'., maxint over 2 £_; 

int mindex = -mazdex; 

Zoa int tmaxgendex: =maxdex, 

tmingendex:=mindex; 

proa setgendex = (int lower,upper)void: 

i:.i. mindex<=lower and upper<=maxdex 

then (mingendex:=lor,Jer, maxgendex:=upperl; 

torrix(warning, "setgendex: mingendex::::: 11 

+ whol(,f'~tew(jr, tJ) 

+ "maxgendex:=" + whole (upper, 0) 
) 

else torrix(fatal, 11setgendex with forbidden bounds:" 

+ 11 upper=" + whole(upper,O) 

+ 11 lower=" + whole(lower,O) 
) 

f:!:..; 

proa genaUowanae = (bool yes)void: 

i:.i. yes 

then setgendex(mindex,maxdex) 

else setgendex(maxdex,mindex) 

t!:; 
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4.3 

Preparatory declarations 

1. The operators m= and min for int-operands are used to find the concre

te bounds for operations on q::t>rays. 

2. 'I'he virtual bounds mindex and maxdex are the (implementation-dependent) 

virtual lowerbound and virtual upperbound of all arrays (see 1). Conse

quently, for all concrete arrays in a program no lowerbound can be less 

than m{ndex and no upperbound can be greater than maxdex. 

The condition maxdex ~ max1:nt over 2 is essential, because in some rou

tines the value maxdex-mindex may be computed and should not lead to over

flow. The condi ti.on m·index = -maxdex is essential for the definition of the 

reverse inproduct ><, 

:r.n many implementations one may find 

in which n = number of bits in the address-part of an instruction or some 
# 

other suitable machine-bound integer. 

The generation ~rnaxgcndex and mingcndcx (which are hidden from the 

user), delimit the index-domain within which arrgy_s can be generated. The 

default-values are maxdex and m{ndex respectively. 

'I'he procedure setgendcx serves to set particular values for mingendc.r and 

maxgendex. Each call, moreover, results in a warning, reporting which val

ues have been assigned to the generation bounds. 

'l'he procedure genalZowancc serves to enable or disable the generation of 

concrete a:rrays, according to the booZ-value of yes. A call 

genaZZowancc (tl0 uc) resets the generation-bounds rningcndex and 

their default-values. 

# 
On the CYBER/ALGOL68 implementation (CDC-Holland] n=301 
for certain optimizations n=18 will be a better choice. 

on 
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3. mode seal fong~ --- # real 

# or rational, or rat 

or, for example, primod (integer modulo 

or any other mode appropriately representing 

or approximating a field or ring or any other 

algebraic system over which vector spaces, 

polynomials, modules etc. can be usefully 

defined 

# ; 

9E.. widen:::: (int n)scal: Q n Q 
# the widening from int to seal, which is 

an automatic transfer in case 

mode seal::::: Peal -----
# ; 
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3. A seal, quite generally, may be any mode for which the basic algebraic 

operations: addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (x) and division 

(/) have been defined in their usual mathematical meaning. A !!..E!!J:_ thus may 

be a.ny appropriate computer-representation (or -approximation as is the 

case with real, l.ong real etc.) for the elements of a field in the mathema

tical sense. 

Particular seal-fields may be, for instance: 

a) the real-number system R, as represented (approximated) by real, 

long real etc. or by some other (home-made) mode; 

b) the (possibly truncated) field Q of rational numbers, as represented 

(perhaps partially) by a mode rational. 

c) any finite field, for example Z (in which pis a primenumber), as 
p 

represented by a mode PJimo1. 

For specific applications - in which division plays no role - the mode 

seal may also represent a ring, for example: mode seal~ int and many other 

possibilities. For seal-rings the corresponding vector-spaces are known as 

modules. 

It will be tacitly assumed that - for all choi.ces of sea!. - the mode int 

is ·- or can be turned into - a subset of seal. Consequently, the int

denotations are available to denote certain _?~-values, in particular 

~ (0) and .'::_l'le (1). 

One must, however, be aware of the fact that automatic widening exists 

only in the transfer from int to £,~_al (as also from £!!!!J:.. to E.E!!!fi!:_) , In the 

TORRIX68-system most operati.ons necessary to freely use :f:!E:..s as speci.fic 

!!eals will be provided, In the assignati.on of an int to a seal-variable, 

however, the assumption that jnt s_: seal fails when for seal another mode 

than real has been chosen. 
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912. widen = (!!2..aZ x)coscal: £. x C 

# the "widening" from seal to gE_scal, 

which is automatic when the underlying 

!!.EE:J:..-field -ls derived from reaZ 

5, prio =:= ::::: 1; 

(re[ 1~ri_! m,n)E!',[_ 

(int mn=n; n:=m_; m:=mn); 

912. =:= = (ref seal r,s)_:r_:.§[ seal: 

(EE_aJ:.. rs=s; s:::::r; 2°:=:-rs); 

912. =:= = (_~ coscal er, 

( !!.2!3.!!1a l crs::::cs; 



4. A coscal-field (or -ring) is the complexification of the underlying 

seal-field (or -ring). In case mode seal= real we have: mode coscal = 

:lE!!!J2l and correspondingly for short- and Long-versions. 
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It .is assumed that the specific eosca'l-library (which is standard for 

mode seal :::: ---, ,short reaZ, reaZ, Zong ~' ---) provides (apart from the 

operations -1-, - x and/) also the operations: 

~ , im , -1-x and conj, 

For the operator~, see 4.3.3. 

5. The exchange-operators -··· - will be obvious candidates for optimization. 
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5.. TORR IX BASIS 

5.0 

Fundamental declarations 

1. mode_ intarray ::::: [mindex:maxdex]int; 

mode arrayl = [m·index:maxdex]soaZ.; 

mode~ = [mindex:maxdex, 

mindex:ma,xdex]~; 

mode index 

mode veo ----
mode mat 

::::: ref intarray 

::::: ref array1 

= ref array2 

veo ze.Foveo ::::: ~[maxdex:mindex]soaZ.; 

mat ze.Fomat = heap[maxdex:mindex, 

maxdex:mindex]soa;; 

# ~[]int #; 

# ref[]soaZ. #; 

# re[.L]soal #_; 

LEVEL O I 

LEVEL 1 I 
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5.0 

Fundamental declarations 

1. The array-modes (inta:Pray, grrayl and a:Pray2) are never explicitly used 

in TORRIX and any attempt to apply them (as an actual-declarer) will re

sult in an operating system abort - "memory exhausted". 

As a formal-declarer, however, they play a role behind the screens. They 

represent the single- or double-subscripted multiple values referred to by 

indexes, vecs and mats. 

The concrete parts of a:Prays can be generated directly by calling the pro

cedures gena.rrayl, gena:Pray2, genvec, genmat, gensqua1°e etc. and indirect

ly by applying !!:Ef:..OJL generating operators (5.14, 5.16 and 5.18). 

2. The modes vec and mat (and index) together with the underlying seal 

(and are the basic-modes of TORRIX. In the ALGOL68-implementation of 

TORRIX a vec (or mat or -in~) is nothing more than the name (re[) of a 

concrete--=- (or~ or intarray). Nevertheless a~ or as such 

connotes all information usually attributed to the mathematical concept of 

a "vector" o.r a "matrix". See also 1 and 2. 

'rhe constants zerovec and zeromat refer to "empty" concrete arrays (ultra.

flat descriptors) - hence the corresponding total F!!'ray_s "contain" virtual 

zeroes only. Observe that, although assignat:i.on is syntactically correct, 

the only value assignable to zerovec (zeromat) is ze.rovec (zeromat) - as 

it should be. 

It :i.s important and even essential to understand clearly the result of 

level2-variable-declarations such as: 

Zoe vec u,V,1i!; 

0at a,b.,c 

To each u, v, 1v (p, q, a, b, c) the name ("address") of a newly created 

~ <:f!f:dex_ or mat) is ascribed: u, v and w are _Vee-variables (P and q are 

index-variables, a, band care mat-variables). Their modes are 

index and mat, 

These declarations do not generate 'E:.:.ff!:.US· To achieve this, one must gen

erate them explicitly, 
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5.0 

Fundamental declarations (continued) 

LEVEL 0 

3. mode pai:r• = st1°uct ( int rowsub, co lsub); 

mode trimmer ::::: struct ( int lower , uppe1° ) ; 

LEVEL 0 

left right 

opera.tor prio operand operand result 

=-·--·- ·-·-· .... --· 
____ .. 

4 ? g int int ---~- --
! 

5 // 5 int trimmer --

LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

6 5 int vec bool 

tr1:mmer vec 

pair bool 
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5.0 

Fundamental declarations (continued) 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The implementation of the total selectors"•" and"//" (see 

1.3.3) meets with difficulties in ALGOL68. The selection of 

a "slice" from a concrete array is a built-in feature of the 

language and can not be extended to total arrays (see 2.3.5). 

The only way around is the declaration of total selectors 

as operators in ALGOL68. In the nature of things this solu

tion can not be as efficient as a built-in feature. Never

theless, the selectors may be useable in certain situations, 

even in TORRIX BASIS (see 6.9.2, 6.15.1/2 and 6.18.5). 

For the selector"•" (subscriptor) we need two ALGOL68-

operators: 11 ?11 (to obtain a current concrete or virtual 

value) and 11 !" (to change the value selected). For the selec

tor 11//" (trimmer) we define an ALGOL68-equivalent "//". We 

also need two selector-modes: pair and trimmer representing 

the total equivalents of [i,j] and [h:k at h] respectively. 

pair( (i,j)) yields the total equivalent of [ i,j] 

trimmer( (h, k)) yields the total equivalent of [h:k at h]. 

• ? • 1.-. J and 
., . 

1.-,J return pair((i,j)) 

h//k returns trimmer ( (h, k)), 

6. i fitsin u when these expressions (are known to) return true, we 

better write u[i], u[h:k at h] and a[i,j] for u?i, 

u?(h//k), a?(i?j) etc. because no virtual elements are 

then involved. 

(h//k)fitsin u 

(i?j)fitsin a 

(i!j)fitsin a 
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5.0 

F'undamental declarations (continued) 

LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

·--·-· ... ·- - - _ ..... - -·-- --.. ··- .-~-':- -··--· . .. -···----- --- -----

7 ? 9 vee --
int vec seal -- -- -----
vee trimmer vee -- --
trimmer vee vee -- --
mat pair, seal -- --·· 
pair: mat seal -- --
mat -int vee -- -- --
int mat vec, -- -- --
mat trimmer mat -- --
trimmer mat mat -- --

LEVEL 2 

left right 

operator pr.i.o operand operand result 

8 ! 9 Y'e[E.£_£ 

-int Y'ef vee 

ref V.££ tr'immer vee 

trimmer ref E£_£ vee 

ref mat pafr• £!!.i 
pair ref mat seal 



5.0 

Fundamental declarations (continued) 

7/8. The source-selector"?" and the destination-selector"!" both 

implement the TORRIX-selector "•" (see 1.3.3 and 2.3.5}. Theim

portant ALGOL68-difference between the two, however, is that 

11 ! 11 generates the a:rray required if necessary, whereas"?" just 

returns concrete zeroes where virtual zeroes were selected. 

total total 

source- destination TORRIX-

selection selection selection 

u?i u!i u•i 

i?u i!u i•u 

u?(h//k) u!(h//k) u• (h#k) 

(h//k)?u (h//k)!u (h#k) •u 

a?(i?j) a!(i!j) a•i•j 

(i?j)?a (i!j)!a i•j •a 

a?i a•i 

j?a j •a 

a?(h//k) a• (h#k) 

(h//k)?a (h#k) •a 

NB. Observe that"?" is associative and cyclic, as"•" is. 

For example: 

a?(i?j)=(a?i)?j=(j?a)?i=j?(a?i)=(i?j)?a=a?(i?j)= 

a?i?j = j?a?i = i?j?a 

concrete 

equivalent 

u[i] 

u[i] 

u[h:k at h] 

u[h:k at h] 

a[i,j] 

a[i,j] 

a[ i, ] 

a[ ,j] 

a[h:k at h, 

a[ ,h:k at h] 
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5.1 

Array generating procedures 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

5.2 

procedure 

identifier 

geninta:t>ray 

gena:t>rayl 

genarray2 

genindex 

genvea 

genmat 

gensquare 

1st 

param. 

int --
int --
in-t --

int --
int --
int --
int --

Arr_!:lX generating 9perations 

operator prio 

!:'EEJj_ 10 

2 span 8 

3 meet 8 --

4 1~nspm1_ 8 

5 subsm0 10 ----

6 aubacr 8 ---

2nd 

param. 

int --
int --
int --

int --

left 

operand 

vee --
mat --

vee --
mat --

vee --
mat --

int --

LEVEL 1 

3rd 4th 

param. param, result 

index ---
vea --

int int mat -- -- ---

index ---
vec ---
mat --
mat --

LEVEL 1 

right 

operand result 

index index -·-~~ ---
vec vee -- --·-
mat mat -- --

vee 'Uec -·-- --
mat mat -- ---·· 

vee vee -- --
mat mat -- --· 

vee vee -- --
mat mat -- --

vee index -- -------

mat index -- ---
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5.1 

Array generating procedures 

1/3. genintarray(lwb,upb), genarrayl(lwb,upb) and genarray2(lwb1,upb1,lwb2, 

upb2) generate ar:ays with the given concrete bounds - they return the 

index,~ or !!!9:!. referring to the newly generated array; 

zerovec or zeromat will be returned when a lowerbound is greater than its 

corresponding upperbound; except for genintarray, in which case a flat de-

scriptor with bounds lwb and upb will be returned; 

any violation of the condition tmingendex::; bound::; tmaxgendex by one of 

the actual bounds leads to a program-abort. 

4. genindex(size) is equivalent to geninta:rray(l_,size); 

5. genvec { s1:ze) is equivalent to genarrayl (1, size); 

6. genmat(m,n) is equivalent to gena:rray2(1,m,1,n); 

7. gensqua:re ( n) is equivalent to genarray2(.1,n, .1, n). 

5.2 

~ generating operations 

L 

2. 

::r.: y 

5. subscr• u 

6. k subsc1° a 

generates a copy of the~ of x. 

generates a concrete (zero-)a:rray the lowerbounds 

(upperbounds) of which are the minima (maxima) of the 

lowerbounds (upperbounds) of x and y. 

generates a concrete (zero-)array the lowerbounds 

(upperbounds) of which are the maxima (minima) of the 

lowerbounds (upperbounds) of x and y. 

generates a concrete array x span y and assigns the 

array of x to (x !IP.an y)[l:!4:_ x: .1!1?!?... xL 

generates an intarray such that {when ascribed or as

signed to p) lJ?b p :::: Z-wb u, upb p ::::: upb u and for all 

Z-wb us is .1!£!?... u we have u[p[i]] is di]. 

is equivalent to, if k=l then subscr a[ ,2 lwb a] 

if k=2 then subsc1° a[l J.wb a, ] 

i.e. the subsc:r for the columns or rows of a; 

in case of a flat descriptor in a, the 1'.ndex returned 

contains a corresponding flat descriptor. 
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5.3 

Bound interrogations 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

operator 

Zwb --
upb 

size --

Zwb --
u'f2l!. 
size --

fjtsin 

square 

prio 

10 

8 

5 

10 

LEVEL 1 

left right 

operand operand result 

vec int -- --
index int --- ·--
mat -int -- --

int mat int -- -- --

index vec boo?.. --- -- __ .. 
vec vec boo?.. -- -- --
mat mat booZ. -- -- --

mat hooZ. ·- --



5.3 

Bound interrogations 

L 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Z1.ub X 

size x 

k Z1.ub a 

k u2,b a 

k a 

x fitsin y 

squaJ:>e a 

returns the first concrete lowerbound of x. 

returns the first concrete upperbound of x. 

returns the first concrete size (number of elements) 

of x. 

returns the k-lowerbound of 
a}{k=1 for rows 

the k-upperbound of k=2 for columns. 
returns a 

the k-s.i..ze of {~ size a col-s.i..ze 
returns a size a row-size. 
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returns true when all bounds of x could be subscripts 

of y. 

returns true when 

1 size a= 2 size a and 1 Zwb a= 2 Z1.ub a -- --
i.e. when a is "square" and centered around the main 

diagonal. 
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5.4 

Value interrogations LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

1 zero 10 vea bool -- --
mat bool -- --

2 = 4 vea vea bool -- --
/== 

3 equ 4 index index bool --- --- --

4 aompat 5 index vea bool --- -- --

5 sea;r,ah 4 int index int -- --- --
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5.4 

Value interrogations 

L zero x 

2. u 

U /:::: V 

3. p eq,_u q 

4. p CO'f!!Pat U 

5. k search p 

returns true when xis zerovec or x zeromat, or the --- -
bounds of x coincide with those of zerovec or zeromat, 

NB. when zero x returns true then size x (and k size x) 

returns 0; the converse, however, does not always hold. 

returns true when for all 

lwb u ~ lwb v $ i $ UP,_b u m'in upb v we have 

u[i]:::: v[i] and, moreover, all other (concrete or vir

tual) elements are zero; (returns true when allele

ments of the total-a1'1'qq{s of u and V are equal); 

is equivalent to not(u::::v). 

returns true when the bounds of p and q are equal and 

for all lwb p s i $ up_b p we have p[i] = q[i]. 

returns tr•ue when p fitsin u, and for all 

lwb p $ i $ upb p we have lwb u $ p [ i] s; 'f!£.E._ u. 

returns the smallest subscript i such that p[i]=k; the 

non-existence of such a subscript will be considered 

as a fatal error. 
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5,5 

New values LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

into 2 int vec ·vec -- -- -- --
seal vec vec -- --
int mat mat -- -- --
seal mat mat -- -- --

2 into 2 proc(int)scal vec vec -- -- --
proc( 1;nt, int) seal mat mat -- -" 

3 into 2 int index index -- -- --- ---

4 into 2 proc (int) f:!!:t index index --- --- ---

5 iden~" 2 int mat mat -- -- --
10 mat mat --" --

LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

-~ ·- 1 vec vec vec -- -- -·-· 

2 -,- ,7 index index -index --- -•M-•-•-•--•• ---



5.5 

New values ------
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

k into x 

s into x 

5. k identy a 

identy a 

5.6 

Straight exchanges 

L u=:=v 

2. 

157 

assigns the value k ors to all elements of the a.rray 

of x. 

assigns to each element of the a.rray of x the corres

ponding value off, i.e.: u[i] := f(i) or 

a[i,j] := f(i,j) for all applicable i or (i,j). 

assigns the value of k to all elements of the a.rray 

of p. 

assigns to each element of the array of p the corres

ponding value off, i.e.: p[i] := f(i) for all appli

cable i. 

is equivalent to ( 0 into a; 1 into (k diag a) Ji 

is equivalent to O identy a, i.e. identy returns a 

"unit-matrix". 

exchanges the a.rrays of u and v and returns u; the 

bounds of u and v have to match. 

exchanges the intarrays of p and q and returns p; the 

bounds of p and q have to match. 
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5.7 

New descriptors only 

left right 

operator prio operand operand 

trrwp * 

2 diag * 

3 col * --

4 row --

10 

8 int --
10 mat u---

8 int vec -- --
10 vec --

8 vec --
10 vec --

The operators marked with* are 

not expressible in ALGOL68 proper, 

although it must be possible to im~ 

plement them on all compilers of 

the full language. 

NB. The operator~ can be expres

sed in ALGOL68, 

LEVEL 1 

result 

mat --

vec --
vec --

mat --
mat --

mat --
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5.7 

~ descriptors only 

1. constructs - without making a copy of the a:,:>ray

elements - a new array2-descriptor, so that: 

(tmsp a)[j, i] is a[ i,j] for all applicable (i,j). 

2. k diag a constructs - without making a copy of the array

elements - a new arrayl-descriptor, so that: 

3. 

4. 

diag a 

k coZ u 

coZ u 

row u 

(k diag a)[i] is a[i,i+k] for all applicable (i,i+k); 

is equivalent to O diag a. 

NB. k diag a is defined for all kin the total domain: 

if the diagonal falls outside the concrete array2 of 

a, then the return value is zerovec. 

constructs - without making a copy of the array

elements - a new array2-descriptor 

CZwb u : upb u, k:k], so that: 

(k coZ u)[i,k] is u[i] for all applicable i; 

is equivalent to 1 coZ U; 

constructs - without making a copy of the array

elements - a new array2-descriptor 

[k:k, Zwb u: ~u], so that: 

(k row u)[k,i] is u[i] for all applicable i; 

is equivalent to 1 ~ u. 

NB. coZ and~ both present a vec as if it were a mat (with one col

umn or row) without copying the CJX'ray referred to. 
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5.8 

New descriptors LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

cor_ytrnsp 10 mat --· 

2 co-e.ydiag 8 int mat vec -- -- --
10 mat vec -- _..._.u, 

3 copycol 8 int vec mat -- -- --
10 vec mat -- --

4 ?OPYPOW 8 int vec mat -- -- --
10 vec mat -- --

5.9 

Trimming operations LEVEL 2 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

trims 8 seal Pef E22._ vec --- -- --

2 10 ref E22._ ref E22._ 



5.8 

descriptors 

1. aop:1:1.trnsp a 

2. k aop,:ij_diag a 

aop_Y.diag a 

3. k aop_11..aoZ u 

aor_11..aoZ u 

4. k CO'fl.li.I'OW u 

.°Of!.li.I'OW U 

5.9 

Trimming operations 

1. eps trims u 

2. trim u 
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copies 

is equivalent to !l2EJLE:!!:!!P.. a. 

is equivalent to !l2EJL(k diag a); 

is equivalent to !l2E1L diag a • 

is equivalent to !l2EJL(k aoZ u); 

is equivalent to !l2EJL ao Z u . 

is equivalent to E2EJf... ( k ~ u J ; 

is equivalent to E2EJd_ £.e!:?.. u . 

assigns Oto all concrete elements of u with absolute 

value $eps and constructs a new descriptor for that 

arrali. in order to achieve that: 

(u[Zwb u]/=O)and(u[.!:!££ u]/=OJ; 

Le. "trims" fashions its operand into the shortest 

possible concrete arrayl. 

constructs a new descriptor for that arrau in order 

to achieve that: 

(u[Zwb u]/=O)and(u[~ u]/=O); 

Le. "~" fashions its operand into the shortest 

possible concrete arrayl. 

NB. The result of~ or trim may be the assignment of ze:rovea to u, 

in which case the above wordings must be rephrased accordingly. 
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5.10 

Summation and total extrema LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

~•- -- .. -... -~·- --· 

1 !!iil!!!E:. .10 vee seal -- ·--
mat seal -- --

2 ~ 10 vee seal -- --
mat --

3 max 10 vee seal -- -- --
mat seal --

4 min 10 vee seal -- -- ---
mat --

5 maxabs 10 vee seal --- --· --
mat --

6 minabs 10 vee ·--· 
mat seal -- --

5.11 

Concrete extrema LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

max ? ref int vec 

2 min eair mat 

3 maxabs 

4 minabs 

5 max ? int index int 

6 
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5.10 

S1.lll1lllation and total extrema 

L 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

5.11 

---------
sigpa x 

sigpabs x 

max x 

min X 

maxabs x 

minabs x 

returns the sum of all elements of the total-a!'.r:'.9:l{ 

of x. 

returns the sum of the absolute values of all elements 

of the total-array of x. 

returns the value of the maximal element of the total

array of x (inclusive virtual zeroes). 

returns the value of the minimal element of the total

arrau_ of x (inclusive virtual zeroes). 

same as 3, but now for abs-values. 

same as 4, but now for abs-values (NB. minabs x :::: 0 

for all X). 

Concrete extrema 

L 

2. 

k max x 

k minx 

returns the value of the maximal element of the con

crete m•ray of x and assigns its (smallest) subscript(s) 

to k; a program-abort follows when size x:::: 0. 

returns the value of the minimal element of the con

crete arraii._ of X and assigns its (smallest) subscript(s) 

to k; a program-abort follows when size ;c ::::: 0. 

3. k maxabs x same as 1, but now for abs-values. 

4. k minabs x 

le min p 

same as 2, but now for abs-values. 

returns the maximal element of the intarray of p and 

assigns its (smallest) subscript to k; 

a program-abort follows when size p = 0. 

returns the minimal element of the intarray of p and 

assigns its (smallest) subscript to k; 

a program-abort follows when size p:::: 0. 

NB. The operations 5 .10 apply to the total a,rrays (inclusive the vir·· 

tual zeroes), whereas the operations 5.11 apply to the concrete 

~sonly (exclusive the virtual zeroes). 
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5.12 

~ assigning additions LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

+< 1 index int index --- -- ---
vec seal vec -- -- --
mat seal mat -- -- --

2 -< 1 index -int index --- -- ---
vee seal vec -- -- --
mat seal mat -- -- --

3 +< 1 vee vec vec -- -- ---
mat mat -- --

4 -< 1 vec vec vec -- -- --
mat mat ---
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5.12 

~ assigning additions 

1. p +< k 

X +< 8 

2. p -< k 

X -< 8 

3. X +< y 

adds to all elements of the inta:Pray of p the int k; 

adds to all elements of the concrete array of x the 

seal, s. 

subtracts from all elements of the intarray of p the 

int k; 

subtracts from all elements of the concrete a:Pray of x 

the seal, s. 

adds to the elements of the concrete array of X the 

corresponding elements of the concrete a:Pray of y, 

provided that y fitsin x - violation of this condition 

results in a program-abort. 

subtracts from the elements of the concrete array of x 

the corresponding elements of the concrete array of y, 

provided that y fitsin x - violation of this condition 

results in a program-abort. 
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5.13 

Level.1 ~ !Ilultiplications LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

X< 1 vec vec -- --
vec seal vec -- -- --
mat int mat -- -- ·--
mat seal mat -- -- .. _ 

2 X> 1 vec vec -- --
seal vec vec -- --· 
int mat mat -- -- ,, __ 
seal mat mat -- --

3 1 vec int vec --· -- --
vee seal vec -- -- --
mat 1:nt mat --· -- --
mat --

4 neg 10 vec vee -- .. __ 
5 x> 1 vec vec vec -- -- --

6 1 vec vec vec -- -- ___ .,,,,.. 
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5.13 

Levell assigning multiplications 

1. XX< n 

XX< 8 

2. n X> X 

8 X> X 

3. X /< n 

X /< 8 

4. neg x 

s. U X> V 

6. U /> V 

multiplies, from the right, all elements of the a:rrav 

of :x: with n; 

multiplies, from the right, all elements of the a:rray 

of :x: withs. 

multiplies, from the left, all elements of x with n; 

multiplies, from the left, all elements of :x: with B. 

divides all elements of the array of x by n; 

divides all elements of the a:rray of x bys. 

is equivalent to xx< -1, but presumably more 

efficient. 

multiplies each element of the tota1-a:rray of V with 

the corresponding element of the total-array of U; 

the return-value is v. 

divides each element of the concrete a:rray of V by the 

corresponding element of the array of u, provided that 

V fitsin u - violation of this condition results in a 

program-abort; 

the return-value is v. 

Recommended pronunciation of the leveli-assigning arithmetic operators: 

+< "plus from" X< "times from" 

-< "minus from" /< "divided from" 

X> "times into" 

/> "divides into" 
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5.14 

Array generating additions LEVEL 1 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 

+ 6 vec vec vec -- --
mat mat mat -- -- --

2 -· 6 vec vec vec -- -- --
mat mat mat -- -- --

3 - 10 vec vec -- --
mat mat -- --

5.15 

Leve12 ~ssigning additions LEVEL 2 

left right 

operator prio operand operand result 
--------·-· 

+;::::: 1 ref'~ vec ref veq_ --
ref mat mat ref mat --

2 .- 1 ref vec vec r!!l_ vec --
!:£! ma-t mat ref ma!_ --
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5.14 

~rral generating additions 13. 2 .s I 
L X + y 

2. X - y 

3. -x 

5.15 

1. X +::::: y 

generates x span y and assigns to its elements the sum 

u.+Ql. or Cl" +B". 
]. l. l.J l.J 

generates X span y and assigns to its elements the 

differences u.-¢. or a . . -B ... 
J. l. l.J l.J 

is equivalent to zerovec-u or zeromat-a. 

is, in its result, equi val en t to x : .:: ,r,·fy; 

however, when y f'f'tsin x, the operation x+<y is per

formed - hence, x+:::::y may be considerably more effi.

cient than x := x+y. 

is, i.n its result, equivalent to x := x-y; 

however, when y fitsin x, the operation x-<y is per

formed - hence, x-:::::y may be considerably more effi

cient than x := x-y. 
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5.16 

Arra;i;: generating multiplications with sc_a.}a:i::_ 

operator 

-----

X 

2 I 

5.17 

Sumproducts 

operator 

X 

2 <> 

3 >< 

4 0 -

--

left 

prio operand 

? int --
seal --
int ---
seal --
vec --
vec 

mat --
mat 

? vee --
vee --
mat --
mat --

left 

prio operand 

? vee --

7 vee -·-

7 vee --

8 vee --
vee --

LEVEL 1 

right 

operand result 

vee vec -- --
vee vee -- --
mat mat ··-~-- --
mat mat -- ·---" 
int vec -- --
seal vee --
int mat -- --
seal mat -- --

vee --
seal vee -- --
int mat -- --
seal mat -- --

LEVEL 1 

right 

operand result 

vee --

vee --

vee Beal -- --

seal --
seal --



5.16 

Array generating 

1. n X X 

s X X 

X X n 

,'.C X s 

2. X I n 

X I s 

5.17 

Sumproducts 

1. U X 0 

2, u<>v 

3. u><v 

4. u 0 n 

u 0 s 
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multiplications with scalar 13. 2 .10 -----

is equivalent to n X > ( !l.f!EJ:L X) 

is equivalent to sx>(copy x) 

is equivalent to ( !l.f!EJ:L X) X <rt 

is equivalent to ( f!l?.E1i_ X) X < S 

is equivalent to ( !:!.9E1L x) I <n 

is equivalent to ( !l.!!EJ:L X) I< s 

3.2.9 

returns Z:v.rJ,,. 
J. J. 

returns Z:v.rJ, .. 
J. l. 

NB. The operators x and<> accomplish in all respects the 

same. The reason for two different operator-symbols 

will be found in TORRIX-COM.PLEX where the innerproduct 

u<>v is Z:v.~., whereas uxv remains 
l. l. 

returns Z:virj,-i. 

NB. The "reverse sum-product">< serves to form amongst 

others the convolution (Cauchy-) product of polynomials. 

the so-called "Horner-product" of u "" conceived as a 

I:£lynomial (Zwb u 2: 0)' or a rational function 

( Zwe._ u < 0) - for the value n or S; 

Le. the value of the function u for n or s. 
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5.18 

Ar~ generating multiplications 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

operator 

X 

trnepmuZ 

muZtrns-r:. 

xx 

£ 

der1:1; 

deriv 

left 

prio operand 

7 mat --
vec --
mat --

10 

8 vec --
vec --

8 vec 

7 -int ---

10 

LEVEL 1 

right 

operand result 

vec vec -- --
mat vec -- --
mat mat -- --

ma·t --

vec vec -- --
int vec -- --

vec vec -- --

vec vec -- ··---

vec vec -- -·-
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5.18 

Array generating multiplications I 3. 2 .10 1 

L a X U 

U X a 

a x b 

2 • ,trnspnru l a 

3 • rrru Urnsp a 

4. U xx V 

u xx n 

U O V 

k u 

der•iv u 

matrix x "column" returns 0 colurnnn; 

0 row 11 x matrix returns 91 rown 

matrix x matrix returns matrix 

is equivalent to ~~ a x a, but is also defined when 

trnsp a is not available. 

is equivalent to a x ·trnsp a, but is also defined when 

trnsp,, a is not available. 

the convolution (Cauchy-)product of u and V; 

NB. The vecs u and v are conceived as representing :poly

nomials (1.wbs 2: 0) and/or rational functions 

(lwbs < 0). The product uxxv then returns a new poly

nomial or rational function such that, ideally, 

(u o s)x(v o s) (uxxv) o s; 

the nth of U; 

NB. (u o s)xxn (uxxn) o s ideally. 

the composition of u and V; 

NB. u is conceived as representing a polynomial 

(liJb u?.: 0) and vis conceived as representing a 

;e~lynomial or a rational function. Their composition 

u o V then returns a function for which we have, 

ideally: (u o v) o s u o (v o s). 

returns the kth derivative of u (conceived as a poly

nomial or a rational function); 

k2:0, violation of this condition results in a program

abort. 

i.s equivalent to .7 dex•iv u. 
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6. BASIS ROUTINE-TEXTS 

6.0 

Fundamental-~_:! hidden operations, messages 

S!f2. tplusab = (~ u, :;1:_rr,ayl 

(fE!: i from lwb v to I!Ji!2 v 

do u[i] +:= v[i] od; u 

); 

S!!2. tplusab :::: (mat a, array_2 b)mat: 

(for j from 2 lwb b to 2 up_b b 

do a[ ,j] p_lusab b[ ,j] od; a 

); 

Q/2. tpinab_ == (~ u, !!:!ZEl12 v)~: 

( f2.E. ·i from lwb v 

u[?'.J -:= v 

); 

qp_ tminaf?.. = (!!E:! a, ar•ray2 b)ma~: 

( fE!: j f!:.£!!!. 2 lwb b to 2 up_b b 

do a[ J minab b[ ,jJ od_; a 

); 

NB. The operators tplusab and tminab are hidden from the user. They ac

complish certain routines without feasibility-checks (which are sup

posed to have been done in the routines using them) they are therefore 

dangerous for direct use. They are also obvious candidates for essen

tial opti.m.i..zat.ion. 

The peculiar second grrgy-paramet.er enforces the making of a copy, 

presumedly postponed~ it. becomes absolutely inevitable (namely 

for the rare cases where the actual arrays ill-fat.edly overlap). 

See also 1. 3. 2 for this problem. 



4. £E_? :::: (-int i,j)pair: pair((i,j)}; 

£E_ ! == (int i,j)pair: pair((i,j)); 

5. £E_ // ~-' (int h,k)trimmer: trimmer((h,k)); 

6. £E_ f i ts1:n = (int i, vec u) boo l: 

i >= l-wb u o:nd. i <= ~ u; 

£E_ fitsin = (trimmer slice, ~ u)bool: 

lower £i slice>= l-wb u and upper £i slice<= upb u; 

£E_ fits1:n = (p_a·ir ij, mat a)bool: 

i:f.. rowsub £i ij < 1 lwb a 92.: rowsub £i ij > 1 upb a 

then false 

else colsub £i ij >= 2 J:wb a and colsub £i 1:j <.:: 2 upb a 

fi; 

7. £E_ ? = (~ u, int i)scal: 

i fi-tsin u then u[i] else 1.1.iiden O fi; 

£E_ ? = (int i, ~ u)scal: 

i fi-tsin u then u[i] else widen_ 0 fi; 

P.12 ? ::::: {~ u, trimmer slice)E.£E_: 

i:f.. int h = l-wb u ~ Zo1,;er £i slice, 

k = up_b u !!1..1: . ..r!. upper £i slice; 

h > k 

then zerovec 

else 

£E_ ? :::: {tr•immer sU,ce, ~ u)~: u?slice; 

2P.. ? - (mat a, pair ij)scaZ: 

i:f.. ij fi tsin a 

phen a[rowsub £i 
fi; 

co lsub 21'. ij] else widen 0 

2P.. ? ::::: (pair ·ij, mat a)scal: 

ij f:!.:J.sin a 

then a[rowsub £i colsub else widen 0 
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912_ ? .c~ (mat a, int. i)vec: 

:ff. i < 1 Z-wb a or i > 1 Y:E!2_ a Hl§._'fi:.. zerovec else a[ i, ] 

~ ? = 
j < 2 lwb a or j > 2 up_b a then zerovec §}Se a[ 

912_ ? :::: (mat a, t:rimmer slice)mat: 

int h ::::: Zo-wer £[_ slice max .1 Zi,;b a, 

k ::::: upper• £[_ slice min 1 Y:E!2_ a; 

h > k 

then zer•omat 

a[h:k h, ] 

912_ ? ::::: (trimmer slice, mat a)mat: 

int h - Zo1,;er £[_ slice max 2 l11!E.. a, 

k - upper£[_ sZice 2 !:'JZJ:!. a; 

h > k 

then zeromat 

eZse a[ ,h:k at h] 

~u, 

not(i fits,!!_ u} 

scaZ: 

then Z.wb :::: Z.wb_ u, upb ::::. upb u; 

912_ 

912_ 

); 

); 

ve_q_ v ::::: O into gena.r1·ayl (Zwb 

v[Z.wb:upb Z.wb] := u; u :::::: v 

u[i] 

~ u, trimmer sZice)vec: 

sZ.1:ce, k :::: upper 

(sZ.'ice f!:.1..sin u) 

Z-wb = Zwb u, = "!:!:I!E.. u; 

vec v = 0 

v[l1Jb 

u[h:k at 

genarrayl(h min 

at Zwb] .- u; u ;::::: v 

h] 

i, upb max 'i); 

slice; 

Zwb, k max upb); 



!!I!.. ! == (trimmer aliae, ref~ u)E!!f!..: u!aZiae; 

!!I!.. ! == (ref mat a, pair ij )ref saal: 

( int i = rowsub 9.f. ij, j == ao ?,sub 9.f. ij; 

i:f. not(ij fitain a) 

then int fol = 1 7,wb a, ual = 1 upb a, 

Za2 = 2 Zwb a, ua2 = 2 upb a; 

); 

mat b = 0 into genarroay2(i min Zal, i ~ ual, 

j min Za2, j ~ ua2); 

b[Zal:ual at Zal, Za2:ua2 at Za2] := a; a:= b 

fi_; a[i,j] 

!!I!.. ! = (pair ij, ref mat a)ref saal,: a!ij; 
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9. 

[] cha.r-

i"textl = "call genarray with par•ameters " 

i"text2 - "attempt to generate a:n array beyond bounds. 11 

i"text3 :::: "the parameters 1uer•e: " 

i"text4 == " result is zerovec. 11 

i"text5 = 11 result is zeromat. 11 

i"text6 :::: "failure in using ope:r•ator search. " 

i"tex-t? -· "the value of the left operand was " 

i"text8 :::: 11 and the bounds of the vector were: 11 

i"text9 = "bounds fri operator =:= for vectors do not match: 11 , 

i"text10 - "bounds in operator =:= for indexes do not match: " 

i"text11 = "monadie operator minabs retw'rts alu.Jays zero. 11 

-rtextl 2 - "empty ar1'ay in dyadic ~- bounds of array: " 

i"textl 3 - "empty array 1'.n dyadie min. bounds an•ay: 11 

i"text14 = "empty array in dyad{c maxabs~ bounds of array." 11 

i"text15 :::: "empty array -in dyadie minabs. bounds of array: " 

i"text16 -- "empty index -in dyadic m~.· bounds of -index: " 

i"textl? = "empty index in dyadic bounds of index: 11 

·rtextW = "incompatible bounds -in operator +<: 11 

i"textl 9 = "incompatible bounds -in ope.rator -<: 11 

i"text20 = xx is a negative 1:nteger: " 

"ftext21 = 

i"text22 :::: "incompatible bounds in operator />: 11 

Hext23 = "left ope1°and of deri1::_ is a negative integee: " ; 

NB. 'I'he hidden-status of the texts enables the implementer to store them 

in the most appropriate manner. 



6.1 

~rray generating procedures 

1. proc genintarra:y =- { int 7:wb, upb) index: 

( it lwb~mingendex pr upb>maxgendex 9!:_ 

upb<mingendex o.r lwb>maxgendex 

then torrix(fatal, text2 + text3 + stringparam2(lwb,upb) + ".") 

§!!:if. lwb>upb 

p~ torrix(warning, textl + stringparam2(luJb,upb} + ". 11) 

f:!:_; ~llwb:upb]int 

); 

2 proc genarrayl = (:f:!!:!:_ lwb,upb)Ef!2_: 

it lwb>upb 

then torrix(warning, textl + stringpaioam2(Zwb,upb) + text4); 

zerovec 

eZi[ 7:wb<mingendex ~ upb>maxgendex 

then torr•1:x(fatal, text2 + text3 + stringpar•am2(Zwb,upb) + ", "); 

skip 

else ~[lwb:upb]!!E_al 

f:!:_.; 

3. :erac nw,·,·c•M"' = ('int 7,wb1, upbl, lwb2, upb2)0...a.J:._: 

it lwbl>upbl _or lwb2>upb2 

then torrix(warn'i.ng, textl ·f- st:ringparam4 (Zwbl, upbl, lwb2, upb2) 

+ texts 

); 

zeromat 

~ l1Jbl <mingendex or lwb2<mingendex or 

upbl>maxgendex 9!:_ upb2>maxgendex 

then torrix(fatal, text2 + text3 

+ str•ingpa.r>am4(lwbl,upb.l, lwb2, 
) . . , 

f!.J:.!!3... ~[lwbl:upbl, lwb2:upb2]scal 

ti._; 

+ ll 'ff 
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4. P.E.92.. genindex -- Nnt size)index: genintarray(l,size); 

5. proc genvec - ( int size) vec: genarray1 (1, size); 

6. P!'.££ genmat = (int m,n)mat: genarray2(1,m~ 1,n); 

7. P!'.22.. gensquare = (int n)mat: genarray2(1,n,1,n); 



6-2 

Arr~y generating operations 

1 • 91!.. copy :::: ( index p J index: 

geninta:r.ra:y(J:.wb p, !:!£!!._ p) := p; 

91!.. !:.EEL = ( :!!.§£ u) :!!.§£: 

it. size u = 0 

then zerovec 

else genarray1 (lwb u, igjJj__ u) := u 

92. copy = (mat a)mat: 

it. 1 a:::: 0 or 2 size a= 0 

then zeromat 

else genarray2(1 1YJ?.. a, 1 _l!J?£ a, 2 lwb a, 2 upb a) :-:-.: a 

fi; 

2. 92. s12an :::: (:!!.§£ u, v)~: 

O into gena:rray 1 (lwb u min lwb v, upb u ~ upb 

92. span = (mat a,b)mat_: 

0 into genarray2 (1 Jwb a min 1 lwb b, 1 upb a max 1 upb b., 

2 lwb a min 2 J..wb b, 2 up_b a !!!..CE.£ 2 igjJj__ b); 

3. 92. meet :::: (vec u, V):!!.§£: 

0 genarrayl (lwb u !'!._ax J_wb v, upb u min ueb 

92. '!JE!1. = (7!E!:_ a, b)mat: 

0 into genarray2(1 1YJ?.. a~ 1 lwb b, 1 upb a min 1 ueb b, 

2 lwb a ~ 2 lwb b, 2 igjJj__ a ~ 2 y'P.J?_ 

4, 92. fosp_an = (vec u,vJ~.: 

if... v fitsin u 

!:.EEL u 

else__ Ef!...C!_ w ::::. u sp_an v., int lu = lwb_ u; 

w[lu: igjJj__ u at lu] := u; w 
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;212. ins'/2_0:n = (mat a,b)mat: 

if. b fitsin a 

then E.EP1i. a 

else mat c = a span b, int lal = 1 Zwb a, Za2 = 2 E:f!?.. a; 

c[lal: .1 up_b a at lal, la2: 2 ur..b a a~. la2] ::= a; c 

ti:; 

s . ;212. subscr = ( E_££ u) index: 

(-int Zwb = lwb u, upb:::: upb u; 

inde:E_ subscr = genintarray(Zwb,upb); 

for i i£E!!!. lwb to upb 

do subscr[·i] := i od; subscr 

); 

6. ;212. subscr ~0 (int k, mat a)index: 

(int lwb = k lu;b a, upb = k upb a; 

index subscr = genintarray(lwb,upb); 

[_or i i.r:2!!1.. lwb to upb 

do subscr[i] := i od; subscr 

J • . , 



6.3 

Bound interrogations 

3. £12. size = (vec u)int: 

0 !!!!EE_ (3:!P,E_ u - lwb u +1); 

£12. size ::: (index p)int: 

0 ma,X (upb p - lwb p +1); 

6. £12. = (:!:J:::! k, !II£! a)int: 

0 ~!. (k upb a - k lwb a + 1); 

7. EE fitsin = (index p, ~ u)bool: 

lwb p >= lwb u upb p <= upb u; 

£12. ,,__ __ = (vec u,v)bool: 

lwb u >= lwb v a:nd u2b u <= upb v; 

£12. ____ = (mat a,b)bool: 

1 l1;)b a >= 1 lwb b a:nd 1 upb a <= 1 upb b and 

2 lw]?__ a >= 2 lwb b and 2 upb a <= 2 upb b _; 

8. £12. square == (!II£! a)bool: 

1 a== 2 size a and 1 lwb a= 2 li~b a; 

NB. The operators lwb and 3:!P,E_ (TORRIX68 numbers 6.3.1 and 6,3,2) belong 

to the ALGOL68 'standard prelude'; their defining occurence can be 

found in 10.2.3.1 of {36}. 
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6.4 

Value interrogations 

1. 212. ~ = (vec u)bool: 

!:1 u is zerovec 

then true 

else luJb u = m=dex and upb u = mindex 

f:!:_; 

212. ~ = (mat a)bool: 

!:1 a zeromat 

then true 

elif 1 lwb a = maxdex and 1 up_b a = mindex 

2 lwb a :::: ma,:r:dex and 2 up_b a = mfridex 

else false 

f:!:_; 

2. E£. = = (E_~ u,v)P.!?.El,, 

ii Zoe Ef!:.E. ;x; : = U, y : = V ,; 

(trim x, triny_ y); 

f:!:::!::. lwb ::::: lwb x, upb :::: upb x; 

lwb /= Zwb y £I'.. upb /= upb y 

then false 

else Zoe bool result:= true; 

i from lwb to upb 

!!!!:::!:l!!. result:= x[i] = y[i] 

do s kJ::p_ od; re su Zt 

f:!:_; 

NB. The application of trim in 6. 4. 2 is an optimization,. This routinetext 

must be adapted for •roRRIX68 systems which do not support level2. 



3. 91:.. equ = (index p,q)bool: 

it lwb :::: lwb p, upb = upb p; 

lwb = lwb q a:nd upb :::: upb q 

loc result:= true; 

f.or i fE!!!!. lwb to upb 

while result:= p[i] = q[i] 

do skip_ od; result 

false 

f:£; 

4. £E. ~::::: (~ p, vec u)booZ.: 

it p fitsin u 

then Zoe bool result ::= true; 

int Zwb :::: Zwb u, upb ::::: upb u; 

{or i from lwb p to upb p 

while pi :::: p[i]; 

result:= pi>=lwb a:n{j_pi<=upb 

::J.£ !!!ii£ od; t>esuU 

else false 

5. 91:.. search :::: (int k~ ·index p)int: 

it loa bool notthis ::::: .!rue., Zoe int subsor• := _lwq_ p; 

to size p 

while notthis := p[subscr•] /= k 

subsor +:= 1 od; notthis 

then torr-ix( fatal, text6 ·I· text? + whole (k, 0) + texts 

Bki"f2. 

else subscr 

ti.,; 

+ stringindexbounds(p) + 

); 

If If 
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6.5 

New values -----
1. rzE._ into = (int n, vee u)~_£_: widen n into u; 

# The performance of this routine may heavily depend# 

# on the seal chosen, The present routine assumes # 

# seal to be L real. # 

rzE._ into :::: ( seal s, vee u)E!:E_: 

(f!E:_ i from lwb u to upb u 

do u [ i] : = s od_; u 

); 

rzE._ = (int n, mat a)mat: widen n j,nto a; 

rzE._ into = (seal s, mat a)mat: 

(for j from 2 lwb a to 2 upb a 

do s into a[ ,j] od; a 

); 

2. rzE._ :f:!.7-.E?_ = (proa(int)sa.aZ f, E!:E_ u)vec: 

(for' i from lwb u to up_b u 

do u[i] :::::: f(i) od; u 

); 

rzE._ :f:!.7-.E?_ = (proa( int, int) seal f, mat a)mat: 

(for j from 2 lwb a to 2 upb a 

); 

do E!:E_ a.ol;j = a[ ,j]; 

for 1~ from 1 }wb a to 1 upb a 

do co lj [ i J : = f ( i, j) od 

od; a 

3. rzE._ = (int k, index p)index: 

i from lwb p to upb p 

do p[1'.] .-- /( od; p 

); 



4. 9.12. into .::: (proc(!:_nt)int f, -index p)index: 

( f£I:_ -i: from lwb p to upb p 

do p[i] := f(i) od; p 

); 

S. f!£. ident}j__ = (int k, mat a)mat: 

(0 a; 1 into (k diag a); a); 

f!£_ identy = (mat a)mat: 0 identy a; 
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6.6 

Straight exchanges 

1. £I2.. =:= = (vec u, v)vec: 

i:f_ int lwb = lwb u, upb = upb u; 

lwb = lwb v and upb = upb v 

then fol' i i!:EI!J. lwb to upb 

do u[i] =:= v[i] od; u 

else to;r,;r,ix(fatal, text9 + st;r,ingvecboUYtds(u) + 11 and " 

+ st;r,ingveabounds(v) + 

); 

,, ,, 

fi.; 

2. £I2.. =:= = (index p,q)index: 

i:f_ int lwb = lwb p, upb = upb p; 

Zwb = Zwb q and upb = upb q 

then fol' i f;r,om Zwb to upb 

do p[i] =:= q[i] od; p 

else to;r,;r,ix(fataZ, textlO + stringindexbounds(p) + " and " 

fi.; 

+ stringindexbounds(q) + 

) ; 

,, If 

NB. The natural applications of these operators are the exchanges of 

rows or columns of matrices; the arrays will then never overlap 

one another. If such might be the case, an intermediate copy mRy. 

be inevitable (depending on the overlap and the order of exchange). 

These routinetexts are obvious candidates for optimization, which 

should take this problem into account (cf. 1. 3. 2).. 



6.7 

New descriptors only 

1. :?1?.. trnsp = (mat a)mat: 

£. a mat such that, 

for all subscripts i and j within the bounds of a: 

(~ a)[j,i] is a[i,.i] 

2. :?J?.. diag = (int k, !!!.9:!:. a)y_f!E_: 

£. a Ef'::E.. such that, 

for all suhscrvipts i and {+k ·within the bounds of a: 

(k diag a) [i] a[i,i+k] 

:?1?.. di.EIL = (mat_ a)vec: 0 diag a; 

4. P.12. .Y'OW = (-int k, E££ u)mat: 

if.~- u then zeromat else mat(u) k, ) 

2£ row = (E££ u)mat: 

if.~ u then zeromat EJ,se mat(u) fi; 

NB. The operators 6.7.1 and 6.7.2 cannot be defined in ALGOL68 proper 

(cL 2.1.4 and 2.3.6). As a consequence, also the operators 6,7.3 

(which rely on them) do not belong to 'l'ORRIX68'-*. 
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6.8 

~ descriptors with copies 

1. £E_ oopyt:l'nsp == (mat a)mat: !!.EI?Ji._ tl'nsp a; 

2. £E_ oopydiag =· (int k, mat a)veo: !!.EI?Ji._ (k diag a); 

£E_ oopydiag == (mat a)~: £EPJi_ diag a; 

3. £E_ 002,yooi = (int k, veo u)mat: !!EPJi.. (k ooi u); 

£E_ oopyooi = (veo u)mat: !!EPli__ ooi u; 

4. £E_ oop_yrow = (int k, ~ u)mat: !!EPli__ (k ~ u); 

£l2.. oop1trow = (veo u)mat: f!f2P.Ji.. row u; 



6.9 

Trimming operations 

1. !?12. trims = (saal, eps, ref~ u)ref 'l!E!_: 

(Zoa int newlwb := 7,wb u, newupb := upb u; 

int sizu = aize u, aaaZ zero= widen 0; 

to sizu 

while ref saaZ ui = u[newZwb]; abs ui <= eps 

do (newZwb +:= 1, ui := zero) od; 

to newupb-newZwb 

while ref saaZ ui = u[newupb]; abs ui <= epa 

do (newupb -:= 1, ui := zero) od; 

:f:1 newupb<newZwb 

then u := zerovec 

else for i from newZwb+l to newupb-1 

fi 
) ;, 

do :f:1 abs u[ i] <= eps then u[ i] := zero fi 
od; 

u := u[newlwb: newu:pb at newZwb] 

2. !?12. tT'im = ("!:!!f. ~ u)ref vea: 
(int newlwb := Zwb u, newupb := upb u; 

int sizu = size u; 
to sizu while u[newlwb] = 0 

do newZwb +:= 1 od; 

to newupb-newZwb while u[newupb] = 0 

do newupb -:= 1 od; 

u := u?(newZwb//newupb) 

); 
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6.10 

Summation and total extrema 

1. !!£..sigma= (vea u)saal: 

(loo seals:= widen O; 

;for i f!'om Zwb u to YJi!?_ u 

dos+:= u[i] od; s 

); 

s>.E. sigma .::: (mat a)seaZ: 

( Zoe !!E:!:J:.. s : = ~ O; 

for j froT_!!_ 2 lwb a to 2 up_b a 

dos+:= sigma a[ ,j] od; s 

); 

2 • !!£.. s1~,PJ..1abs :::: ( E!!,E_ u) sea Z: 

(Zoa seal s :.::: widen O; 

for i f:.!?!!2 Z.wb u to ueh u 

dos+:= abs u[i] od; s 

); 

!!£.. ~i:JJ.!!E:E!!_ = ( ma t a) s ca Z : 

(Zoe ecaZ s := w'iden O; 

f2l:_ j from 2 !::!:!Jl.. a to 2 upb a 

do s +:= !!3:il!_nahs a[ ,j] .od; s 

3 • !!£.. ~ = ( ~ u) !!E:!:J:..: 
(Zoe f!!EaZ m= :== 1,1iden O; 

f'or i f!:E!!! Zwb u to upb u 

do if. u[i]>max :~ max := u[i] fi od; max 

!!£.. ~ :::: (mat a)Ef::EJ:..: 

(Zoa eaaZ. max:= widen 0, submax; 

for j f!.:!!!!. 2 Z.wb a to 2 upb a 

); 

:!::._q_ submax : --= !!!!E2 a [ , j]; 

!:1 subma.x>ma.x then max : = subma..-c fi 
od; ma:r: 



4. 9.12. min == (vea u}saal: 

(loc seal min :== widen O; 

for i from Zwb u to upb u 

do ii u[i]<min then min ::::: u[i] ti od; min 

); 

f?.E. min :::: (mat a)scal: 

(loo rnin ::::: widen O, submin; 

for j from 2 Zwb a to 2 up_b a 

) ; 

do submin ::::: !!!E!. a[ ,j]; 

submin<min then min:= submin ti 
od; min 

5. 9.12. maxabs = (vec u)seal: 

(loo seal rr=abs ::::: widen O; 

for i froin lwb u to u72.b u 

); 

do ii abs u[i]>maxabs then maxabs := abs u[·i] f:!:.. 
od; maxabs 

912. maxabs == (mat a)scal: 

(2.00 seal maxabs := widen 0, submax; 

for j fpom 2 Jwb a to 2 l!£!:!. a 

); 

do submax :::::: maxabs a[ ;j]; 

ii subm~>maxabs then maxabs :== submax ti 
maxabs 

6. f!£.. m1:nabs = (vec u)scal: (torr>ix(warning, text11); widen OJ; 

f!£.. minabs == (1.!!:f!:! a)scal: (tor>rix(warning, textll); wideYf:.. OJ; 
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6.11 

Concrete extrema 

1. QE ~ = (ref int index, vec u)scal: 

ii size u == 0 

El:!!!}_ torrix{fata?., text12 + stringvecbowids(u) + ". "); !i!!iP._ 

else index :::::: Zwb u; Zoe :3cal m= . - u[ index]; 

f. or i f,rom index+ 1 to upb u 

do u[i]>max 

then (max := u [ i], index := i} 

ti 
od; max 

QE ~ = (ref pair 

2 size a= O 

mat a}scal: 
-·· --

then torrix(fatal, text12 + stringmatbounds(a) + 11."); ski::£ 

loc int index, loa seal suhmax, 

max := rowsuh 21 ij !!!..= a[ , colsub 21 ij .- 2 Zwb a]; 

fox• ,j from co Zs1ih 21 ij + 1 to 2 '!:!:PE. a 

do ( suhmax : :::: index ma.x a [ J >max 

then (max := suhmax, ij := (index,j)) 

max 

ii size u = 0 

then torr ix (fatal, text13 + stringvecbounds ( u) + ". 11); !!..1.!:...7£. 

else index:= lwb u; loc seal min:= u[index]; 

i'. from index+ 1 upb u 

do u[i]<min 

then (min :::::: L index := i) 

min 



gz min :::: (ref pair ij, mat a)scal: 

i:f.. 2 size a = 0 

then torrix (fatal, textl 3 + stringma·tbounds ( a) + 11 • "); skip 

else Joe int index, loc seal submin, 

min :=· rowsub 9f.. ij min a[ , colsub 9f.. ij := 2 lwb a]; 

fE!:. j ftE!!i_ co Zsub 9f.. ij + 1 to 2 "l::!P.2. a 

do (submin := index !!!i!:!_ a[ ,j])<min 

then (min := submin, ij := (index,j) J 

.ti 
min 

3, gz maxabs = (ref f:.!!:! index, ~ u)scal: 

i:f.. size u == 0 

then torrix(fatal, text14 + stringvecbounds(u) + ". skip 

else index := lwb u; loc ~ maxabs := abs u[index]; 

l, from index+ 1 to upb u 

do i:f.. if:?!!. u [ i J >maxabs 

then (maxabs := abs ·index ,- i) 

fi 
od_; maxabs 

gz maxabs ::::: (ref pai:r• mat a)scal: 

2 a = 0 

then torrix(fatal, text14 + strfogmatbounds(a) + " skip 

else Zoe int index, Zoe_ seal submax, 

maxabs := rowsub 9f.. ij maxabs a[, colsub 9f.. ij := 2 lwb a]; 

.f.E!:. j from co lsuh 9f.. ij + 1 to 2 !!.P!?__ a 

i:f.. (submax := inde.r; maxabs a[ ,j]J>maxabs 

then (maxabs := submax, ij := ( index,j)) 

fi 
maxabs 
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4. !?l?.. minabs = (ref int index, vea u)saal: 

:f:f. size u = 0 

then torri:x(fatal, textl5 + stringveabounds(u) +".");skip 

else index:= Zwb u; Zoa saal minabs := abs u[index]; 

for i f£E!E. index+ l to upb u 

do :f:f. abs u [ i] <minabs 

then (minabs := abs u[ i], index := i) 

ii 
od; minabs 

ii; 
£12. minabs = (re[ pair ij, mat a)saa'l: 

:f:f. 2 size a= 0 

then torrix(fata'l, text15 + stringmatbounds(a) +".");skip 

eZse Zoa int index, Zoa saa'l submin, 

ii; 

minabs := rowsub ti ij minabs a[ , aoZsub ti ij := 2 lwb a]; 

for j from ao'lsub ti ij +1 to 2 !!EE. a 

do :f:f. (submin := ind.ex minabs a[ ,j])<minabs 

then (minabs := submin, ij := (index,j)) 

ii 
od; minabs 

5. !?l?.. ~ = (r!f.f_ int subsar, f:!J!lex p)int: 

:f:f. size p = 0 

then torrix(fata'l, text16 + stringindexbounds{p) +".");skip 

else subsar := lwb p; Zoa int max := p[subsal"]; 

fol" i i2:.£!!!. subsar+ l to !!EE. p 

do :!:.f. p[i]>max 

then (max := p [ iL subsar := i) 

ii 
od; max 

ff:.; 



6. EE. min = (re[ int subsor, index p)int: 

:ft size p = 0 

then tor:rix(fatal, text17 + stringindexbounds(p) + 11 _ski£ 

else subsa:r := l1i!b p; loa min := p[subsa:r]; 

f'or i .from subs or+ 1 to !:IP.£ p 

:ft p [ i] <min 

then (min:= p[i], aubsor := i) 

ti 
od; min 
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6.12 

Levell assigning additions 

1. 9.12. +< :::: (index p, int k)index: 

(for i f_rom lwb p to upb p 

do p[i] +:= k od; p 

); 

££ +< = (~ u, seal s}vec: 

(for i f_rom lwb u to upb u 

do u[i] +:==Bod; u 

}; 

9.12. +< :::: (mat a, seal s)mat: 

( [_or ;j from 2 lwb a to 2 upb a 

do a[ ,;j] +< s od; a 

); 

2. £E_ -< = (index p, '!::!:!:i:._ k)index: 

(for i from lwb p po !:PJ2 p 

do p[i] -:== k od; p 

9.12. -< :::: (~ u, seal s)p!!E_: 

(for i f:r~m lE£ u to .1!:JiE. u 

do u[iJ -:= s g_1; u 

); 

£E_ -< ::::: (mat a, seal s)mat: 

); 

;j from 2 lwb a to_ 2 7:1:P.b a 

do a[ ,;j] -< s od; a 



3'. !?I!. +< = (vec u, v)vec: 

f:i. v fi tsin u 

then u p7,usab v 

e7,se to'l'l'i:x:(fataZ, te:x:t18 + stringvecbounds(u) + 11 and " 

. + stringvecbounds(v) + "·" 

); 

t£; 

!?I!. +< = (mat a,b)ma.t: 

f:i. b fi tsin a 

then a p7,usab b 

~ torrix( fatai, te:x:t18 + stringmatbourids ( a) + " and " 

+ stringmatbounds(b) + " " 

); 

ski.E_ 

4. !?I!.-< = (vec u,v)vec: 

f:i. v fitsin u 

then u minab b -- ---
e7,se torri:x:(fatai, text19 + stPingvecbounds(u) + "and 11 

+ stringvecbounds(v) r "·" 
); 

skip 

t£; 

EE.. -< = (mat a,b)mat: 

f:i. b fi tsin a 

then a minab b -- ---
e7,se to'l'l'ix(fataZ, te:x:t19 + stringmatbounds(a) +"and" 

+ stringmatbounds(b) + " 11 

); 

fi:_; 
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6.13 

Levell assigni1:.9: multiplications 

1. £I!.. X< = (JJeCJ U, int n)~: 

( for i fpom 'lwb u ·to upb u 

do u[i] ~:=nod; u 

); 

£I!.. x< = (vee u, seal, s)~: 

(for i from 'lwb u to "!!Pl!.. u 

dou[i] x·-sod; u 

); 

£I!.. x< = (mat a, int n)mat: 

(for j from 2 'lwb a to 2 "!!Pl!.. a 

do a[ ,j] >« n od; a 

); 

£I!.. x< = (~ a, ~ s)mat: 

(for j from 2 Zwb a 2 upb a 

do a[ ,j] x< s pd; a 

) _; 

2. £I!.. x> = (int n, ~ u)~: 

([.or i fr£rr.! Zwb u to upb u 

do ref seaZ ui = u[ i]; ui := nxui 

od; u 

£I!.. x> = ( seal s, vec u)~: 

( for i from Zwb u to upb u 

); 

do ref seal, ui = u[i]; ui := axui 

od; u 

£I!.. x> ::::: (int n, mat 

(f!!!:. j f!.'2!!!_ 2 Zwb a to 2 upb a 

do n x> a[ ] ad; a 

) _; 



£2. x> = (seal, s, mat a)mat: 

( for j f!:E!!!. 2 7,wb a to 2 upb a 

dos x> a[ ,j] od; a 

); 

3. !:!e.. /< = (~ u, int n)vec: 

( f2!:_ i l!:f!m Lwb u to !fiiE_ u 

do u[i] /:= n 9.E:J u 

); 

QE_ /< = (vec u, saal s)~: 

(for i f!:E!!!. lwb u to upb u 

do u[i] /:= s 9.E:J u 

); 

QE_ /< = (mat a, int n)mat: 

(fop j from 2 lwb a to 2 upb a 

do a[ ,j] /< n od; a 

); 

QE_ /< = (mat a, saal s)mat: 

( [_or j f!:E!!!. 2 lwb a to 2 upb a 

do a[ ,j] /< s 9.E:J a 

); 

5. £2. x> ::::: (vea u~v)vec: 

:!:f. int lO'W ::::: lwb u ~ lwb v, up ::::: upb u min upb v; 

, for i from low to up 

do v[i] x:::::: u[i] 9.E:; 
v fitsin u 

then v 

eiif low>upb v £!_ up<lwb v £!_ low>up 

then O into v -- --
eLse (0 into v[ :low-1], 0 into v[up+l: ]); v 

fi; 
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6. 21?.. /> = (vec u3 v)vec: 

if. v fi tsin u 

then for i from Zwb v to upb v 

do v[i] /:= u[i] od; v 

else torrix{f'atal, text22 + stringvecbounds(u) + 11 and 11 

+ stringvecbounds(v) + 

); 

11 ff 

NB. An intermediate copy of u may be inevitable in case the concrete 

ai>raz;s of u and v ill-fatedly overlap (cf, 1.3.2), 



6.14 

Arr~ generating additions 

L 9£ + = (vec u,v)~: (u inspan v)plusab v; 

9I!_ +:::: (mat a,b)mat: (a inspan b)plusab b; 

2. 9£ - :::: (~ u,v}vec: (u inspa:n v)minab v; 

9£ - .:::: (mat a,b)mat: (a inspan b)minab b; 

3. 9£ - :::: (~ u)vec: neg <!2E1L u; 

9£ - :::: (!!]g! a)ma'f;: zeromat-a; 
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6.15 

~ assigning additions 

1. ££_ +:= = (re[ vec u, vec v)ref ~: 

f:i. 1; fitsin u ·then u p_luso.b v; u 

else u := u'+v 

fi; 

ti u!(lwb v Y:P]z_ v) pluso.b v # 

!?P... +:= = (ref mat a, "JJE!_ bJr:!!.f. mat: 

f:1 b fi tsin a then a p lusab b.; a 

else a:= a+b 

ii,; 

2. !?P... -::::: :::: (ref. E!:_£ u, E!:_£ v)!:.E.f_ E!:_£: 

f:1 v fi tsin u then u minab v; u 

else u := u-:-v 

# u! (lwb v I I upb v) minab_ v # 

!?P... -:= = (ref mat a, "JJE!_ b)ref. mat: 

f:1 b ___ a a minab a 

else a:= a-b 

fi; 



6.16 

~ generating multiplications with scala1:_ 

1. £12. x = (int n, ~ u)vec: 

n X> EEPJi_ ~; 

£12. x = ( seal a, ~ u)~: 

$ X> EEPJi_ U_; 

£12. ::::: (int n, ma-/; a)mat: 

n x> copy a; 

£12. x :::: (seal a, mat a)mat: 

£12. x ::::: (vee u, 

EEPJi_ U X < n _; 

n)vee: 

02.. x = (~ u., seal s}~: 

aop_y_ u x< s; 

£12. x :::: (mat a, int n)mat: 

.<!EI!JL a x < n; 

£12. x = (mat a, seal s)mat: 

EEPJi_ a x< a; 

2. 02.. / = (p~ u, int n)vec: 

u) /< n; 

£12. I = (vec u, soal 

foopli u) /< a; 

£12. I = (mat a, int n)mat: 

a) n; 

££I= a_, seal 

a) /< a; 
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6.17 

Sumproducts 

1. !:2P.. x = (~ u,v)aaaZ: 

(Zoa aaaZ prod := widen O_; 

for i from Zwb u ~ Zwb v to upb u min upb v 

do prod+:= u[i]xv[i] od; prod 

); 

3. !:!12. >< = (:!!!!.£ u,v)aaaZ: 

(Zoa aaaZ revprod := widen O_; 

for i f'1:.2!!!. Zwb u ~ -upb v to uPl?, u min -Zwb v 

do revprod +:= u[i]xv[-i] od; revprod 

) _; 

4. !:!12. £ = (vea u, int j)aaaZ: 

(Zoa ~ :x: := u; trim :x:; 

Zoa aaaZ ua := widen O, int Zwb = Zwb :x:; 

for i from upb x Eli.. -1 to Zwb 

do (us x:= j) +:= u[i] od; 

:f:i. Zwb<O then ua/(jxx-Zwb) eZae usx(jxxZwb) fi 

); 

!:!12. £ = (vea u, aaaZ a)saaZ: 

(Zoa ~ x :=. u; trim x_; 

Zoa saaZ us:= widen O, int Zwb = Zwb :x:; 

for i from upb x 'E1i_ -1 to Zwb 

do (us x:= a)+:= u[i] od; us x (axxZwb) 

); 

NB. The application of trim in 6.17.4 is an optimization, and can simply 

be left out in TORRIX68 systems which do not support level2. 



6.18 

Array generating multiplications 

1. EE_ x == (mat a, ~ u)~: 

i:f. 2 upb ~ < 7,,wb u £!:.. !!EE. u < 2 7,,wb a 

then zerovea 

efae int 7,,wbl == 1 lwb a, upbl = 1 upb a; 

~ v == genarray1(7,,wbl,upb1); 

for i from 7,,wbl to upbl 

do v[ i] := a[ i, ]xu od; v 

EE_ x = (vea u, mat a)~: (trnsp a) x u; 

EE_ x = (mat a,b)!!!at: 

i:f.1 J!EE.b < 2 7,,wb aE£_2 upb a< 1 7,,wb b 

then zeromat 

else int b7,,wb2 == 2 7,,wb b, bupb2 == 2 upb b; 

t£; 

mat a== genarray2(1 7,,wb a, 1 upb a, b7,,wb2, bupb2); 

for j from b7,,wb2 to bupb2 

do a[ ,j] := axb[ ,j] od; a 

2. EE_ trnspmul, = (mat a)mat: 

il. E!.!:.£ a 
then zeromat 
~ mat at == ·trnsp a, int 7,,wb2 == 2 7,,wb a, upb2 = 2 upb a; 

mat ata == genarray2(7,wb2,upb2,lwb2,upb2); 

fi.; 

for i f Pom 7:wb2 to upb2 

do~ atai = ata[i: at i, u]; 
atai := at[i: at i, ] x a[ ,i]; 

ata[i, i+l: at i+l] := atai[i+l: at i+l] 

od; ata 
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3. EE muitrnsp = (mat a)mat: 

:!:J.~a 
then zeromat 

else int lwbl = 1 lwb a, upbl = 1 ~ a; 

t£; 

mat aat = genarray2(lwb1,upb1,lwb1,upbl); 

f.or i f.rom lwbl !:£ upb1 

do.:£,££ aati = aat[i: at i, i]; 

aati := a[i: at i, ] x a:[i, ]; 

aat[i, i+l: at i+l] := aati[i+l: at i+l] 

od; aat 

4. EE xx = (vec u,V)Pf!.£: 

:!:i. ~ u !2!:. E!.!:2. 1) 

then zerovec 

~ int lwbv == lwb v; 

.:£,££ w = genarrayl(lwb u + lwbv, ~ u + UP£ v); 

f.or- i from lwb w to ·'!!EE. w 

do w[i] := u >< v[at lwbv-i] od; w 

fi; 



QI2. xx = (~ u, int n)vec_: 

ii n >= 0 

then aaae n+ 1 

eZif 

1 into genarray 1 ( 0, 0), E£PJl u, 

ux•xu, uxxuxxu, (vec v = uxxu; vxxv) 

out vea v = uxxu; 

ii not odd n 

then vxx(n ~ 2) 

e}if. n mod 3 /= 0 a:nd n 23 

then u xx (vxx (n ove1• 2)) -- --

eaaa 

elif 1Jea 1,1 :::: vxxu; n::::23 

then w xx ((vxxw)xx4) 

eZae (wxx(n over 3)) xx 3 

ii 

Zwh = ·iwb u, upb = upb u_; Zwb = upb 

i!}! pow = Zwbxn; 

(u[Zwb]xxn) into genarrayl(pow,pow) 

else torrix(fataZ, text20 + whole(n,0) + text21 

+ stringveabounds(u) + 

J; skip 
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5. 912. !2_ == (vec u,v)vec: 

f:i. loc vec x :== u; ~ trim x 

then zerovec 

eUf int lwb = lwb x, upb = upb x; 

loc vec y := v; trim y; vec last= yxxlwb; lwb = upb 

then last x< u[upb] 

el_i[ loo vec uv := u[upb] x y; 

[_or• i f.rom upb-1 °E1f.. -1 to l11.,b+ 1 

do uv!O +:= u[i]; uv :== uvxxy ad; 

uv!O +:= u[lwb]; 

lwb = O 

then uv 

else uvxxlast 

ff:_; 

NB. The application of trim and! in 6.18,5 are optimizations. This 

routinetext must be adapted for TORRIX68 systems which do not 

support leve12. 



6. f?.l2. deriv = 

oase k+1 

in !::2EJ:L u, deriv u 

out ii k<O 

then to~rix(fatal, text23 + whole(k,O) + text21 

+ stringveobounds(u) + ". 11 

); 

skip_ 

Zoo int lwb := lwb u, upb := ueb u; 

(ii lwb>=O o:nq lwb<k then lwb := k ;[i, 

ii upb>=O and upb<k then upb :== -1 ;fi 

) ; lwb>upb 

then zeroveo 

else ~ v = 0 into genarrayl (Zwb-k, upb-k); 

( (Zoo int eX'prod := (upb-k+l) !!!fEE.. O; 

J:or 1: f'rom eX'[)rod+ 1 to upb 

do eX'[)rod x: == 1: od; 

fE!. i from upb-k Eld. -1 to ( lwb-k) ma:c 0 

do v[i] := u[i+k]xexprod; 

( eX'[)rod overab -i+k) x: --= i 

od 

), 

(loa int eX'[)rod -:= lwb min D; 

) 

for i from_ eX'[)rod-1 Eld. -1 to 7,1,Jb-k+ 1 

a.a eX'[)rod x::::: i od; 

f_o:r' i f.rom lwb-k to ( upb-k) min -k 

do v[i] := u[i+k]xeX'[)rod; 

(eX'prod overab i+l) x:= i+k+.l 

od 

); V 
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7. 9E deriv == (vea u)vec: 

if. int UJJb == UJJb u + abs(Zwb u = 0), 

upb = upb u - abs ('!!12!!_ u = 0); 

upb<UJJb 

then zerovec 

e Zse vec v = COPJi u [ Zwb :upb at Zwb-1]; 

for i from Zwb-1 to upb-1 

do v[i] x:= i+l od; v 

fi.; 
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domain 
~- of an array 
concrete~ 
index~ 
~ variability 

dyadic operation 

elementwise 

embedded 

empty 
~ array 
~ trimmer 

equal vectors 

equivalence of array's 

errorfile 

errormessage 

3 .1. 5 
3 .1.5 
3.1.5, 3.2.1 
3 .1.5 
see levell 
see level2 
2.1.2, 4.3, 5.0 
2.2, 3.Ll 
3 .1.1 

3.1.1, 3.1.2 

see reference 

3.1.5, 3.3 
3 .1. 5 

see polynomial 

2.1.5, 2.3.6, 3.1.3, 3.2.5, 3.3.4 
3.1.3, 3.2.1, 3.2.3 

2.2.1, 3.1.5 

see matrix 

1.l.3, 2.1.1 

3 .• 1.1 

1.1.1, 1.1,2, 4.3, 5.13, 5.16, 6.13, 
6.16 
2.2.3 

see array 
1.3.1 
2.2.1, 4.3.2 
1.3.1, 2.3.1 

see operation 

see operation 

1.2.3, 3.1.4 

see array 
3.1.5 

3.2.3 

see array 

see message 

see message 
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euclidean 
space 

~ vectornorm 

exchange operator 

extrema 
concrete 
total~ 

field 

finite dimensional 

flat descriptor 

f!:_t!:E.• flexible 

generation 
of an array 

~ bounds 

generator 

group 

heqp_ (heap) 

hidden 

Hilbert matrix 

Horner product 

identifier 
~ declaration 
£ti. torrix ~ 
to1°~ 

identity 
declaration 
transformation 
operator 

index 
~ domai.n 

indexer 

initializing declaration 

innerproduct 
~ space 

see space 
1.1.5, 3.2.9 

3.1.1, 3.2.5, 3.3.2, 4.3.5, 5.6, 6.6 

3.2.6, 5.11, 6.11 
3.2.6, 5.10, 6.10 

1.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.2, 4.3.3 

see dimension 

see descriptor 

2.L3, 2.3, 3.L1 

see array 
see bounds 

2.3.2, 2.3.3, 3.1.1, 3.1.5 

3 .1. 

1..1.1 

see generator 

2.1.4, 2.1.5, 2.2, 6.0 

1.3, 2.3. 7 

5.17.4, 6.17.4, 6.18.5 

3.L5 
see declaration 
3 .1. 5 
3. 1. 5 

see declaration 
1.1. 2 
1.1.2, 3.2.5, 5.5, 6.5 

2.2.1, 3.1.2 
see domain 

3 .1. 3 

see declaration 

1.1.5, 3.2.9, 5.17.2, 6,17.2 
see space 



int 

int-overflow 

integral, 

2.2.1, 4.3.3 

see overflow 

2.2.3, 3.1.2 
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integral number (Zl 

interrogation 

1.1, 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.3, 3.1.2 

bound~ 
value 

inverse 

label 

layer 

levelO 

levell 
~ aI'ray variable 
~ ascription 
~ assignation 
~ assigning addition 
~ assigning multiplication 
~ assigning operation 
~ declaration 
generating~ declaration 
~ object 
~ variability 

level2 
~ assignation 
~ assigning addition 
~ assigning operations 
~ declaration 
~ object 
~ variable 
~ variability 

library 
(ao)saaZ-~ 
operation 
~ prelude 

linear 

see bounds 
see value 

1.1.1 

3.1.1 

2.2, 2.2.6 

2.3.1, 3.1.4, 3.2.1, 5.0.1 

2.3.1, 2.3.2, 3.1.4, all of 3,2 
3.1.5 
3.1.5, 3.2.4 
3.1.5, 3.2.4 
see addition 
see multiplication 
3.2.7, 5.12, 5.13, 6.12, 6.13 
3.1.5, 3.2.2 
3.1.5 
2.3.1, 3.1.4 
2.3.1, 3.1.4 

2.3.1, 2.3.2, 3.1.4, all of 3.3 
3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.3.2 
see addition 
see operation 
3.1.5, 3.3.1 
2.1.3, 3.1.4 
3.1.5, 3.3.1 
2.3.1, 3.1.4 

2.2, 4.3 
3.1.2, see mode/operator package 
see prelude 

~ combination 1.1.3 
~ly independent 1.1.3 
~ operator 1.1.2 
~ transformation 1.1.2, 1.1.4, 2.1.1 
composition of~ transformations 1 • 1 • 2, 3. 2. 9 

lowerbound 2.1.5, 3.1.3 
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matrix 
column of a 
diagonal of a~ 

row of a 
transpose of a~ 
zero~ 

message 

mode 
~ declaration 
~ equivalencing 

mode/operator package 

modop 

module (ma them.) 

module (progr. language) 

monadic operation 

monoid 

multiple value 

multiplication 
!!E.r:2:1:l generating 
level1 assigning 
matrix column 
matrix matrix 
matrix vector 
row matrix~ 

name 

natural number (N) 

norm 
euclidean vector~ 

operation 
aY'ray assigning 
arrq_y generating 
assigning~ 
binary~ 
concrete~ 
~ declaration 
dyadic~ 
elementwise ~ 
hidden 
levell assigning 
level2 assigning 
~ library 
monadic~ 

1. 1.4, 1.2.4, 2 .1.1, see 
1.1.4, 3 .1. 3, 3.1.6, 3.2. 
2.3.6, 3.1.4, 3.2.5, 5.7.2, 
6.8.2 
1.1.4, 3.1.3, 3.1.6, 3.2.5 
2.3.6, 3.2.5, 5. 7 .1, 5.8.2, 
1.1.2, see zeromat 

2.1.6, 4.2, 6.0.9 

2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.2, 2.2.7 
see declaration 
2.2.4 

2.2, 2.2.5, 2.2.6, 2.2.7 

2.2, 2.2.5, 2.2.6, 2.2.7 

1.1.2, 1.1.3, 3.1.2 

2.2.6 

see operation 

J.. 1.1 

see value 

1.1.1, 4.3.3 

5.8.2, 

6. 7 .1, 

3.2.10, 5.16, 5.18, 6.16, 6.18 
3.2.7, 5.13, 6.13 
3.2.10, 5.18.1, 6,18.1 
3.2.10, 5.18, 6.18 
3.2.10, 5.18.1, 6.18.1 
3.2.10, 5.18.1, 6.18.1 

see reference 

1.1, 1.1.1, 2.2.3 

3.2.3, 3 .• 2.9 
3.2.9 

3.2.7, 1.3.2 
3.2.2, 3.2.7, 5.2, 6.2, 1.3.2 
1. 3. 2 
see dyadic operation 
1.3.1 
see declaration 
Ll 
2.3 .. 7, 3 .. 2.7 
see hidden 
see levell 
see level2 
see mode/operator package 
L 

6.7.2, 

6.8.2 



operator 
exchange 
identity 
linear~ 

optimization 

overflow 
int~ 

package 

polynomial 
cauchy power of~ 
cauchy product of~ 
composition of~ 
convolution product of 
derivative of a~ 
value of~ 

pragmat 

precision 

prelude 
library~ 
standard 

procedure 
arrau. generating 
~ declaration 
generic 

projection 

rational function 

rational number (Ql 

rational (rat) 

real number (R) 

see exchange 
see identity 
1. 1.2 

2.1.5, 2.3.7, 6.0 

2.2.3. 
2.2.3 

see mode/operator package 

2.2.7 
3.2.10, 5.18.4, 6.18.4 
3.2.10, 5.18.4, 6,18.4 
3.2.10, 5.18.5, 6.18.5 
3.2.10, 5.18.4, 6.18.4 
3.2.10, 5.18, 6.18 
3.2.9, 5.17.4, 6.17.4 

2.1.4, 2. LS 

2.2.2, see real, cortrpl 

see mode/operator package 
2.1.2, 3.1 
2.L2, 3.1.1 

2.3,3, 5.1, 6.1 
see declaration 
2.2 

1.3.1, 2.3.5, 3.2.5 

see polynomial 

1.1, 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 2.2.3, 4.3.3 

2.2.3, 3,1.2, 4.3.3 

1.1, 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 2.2.2, 4.3.3 

2,2.i, 2.2.2, 3.1.2, 4.3.3 

ref re[ (higher level of reference)2.3, 3.1.1, 3.1.4 

reference (name, address) 
depth~ 

reverse sumproduct 

ring 

row 

~ of a matrix 
~ display 

2.3, 2.3.4, 3.1.4, 3.1,5 
2.3, 3.1.4, 3.3.2 

see sumproduct 

1.1.1, 2.2.3, 3.1.2 

3.1.4, 3.2.5, 3,2.10, 5.7,4, 5,8.4, 
6.7.4, 6.8.4 
see matrix 
see display 
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scalar 
field 

~ system 

scope 

selection 

selector 
destination 
source~ 

semi group 

slice (slicer, slicing) 

source 

space 
euclidean 
innerproduct 
vector~ 
unitary~ 

subscript(ing) 

substraction 

sum (summation) 

sumproduct 

systemparameter 

taboo (mark, token) 

TORRIX 

TORRIX68 

TORRIX68S 

TORRIX-BASIS 

TORRIX-BASIS LEVEL1 

TORRIX-REAL 

TORRIX message system 

TORRIX postlude 

torrix 

total 
~ array 
~ extrema 
~ selector 

transpose of a matrix 

transput 

1.1.2, 3.1.2 
see field 
1.1.1, 1.2.1, 2.1.1, all of 2.2 

2.1.3, 3.1.5 

2.3.5, 3.1.3 

2.3.5, 3.1.6, 3.2.5, 5.0, 6.0 
2.3.5, 3.3.3, 5.0.8, 6.0.8 
2.3.5, 3.1.6, 5.0.7, 6.0.7 

1,1. 1 

2.3, 2,3.5, 3.1.3, 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.2.5 

3.1.5 

1.1.5 
1.1. 5 
1.1.2, 2.1.1, 3.1.2 
1.1.5 

2.3.5, 2.3.6,. 3.1.3 

4.3.3, see addition 

1.1.2, 3.2.6, 5.10, 6.10 

3.2.9, 5.17, 6.17 

2.2.5 

2.1.4, 2.2, see hidden 

1.2, 2.1.2 

2.1.2, 3.1 

2.3.3 

2.1.4, all of 5, all of 6 

2,3.2, 2.3,3, all of 3.2 

2.2.1 

see message 

4.2 

3.1.4, 3.2.5 

see array 
see extrema 
see selector 

see matrix 

2.1.6 



trimmer 

trimming operation 

upperbound 

value 
~ interrogation 
multiple 
new_, 

variability 

variable 
levell 
level2 
subscripted 

vector 
column 
row,,,,_, 
~ space 
zero 

virtual 
~ bounds 
~v part 
~ zeros 

weak dereferencing 

widening 

zero 
~ matrix 
,v transformation 
r-.J vector 

2. 3. 5, 3. L 3, see ·tr•immer 

3.3.4, 5.9, 6.9 

2.1.5, 3,1,3 

3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.2.5 
3.2.3, 5,4, 6.4 
2.3, 3.1.1, 3.1.3, 5.0.1 
3.2.5, 5.5, 6.5 

2.3.1, see levell, level2 

3 .1. 5 
see level1 
see level2 
3.1.5 

1.1.2, 1.2.4, 2.1.1 see 
see column 
see row 
see space 
1..1.2, see zerovec 

see bounds 
3.L4, 4.1 
3.1.4, 4.1 

see dereferencing 
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2.2.1, 2.2.3, 3.1.5, 3,2.5, see widen 

see matrix 
LL4 
see vector 
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TORRIX modes 

ca:'T'ayl 3.1.3 3.1.4 5.0, 1 

a:r>rg:y2 3.1. 3 3 .1.4 5 .0 .1 

COa:r>Pa:y 1_ 3 .1. 3 3.1.4 volume II 

2.E_a:X'I'a:y 2 3.1.3 3.1.4 volume II 

comat 3. Li 3. 1.4 volume II 

coscal 3.1.2 4.3.4 volume II 

covec 3.Ll 3.1.4 volume II 

index 3.1.3 5.0.2 

int 3 .1. 2 

intcu0ray__ 3.1.3 3.L4 5. 0.1 

mat 3.1.l 3.1.4 5.0.2 

p_air 3 .1. 6 3.3.3 5.0.3 

seal 3.1. 2 4.3.3 

trimmer 3.1.6 3.3.3 5.0.3 

vec 3.L1 3.1.4 5.0.2 
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~ operators 

abs 7.1.2.10 7.2.2.10 

col 3.2.5 5.7.3 6.7.3 

compat 3.2.3· 5.4.4 6.4.4 

~ 4.3.4 volume II 

!5!EJi... 3.2.2 5.2.1 6.2.1 

CO'!?,li,COl 3.2.5 5.8.3 6.8.3 

C£r!Jl..diag_ 3.2.5 5.8.2 6.8.2 

C£r!Jl..1'or,J 3.2.5 5.8.4 6.8.4 

C£r!Jl.,trns12 3.2.5 5.8.1 6.8.1 

del'iv 3.2.10 5.18.6 5.18.7 6.18.6 6.18.7 

diag 3.2.5 5.7.2 6.7.2 

equ 3.2.3 5.4.3 6.4.3 

fitsin 3.2.3 5.0.6 5.3.7 6.0.6 6.3.7 

~ 7.1.2.9 7.2.2.9 

gad 7.1.3.1 7.2.3.1 

identy 3.2.5 5.5.5 6.5.5 

im 4.3.4 volume II 

inspan 3.2.2 5.2.4 6.2.4 

into 3.2.5 5.5.1 5.5.2 5.5.3 5.5.4 

6.5.1 6.5.2 6.5.3 6.5.4 

wb 3.2.3 5.3.1 5.3.4 6.3.1 6.3.4 

max 3.1.1. 3.2.6 4.3.1 5.10.3 5.11.1 5.11.5 

6.10.3 6.11.1 6.11.5 

maxabs 3.2.6 5.10.5 5.11.3 6.10.5 6.11.3 

meet 3.2.2 .5.2.3 6.2.3 

min 3.1.1 3.2.6 4.3.1 5.10.4 5.11.2 5.11.6 

6.10.4 6.11.2 6.11.6 

minabs 3.2.6 5.10.6 5.11.4 6. 10.6 6,11.4 

rrrultrns12 3.2.10 5.18.3 6.18.3 
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neg 3.2.7 5.13.4 6.13.4 

£ 3.2.9 3.2.10 5.17.4 5.18.5 6 .17 .4 6,18.5 

re 4.3.4 volume II 

row 3.2.5 5.7.4 6.7.4 

searah 3.2.3 5.4.5 6.4.5 

Bi@la 3.2.6 5.10.1 6.10.1 

si@labs 3.2.6 5.10.2 6.10.2 

size 3.2.3 5.3.3 5.3.6 6.3.3 6.3.6 

span 3.2~2 5.2.2 6.2.2 

square 3.2.3 5.3.8 6.3.8 

subsar 3.2.2 3.2.5 5.2.5 5.2,6 6.2.5 6.2.6 

trim 3.3.4 5.9.2 6.9.2 

trims 3.3.4 5.9.1 6.9.1 

trnsp 3.2.5 5.7.1 6.7.1 

trnsF_mul 3.2.10 5.18.2 6.18.2 

'!:!Pl!. 3.2.3 5.3.2 5.3.5 6.3.2 6.3.5 

widen 3.1.2 4.3.3 4.3.4 

zero 3.2.3 5.4.1 6.4.1 
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+ 3.2.8 5.14.1 6.14.1 

3.2.8 5.14.2 5.14.3 6.14.2 6.14.3 

X 3.2.9 3.2.10 5.16.1 5.17.1 5 .18.1 

6.16.1 6.17.1 6.18.1 

I 3.2.10 5.16.2 6.16.2 

<> 3.2.9 5.17.2 6.17.2 

>< 3.2.9 5.17.3 6.17.3 

xx 3.2.10 5.18.4 6.18.4 

+< 3.2.7 5.12.1 5.12.3 6.12.1 6.12.3 

-< 3.2.7 5.12.2 5.12.4 6.12.2 6.12.4 

X< 3.2.7 5.13.1 6.13.1 

/< 3.2.7 5.13.3 6.13.3 

X> 3.2.7 5.13.2 5.13.5 6.13.2 6.13.5 

/> 3.2.7 5.13.6 6.13.6 

+·-.- 3.3.5 5.15 .1 6.15. l. 

-9"= 3.3.5 5.15.2 6.15.2 

-.- 3.1.1 3.2.5 4.3.5 5.6.1 5.6.2 6.6.1 6.6.2 

:= 3.2.3 5.4.2 6.4.2 7 .L5.1 7.2.5.1 

3.2.3 5.4.2 6.4.2 7 .1.5.2 7.2.5.2 

? 3.1.6 5.0.4 5.0.7 6.0.4 6.0.7 

3.3.3 5.0.4 5.0.8 6.0.4 6.0.8 

3.L6 3.3.3 5.0.5 6.0.5 
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TORRIX identifiers 

copyerrorfi le 

errorfile 

er.rorfi le is open 

fatal 

genallowance 

genari'ayl 

genarray2 

genindex 

genintarray 

genmat 

gensquare 

genvec 

length errorfile 

maxdex 

ndndex 

numbe1° warn'ings 

proc_ void 

~ file 
bool 

bool 

proc(bool)void 

proc(int,int)vec 

p__poc(int,int,int,int)mat 

p_roc(int)inde::c 

proc(int,int)inde::c 

proc(in!:__, i'.nt}mat 

p__roc(int)'!E.at 

P.!:.2.Efint} vec 

-int 

int 

4.2.3 

4.2.1 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 

3.2.1 

3.2.2 

3,2.2 

3.2.2 

3.2.2 

3.2.2 

3.2.2 

3.2.2 

4.2.1 

3.2.1 

4.3.2 

5.L2 

5,L3 

5.L4 

5.L1 

5.1.6 

5.L 7 

5.1. 5 

4.3.2 

4.3.2 

reset nv.niber 

setgendex 

wax•nings proc vo:f:....q 

pyoc(int,int)void 

label. 

4.2.2 

3.2.1 

4.2.6 

stringindexbounds 

stringmatbounds 

stringpar•am2 

stringpa.ram4 

stringvecboUJ1.ds 

torrix 

war>ning 

zer•omat 

zerovec 

tmaxgendex 

·rmngendex 

tnumbe1"1llarnings 

ttext.1 --- tte:ct23 

E!'.££ ( .f.i:zdex )[ l !::haY_'._ 4 . 2 . 5 

prod (mat) [Jchar 4. 2. 5 

p1'oc (int, in.!:) [] char 4. 2. 5 

P._1'0c ( i!!:.!,:!:.!.!-l._, int,int)[ lchar._ 4. 2. 5 

proc ( J!!!2) [] char 4 • 2 • 5 

p_roc (boo l, []char} ·void 4. 2. 4 

bool 4.2.2 

mat 

vec 

£ti.int 

ref in-/; 

Pef 
[ 

3.2.2 5,0.2 

3.2.1 4.3.2 

3.2.1 4.3.2 

4.2.2 

6.0.9 

6.L2 

6 .1. 3 

6.1 A 

6.Ll 

6.1.6 

6.L7 

6.1.5 
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